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SUMMARY
The Garden Route is located along the southern Cape coast of South Africa, between the Outeniqua
Mountain Range and the coast, stretching from Gourits River in the west to Bloukranz River in the
east. This region is recognised as a holiday destination and the centre of the southern Cape’s tourism
industry. It has also gained popularity as a golfing destination set to proliferate in terms of new golfcourse developments (Golf Digest 2004; Gould 2004; Granger 2003).

No known complete academic or public record is however available for the study area in which all the
golf development types, namely short courses, public-municipal golf-courses and residential golf
estates, are recorded. This leaves a gap in the understanding of the Garden Route as a golfing
destination, as well as opening the floor for public speculation about the status of the Garden Route
golfscape. This situation emphasises the need for a description of the Garden Route golfscape in order
to achieve a better understanding of it and of the Garden Route as an emerging golfing destination.
The research aspires to describe the Garden Route golfscape in terms of the geographic spatial
distribution and characteristics of all the golf development types mentioned. It also aims to analyse
how the public and developers of golf developments perceive the Garden Route golfscape.

The research has shown that amongst the four identified intra-regional golfscapes of the Garden Route,
namely the Mossel Bay, George, Knysna and Plettenberg Bay intra-regional golfscapes, the George
intra-regional golfscape has been affected the most by golf developments.

This intra-regional

golfscape has the greatest number of existing golf developments, as well as the highest number of new
golf development applications followed by Mossel Bay, Knysna and Plettenberg Bay. It is also clear
from the research that the press, through publishing factually incorrect and biased information, plays a
significant role in negatively affecting the public’s perception about the Garden Route golfscape.

The literature, as well as the results of the public opinion poll, identifies residential private golf estate
developments as the development type responsible for controversial golf debates. The survey indicated
that there is less concern and objection to public-municipal golf-courses and short courses. The lack of
public support for golf developments is as a result of the fact that the public is not convinced that either
the natural environment or tourism, will benefit from the Garden Route developing into an international
golfing destination. At the time of research, the Garden Route hosted 22 approved golf developments
of which nine are short courses, another nine are golf estates and the remaining four are public-
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municipal courses. A total of eight new golf estates are proposed for the Garden Route. There are no
proposals for new public-municipal golf-courses or short courses.

The research has highlighted that existing challenges associated with Garden Route golf developments
must be quantified through future research in order to compare the impacts (economic, social and
environmental impacts) with that of other land uses in the study area. Results from such future
exercises, combined with future in-depth environmental and human resource audits of the area, will
help determine the carrying capacity of the study area for golf developments, which will in turn
contribute to an even better understanding of the Garden Route golfscape.

Selection of keywords: Destination area lifecycle, developers’ perspectives, Garden Route, golfscape,
golf-course, golf estates, golf tourism, public opinion, southern Cape, sport tourism, sustainable
development, SWOT analysis.
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OPSOMMING
Die Tuinroete is geleë langs die Suid-Kaapse kus van Suid-Afrika, tussen die Outenikwabergreeks en
die kus en strek vanaf Gouritsrivier in die weste tot by Bloukranzrivier in die ooste. Die streek is alom
bekend as ‘n vakansiebestemming en die hartklop van die Suid-Kaapse toerisme industrie. Die area
verwerf ook bekendheid as ‘n gholfbestemming wat noemenswaardig groei in terme van nuwe
gholfontwikkelings (Golf Digest 2004; Gould 2004; Granger 2003).

Sover bekend, ontbreek die studiearea egter aan ‘n behoorlike opname van alle gholfontwikkeling
tipes, soos byvoorbeeld kort gholfbane, publieke-munisipale gholfbane en residensiële gholfoorde. Dit
laat ‘n leemte omtrent die begrip van die Tuinroete as ‘n gholfbestemming en dit skep geleentheid vir
publieke bespiegeling omtrent die status van die Tuinroete gholflandskap. Hierdie situasie beklemtoon
die noodsaaklikheid vir ‘n volledige beskrywing van die gholflandskap ten einde dit en die Tuinroete as
‘n gholfbestemming te ondersoek en beter te verstaan.

Die navorsing poog om die Tuinroete

gholflandskap te beskryf in terme van die geografiese verspreiding en karaktereienskappe van die
verskillende gholfontwikkelingtipes soos genoem. Dit ondersoek ook die publiek en ontwikkelaars se
persepsies omtrent die Tuinroete gholflandskap.

Die navorsing dui daarop dat die George intra-streek gholflandskap, in vergelyking met die ander drie
intra-streke, naamlik die Mosselbaai, George, Knysna en Plettenbergbaai, die meeste geaffekteer word
deur gholfontwikkelings. Hierdie intra-streek gholflandskap beskik huidiglik oor die meeste aantal
bestaande gholfontwikkelings, sowel as die meeste aansoeke vir nuwe gholfoordontwikkelings.
Daarna volg die Mosselbaai, Knysna en Plettenbergbaai intra-streke. Uit die navorsing is dit duidelik
dat die pers ‘n beduidende rol speel en invloed het op hoe die publiek die Tuinroete gholflandskap
beleef. Deurdat die pers feitlik verkeerde en eensydige inligting publiseer dra dit daartoe by dat die
publiek ‘n negatiewe persepsie van die Tuinroete gholflandskap het.

Die literatuur, sowel as die bevindinge van die publieke meningsopname, identifiseer residensiële
gholfoordontwikkelings as die ontwikkelingstipe wat verantwoordelik is vir die kontroversiële
gholfdebat. Dit blyk uit die opname dat die publiek minder bekommerd en beswaard is oor publiekemunisipale gholfbane en kortbane. Die feit dat die publiek nie oortuig is van die moontlike voordele
wat gholfontwikkeling inhou vir die natuurlike omgewing en toerisme nie, word weerspieël deur die
afwesigheid van publieke ondersteuning vir gholfontwikkeling.
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Die Tuinroete beskik oor 22 gholfontwikkelings waarvan nege kortgholfbane is, ‘n verdere nege
gholfoorde en die oorblywende vier publieke-munisipale gholfbane. ‘n Totaal van agt nuwe gholfoordontwikkelings word voorgestel vir die Tuinroete. Daar is geen aansoeke vir nuwe publieke-munisipale
gholfbane of kort gholfbane binne die studiegebied nie.

Verdere navorsing is nodig om veral die bestaande uitdagings wat geassosieer word met Tuinroete
gholfontwikkelings te gekwantifiseer ten einde die impakte daarvan (ekonomiese, sosiale en
omgewingsimpakte) beter te kan vergelyk met die van ander grondgebruike in die studiegebied. Die
resultate van sulke studies, tesame met ‘n indiepte omgewings- en menslikehulpbron opname vir die
studiearea, sal bydra om die drakrag van die area te bereken wat betref gholfontwikkelings en sodoende
verder bydrae tot ‘n beter begrip van die Tuinroete gholflandskap.

Sleutelwoorde:

Bestemminglewensiklus,

gholfbaan,

gholflandskap,

gholfoord,

gholftoerisme,

ontwikkelaarsopinie, publiek meningsopname, sporttoerisme, Suid-Kaap, SWOT-analise, Tuinroete,
volhoubare ontwikkeling.
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1: INTRODUCTION - THE FIRST TEE
1.1

GOLFING IN THE GARDEN ROUTE

Van Biljon (2004b: 1) asks the question: “Could the Southern Cape soon become the world’s top
seaside golfing destination?” This question is echoed in the literature dating back as far as the late
1980s, early 1990s, when Financial Mail (1989 & 1993), Finansies & Tegniek (1993) and Beeld (1993)
referred to the potential of the southern Cape as a golfing destination. Judging from numerous media
reports since and the interest shown by developers, as well as internationally recognised professional
golfers such as Ernie Els, Retief Goosen, Greg Norman, Jack Nicklaus and Gary Player, the coastal
asset of the Garden Route in the southern Cape, attracts attention as an existing international golfing
destination. Already a well-known local and international tourist destination, the Garden Route has
“…overnight become recognised as one of the world’s premier golfing destinations” (Struthers 2003:
16). Golf Digest (2004), Die Burger (2003c & 2003d) and Keenan & Handley (2002) report that
within South Africa, the Garden Route region is at the forefront of the country’s’ golf-course building
boom. Accepting that the Garden Route is already a golfing destination, it is perhaps more appropriate
to ask to what degree the Garden Route can/will become a top international golfing destination.
Neither this question nor that of Van Biljon (2004b) quoted above can be answered without a detailed
investigation into the golf landscape of the Garden Route and further investigation into the general
assumptions and public perceptions associated with the industry.

The overall development and investment potential of the Garden Route is well documented, especially
in property and tourism-marketing material (Bertram 2003; Die Burger 2003c; Garden Route
Investments 2002 & 2003f; Garden Route Living 2004a; Keenan & Van Rooyen 2000; Kirby 2003;
Taljaard 2003g; Thomas 2003b; Van Biljon 2003; Weavers 2004e & 2004f; Wesgro 1998a & 1998b).
True to the free market economy, the popularity of Garden Route properties, in particular residential
golf estate properties, creates a demand that developers are anxious to provide, especially because they
can ask high prices and still know that international buyers will invest (Van Rooyen 2004b). By
supplying high quality, secure, attractive and exclusive golf estate developments in the Garden Route,
further awareness is created of the region as a golfing destination. Thus, demand is stimulated and
development pressure increased.
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Owing to concern expressed by media, the public and government authorities, golf estate
developments in the Garden Route have been highlighted as a key component contributing to the
overall development pressure in this area (Bonthuys 2004b & 2004c; George Herald 2004d; Ekron
2004; Williams 2003). The analysis of golf estate marketing material shows that developers and
investors believe golf developments to be value drivers and excellent investment opportunities (Beeld
1997; Cape Times 2004; Die Burger 2003f; Finansies & Tegniek 2004d & 2004h; Garden Route
Investments 2004a; Hasenfuss 2004; Keenan 2002a; Van Rooyen 1997 & 1998). These stakeholders
believe such developments to be beneficial to the local economy and communities, attracting
investment, contributing to the tourism and recreation sectors and creating employment opportunities
(Garden Route Properties 2004c; Hale 2005a, 2005b & 2005c; Weavers 2004d).

Furthermore,

developers and investors are of the opinion that golf estates are created in a sustainable, sensitive
manner (Fourie 2004; Le Grand 2004b; Nevill 2004; Van Biljon 2004a), whereas opposers to this
development type believe the opposite (Essop 2004; George Herald 2004b & 2004g; Hatchuel 2004a
& 2004b; Joubert 2003; Knysna-Plett Herald 2004b; Taljaard 2003a).

The resulting uncertainty with regard to the actual impact of golf developments on the Western Cape
culminated in an investigation commissioned by the Provincial Government of the Western Cape into
the sustainability of golf development in the province (Department of Environmental Affairs &
Development Planning [DEADP] 2004 & 2005; Die Burger 2004i; Karsten 2004e; Taljaard & Richter
2004a). The aim of the investigation was to assist the provincial government in formulating policy
guidelines that will support decision-making when new golf development applications are submitted to
the DEADP. Both the draft (DEADP 2004) and the final (DEADP 2005), however, provide an
incomplete description of the Garden Route golfscape. Seven short courses in the Garden Route are
excluded from the investigation, resulting in distorted findings and recommendations. The thesis
concludes that golf-course developments are unlikely to be sustainable and the authors recommend a
moratorium on golf developments.

Once again, the already uninformed stakeholders have been

provided with incomplete information, fueling objections to this type of development and building on
the existing lack of understanding about the Garden Route golfscape.

The study area, known as the Garden Route, is situated on the south-eastern coast of the Western Cape
Province. For the purpose of this study, the far western boundary of the study area is the Gourits River
with Bloukrans River forming the eastern boundary. The Indian Ocean is the southern border and the
foothills of the Outeniqua Mountain Range the northern boundary. This coastal belt study area covers
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an estimated 312 000ha. Within this geographic space, in 2005, there are nine residential golf estates,
four public golf-courses and nine short courses. A further eight residential golf estates are proposed
within the study area.

The study area is divided into four intra-regional golfscapes according to the four municipal districts of
Mossel Bay, George, Knysna and Plettenberg Bay. Currently the George intra-regional golfscape has
the highest concentration of golf developments in the region, namely five short courses and three
approved golf estates, plus a public-municipal golf-course. In addition, the George intra-regional
golfscape also has the most applications for new golf estate developments (four). The Mossel Bay
intra-regional golfscape is host to four existing golf developments, including two short courses and
two golf estates of which one offers a public golf-course. Two more golf estates are proposed for this
intra-regional golfscape. The Knysna intra-regional golfscape offers five golf developments. These
are three golf estates, one public-municipal golf-course and one short course. Finally, the Plettenberg
Bay intra-regional golfscape presents the lowest amount of golf developments of all four intraregional golfscapes. One of each golf development type (golf estate, public-municipal golf-course and
short course) is located in this intra-regional golfscape in 2006. Another two golf estates are proposed
for this intra-regional golfscape.

A contributing factor to the popularity of the Garden Route golfscape is the presence of the
internationally recognised Fancourt Hotel and Country Club in George (Cape Golfer 2004b; Louwrens
2003; Richter 2004e). It offers four 18-hole golf-courses, thus being acknowledged as the largest golf
estate in the whole study area. This facility has hosted various international golf events, including the
President’s Cup in November 2003 (George Herald 2004c) and the recent Women’s World Cup during
February 2005 (Die Burger 2004j & 2005; Garden Route Investments 2005e). According to McLean
(2005a: 2), golf real estate has become “…the stock market of the new millennium”, owing to the
enormous returns on property investment associated with such developments. These strong economic
motivations, combined with prestigious sport events and the natural beauty of the Garden Route,
continue to generate an ever-increasing interest in the area.

The characteristics of the Garden Route, its accessibility both internationally and domestically, its
natural environment, the pristine coastline, high service-delivery standards and the high quality of
existing golf facilities contribute to shaping the Garden Route golfscape. An overview of these
characteristics in the next section allows for a better understanding of why the Garden Route is
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considered a popular destination and why there is concern about the development pressure of golf
developments in the area.
1.2

OVERVIEW OF THE GARDEN ROUTE STUDY AREA

This section briefly describes the characteristics of the Garden Route study area. In addition, the
section provides background information, offering reasons for the popularity of the Garden Route as a
golfing destination, in terms of service delivery, migration, tourism and development opportunities.
The assumption is that the pressures and existing threats to the Garden Route (e.g. pressure on land and
water resources; threats to social stability and conservation; and increasing conflict regarding different
land uses 1) are partially caused by the very opportunities and strengths that make the area a popular
destination.

Figure 1.1 shows the location of the Garden Route in relation to the Western Cape province. It also
indicates the four intra-regional golfscapes of Mossel Bay, George, Knysna and Plettenberg Bay and
how these are connected through railway and road networks linking to other provinces in the country.

1

These land use types are agriculture, urban development, nature conservation and open space.
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Figure 1.1: Garden Route study area with intra-regional golfscapes in relation to the Western Cape province.
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Traditionally, the southern Cape coast as far east as Port Elizabeth is known as the Garden Route (De
Moor & Lubke 1988). The area between Gourits River in the west and Bloukrans River in the east is
however perceived by most as the core of the Garden Route (Die Burger 2004m; Lourens 2003c). For
the purpose of this research, the study area is the coastal strip between the coast and the Outeniqua
Mountain Range, within the municipal boundaries of Mossel Bay, George, Knysna and Plettenberg
Bay, and stretching between the above-mentioned rivers. According to Dennis Moss Partnership Inc
(2003: 12) the study area forms part of the larger Eden district municipal area (EDMA) and is seen as
“…the centre of its tourism industry”. The EDMA is an amalgamation of the municipal areas of
Kannaland, Langeberg, Mossel Bay, George, Oudtshoorn, District Management Area, Knysna and
Plettenberg Bay.

The study area landscape is subject to increasing development pressure in the form of high-income
residential and holiday resort type developments, amongst others residential golf estates (Beeld 1998b;
Finansies & Tegniek 2004f; Die Burger 2003c). The coastal urban areas in the study area are more
densely populated that the rural areas. The population numbers in the major Garden Route towns,
George, Knysna and Plettenberg Bay are increasing, especially in the unemployed sector of society
(Chittenden Nick de Villiers, DelPlan & Octagonal 2002). This is mainly the result of in-migration
from rural to urban areas as well as intra-provincial migration. According to Bekker (2003) the
migration, whereby people migrate in search of jobs and income is referred to as the “primary engine of
migration”, whereas the “second engine of migration” is the “…population movement primarily in
search of superior economic and social infrastructure and services” (Bekker 2003). Although Bekker
(2003) found that the promise of work opportunities is the main reason for migration, both types have
resulted in an influx of especially unemployed African people with limited skills to the coastal strip of
the Garden Route (Dennis Moss Partnership Inc 2003). The construction and tourism sectors are two
economic sectors in the study area experiencing growth and according to Dennis Moss Partnership Inc
(2003) and Taljaard (2004a & 2004c) the region has significantly better infrastructure (housing, water,
electricity, health and educations facilities) than the Eastern Cape where amenities such as employment
opportunities, health and educational facilities are deteriorating fast (Die Burger 2004l; Malan 2004).
This potential of improved living conditions result in an influx of people to the region and according to
Bekker (2003) the Garden Route appears to the be only part of the Western Cape where the population
demonstrates a reluctance to move onto other destinations once settled, thus the out-migration is
significantly less, compared to the in-migration resulting in an overall population increase for the study
area. This has resulted in an increase in unemployment in the area (Die Burger 2004a). According to
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Becker (2003) the largest ethnic group in the Garden Route is the Coloured group, followed by the
White, African and the Asian population groups.

In addition to the influx of typically poor, unemployed, African people, the region also experiences an
increase in affluent White people seeking retirement in the beautiful and tranquil coastal towns of the
Garden Route.

According to Dennis Moss Partnership Inc (2003: 45) this group is not economically

active any longer, however “…their presence creates the impression of growth, prosperity and the
availability of numerous job opportunities”. This perception contributes further to the development
pressure and influx of job seekers to existing urban nodes.

The accessibility of the Garden Route contributes further to the in-migration of people to the study
area. The study area is effectively linked to the Western Cape, Eastern Cape, KwaZulu Natal, the Free
State and Gauteng with established transport routes such as the N1, N12 an N7 (north/south axes), and
the N2 (east/west axis).

George’s airport and a railway network supplement this road network.

Taljaard (2003d) comments on the intention of the George Airport to upgrade to international status,
which would improve accessibility to the study area even further. Upgrading to the George airport
commenced in the last quarter of 2005.

The Garden Route is well known for its natural and scenic landscape. Besides the aesthetic appeal of
the coast and Outeniqua Mountain Range that form the southern and northern borders of the study area
respectively, the landscape character of the Garden Route is strongly influenced by rivers that flow
from the upper catchment areas to the coast. A total of 34 rivers flow through the study area. These
watercourses not only function as sources of water for irrigation for some golf developments, but the
rivers and lakes within the study area are also used as landscape features to enhance the value of golf
estate developments. Examples of this include Kingswood Country Estate on the Rooi River, Oubaai
Golf Estate on the Gwaing River, Lakes Eco & Golf Reserve proposed on Swartvlei and LagoonBay
Lifestyle & Golf Estate proposed on the Maalgate River.

Supplementing the hydrological and aesthetic features of the Garden Route is the biological
characteristics of this region that play a significant role in defining the study area as a destination of
many opportunities. The Garden Route is situated in the southern part of the Cape Floral Kingdom,
which is internationally recognised as one of only six floral kingdoms in the world (Cape Nature
Conservation 2004; Dennis Moss Partnership Inc 2000). The authors of the Bioregional Planning
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Framework (Dennis Moss Partnership Inc 2000) report that the Cape Floral Kingdom is the smallest
of the six floral kingdoms in the world, covering only 0.06 percent of the earth’s surface. Dennis Moss
Partnership Inc (2000) comments further that the Cape Floral Kingdom is unique in that it is contained,
in its entirety, within a single country (South Africa). Such unique vegetation types are of immense
scientific and conservational importance, and contribute to the Garden Route being a primary ecotourist destination (Cape Nature Conservation 2004).

In addition to the long-term population influx associated with in-migration as discussed, the seasonal
influx of tourists to the area contributes to defining the study area as a popular destination (George
Herald 2003a; Taljaard 2003e). As an emerging country in the global tourism market, South Africa is
exposed to international trends, preferences and demands. New ‘globalised’ landscapes, such as the
Garden Route, are influenced by the international demand for high quality leisure activities and secure
environments (Lapka & Cudlinova 2003). Consequently, tourist demands are considered and standards
improved with every new development in order to attract potential investors and international tourists,
especially golf tourists.

Golf tourism is playing an increasing role in the tourism sector in the Garden Route (Gould 2004). The
Western Cape Tourism Board (WCTB) has identified golf tourism as a niche market to be explored and
pursued (Wesgro 1998a & 1998b). Tourism in the Garden Route is markedly seasonal, with domestic
and international tourists and holidaymakers visiting the area mainly during the December/January and
Easter holiday periods. Local developments and businesses plan accordingly to accommodate the vast
seasonal influx and demand, which does raise the question of sustainability throughout the remainder
of the year. Bulk service demand (e.g. potable water) and traffic increase to such an extent that water
restrictions especially and traffic congestion are widely associated with holiday periods in the Garden
Route (Bonthuys 2004e; Bonthuys & Bester 2004; De Beer 2004c & 2004d; Garden Route Investments
2003e). Also dependant on seasonality is employment associated with tourism. The potential longterm employment opportunities put forward by developers of golf developments are also questionable
due to the seasonality thereof, demanding high employment for a limited time of the year (Keenan
2003a; Ricther 2004d; Taljaard 2004b & 2004d).
The characteristics and features of the study area as described above contribute to the landscape and
environmental images people have of the Garden Route. It is this image people have of a certain space,
the value they bestow on it, and “…the meanings and attachments held by an individual or group for a
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spatial setting” (Stedman 2003: 2) that contribute to the conflicting opinions about the future of a
particular area – in this case, the Garden Route as a golfing destination.
Radical conservationists want to see the Garden Route remain as it is in order to protect and preserve
what remains of it. Such opponents view golf development as a threat to their perceived environment.
Investors and proponents of golf developments, however, see great potential for development and
increased tourism. Both groups have a responsibility towards protecting the environment and character
of the Garden Route whilst striving for sustainable development. When considering golf developments
in the Garden Route it seems that the gap between these two extreme groups is growing larger instead
of smaller. The public’s lack of understanding of the dynamics of golf developments is an obstacle.
The different visions for and opinions about what type destination the Garden Route should be (e.g.
golf destination vs. eco-tourism destination), inadequate access to detailed information about golf
developments and lack of understanding of the various environmental and planning policies regulating
development, hinder constructive co-operation between stakeholders. The public conflict that arises
from this is evident in Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) processes and it manifests itself as a
regular topic of dispute in the literature. The following section provides a brief overview summary of
the main points discussed in the literature review by Van Zyl (2003), which allows for a better
understanding of why this dispute exists.

1.3

LITERATURE REVIEW: UNDERSTANDING THE DISPUTE ABOUT GOLF

DEVELOPMENTS
This section is a summary of the main reasons for the dispute about golf developments in the Garden Route as
highlighted in the literature review by Van Zyl (2003). It must be noted that the literature review focused
specifically on social and economic impacts associates with Garden Route golf developments, therefore only the
ones highlighted through the literature review are discussed in this section.

Since 1998, when the National Environmental Management Act (NEMA) was promulgated, it became a legal
requirement for proposed golf developments in South Africa to obtain approval from government authorities
prior to construction of the development. The decision must be informed by information about the potentially
affected environment that is obtained through the environmental impact assessment (EIA) process facilitated by
independent environmental consultants. The EIA process necessitates public participation and involvement,
thereby allowing the public the opportunity to inform themselves of a proposed golf development and the
potential impacts and appropriate mitigation measures associated with it. The public as a whole does not
however participate in EIA processes, rendering many uninformed and receptive to the perceptions of others and
information obtained through sensational press articles.
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The literature review highlighted another difficulty with the public participation process, namely the disparate
inputs given by people with very diverse backgrounds, needs and expectations. For instance, a number of
participating members of the public might be from communities where unemployment is high and education
levels are relatively low – such participants of an EIA process might support a golf development because they
envisage training and job opportunities.

The needs of such a community are relative to the more

environmentally focused concerns raised by more affluent participants that value their environment more so than
job opportunities. Although this group acknowledges the employment opportunities, they express concern about
the sustainability of the jobs and the associated influx of job seekers.

It is not only the sustainability of jobs that influence the dispute about golf developments. The literature review
expands on the fact that there is general concern about the long-term sustainability of golf developments in the
Garden Route, due to the seasonality associated with both the game and residency on golf estates. The concern
about whether the necessary sacrifices required to erect and operate a golf estate are deemed worthy if it is not
sustainable, is yet another reason why the dispute exists about golf developments.

Furthermore, the literature review pointed out that public perceptions about a development are very much
influenced by personal expectations and what an individual gains from a particular development. Although all
Garden Route short courses and public-municipal courses are open to the public, golf estate developments are
private developments, which only allows for controlled public access. Given South Africa’s history of racial
discrimination and social segregation, equal opportunities to benefit and equal access, or the lack thereof to
facilities, are matters that fuel the golf development dispute. The fact that there are only applications for new
golf estates (none for short courses and public-municipal courses) for the Garden Route, hence only public
exposure to golf estates EIA processes, this exclusive characteristic of golf estates is magnified, resulting in an
adverse reaction towards golf developments.

Whilst acknowledging the bunkers associated with public perception about golf developments, the literature
review highlights the fact that an increasing amount of attention is being given to the social responsibility of
developers of golf developments towards the receiving human environment of the Garden Route. Already public
participation is a reality that helps determine the outcome of a golf development application, ensuring improved
benefits to society. However, the lack of constructive participation and/or a lack of understanding of the
dynamics of a golf development and the EIA process hinder informed inputs and informed decisions about golf
developments in the Garden Route.
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1.4

RESEARCH PROBLEM: PUBLIC LACK OF UNDERSTANDING OF THE
DYNAMICS OF GOLF DEVELOPMENTS

Objective opinions and assumptions about the Garden Route golfscape cannot be made without
sufficient information being accessible to those voicing an opinion, even more so when decisions need
to be taken with regard to golf developments in the Garden Route.
1.4.1

Problem formulation

Golf developments in the Garden Route and the future of the area as a golfing destination, are subject
to public opinion and authority guidance through regulating policies and decision-making. When
considering the fact that there is no reliable description or analysis of the Garden Route golfscape,
resulting in a lack of understanding of the dynamics of golf developments, the implications and
possible consequences of opinions and decisions made from a position of ignorance are alarming. It
positions the Garden Route as a golfing destination in the rough instead of on the fairway.

When considering a golf development application, the main decision-making tools used by the relevant
government authorities, are the EIA and planning-rezoning processes. Key stakeholders, including the
public, non-governmental organisations and governmental authorities, participate in these processes,
which thus become both information-sharing and decision-making tools. These processes, however,
are site-specific exercises designed to identify, investigate and assess impacts associated with a
particular development in a specific environment. The current EIA and rezoning processes for golf
developments in the study area lack a critical element, namely a golfscape analysis of the Garden Route
that will assist stakeholders to comprehend the dynamics of golf developments. It is inevitable that by
not introducing a holistic overview of the Garden Route golfscape as part of these processes, the
credibility of conclusions drawn, opinions formulated and decisions taken around this subject are
questionable.

The research focus on the Garden Route golfscape and it is important to define what is means by the
term golfscape. Table 1.1 lists the various baseline aspects associated with the term golfscape.
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Table 1.1: Baseline aspects of a golfscape
G

Guidelines governing golf developments

O

Orientation of golf developments

L

Location of golf developments

F

Features of golf developments

S

Spatial distribution of golf developments

C

Challenges associated with golf developments

A

Amount of golf developments

P

Perceptions about golf developments

E

Expectations for the future of golf developments

For the purpose of the research the term golfscape refers to a description of the spatial distribution,
location, orientation, amount and features of golf developments, as well as the challenges associated
with golf developments, how the public and developer’s perceive it, the guidelines that govern it and
the expectations for the future of Garden Route golf developments. These baseline aspects are all
investigated in the research, some individually and others jointly, and the descriptions of these
contribute to a better understanding of the Garden Route as a golfing destination.
1.4.2

Research problem statement

The lack of collective baseline information on the comprehensive Garden Route golfscape is
detrimental to stakeholder engagement and decision-making processes, the golf development industry,
the environment, the character and the landscape of the study area. The provision of such baseline
information is urgently required.
1.4.3

Aims and objectives

The purpose of this study is to establish a reliable profile of golf developments in the Garden Route, at
the same time outlining the local background settings (policies, regulations, resources) and
international trends associated with the golf development industry. Additional aims are to highlight the
various perceptions of, and key challenges associated with Garden Route golf developments and to
explore how these may significantly influence the future of the Garden Route as a golf destination.

In order to focus on these broader aims, several objectives have been identified. It is the intention of
this study to:
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•

investigate popular international golfing destinations in order to reveal trends within the
international golf development industry (chapter three);

•

classify the different types of golf developments in the Garden Route (chapter three);

•

describe the characteristics of the various golf developments in the Garden Route (chapter four);

•

determine, analyse, describe, explain and interpret the spatial distribution of golf developments in
the Garden Route (chapter four);

•

explore stakeholder opinions regarding the present state and the future of the Garden Route
golfscape through reviewing available literature and a public opinion survey (chapter four);

•

report on developers’ perspectives of Garden Route golfing by analysing and interpreting their
marketing materials (chapter four);

•

construct the destination lifecycle position of the Garden Route as a golfing destination (chapter
five);

•

identify and expand on the key challenges associated with Garden Route golf developments
(chapter five);

•

establish and reflect on the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats associated with the
Garden Route as a golfing destination (chapter five);

•

review the relevant guideline documents that regulate golf development in the Garden Route
(chapter six); and

•

draw conclusions about the future of golf developments in the Garden Route (chapters six &
seven).

These objectives are discussed in the thesis in the order they are mentioned here. The following section
provides an overview of the thesis structure.
1.5

THESIS STRUCTURE

This first chapter has briefly introduced the topic of the Garden Route golfscape and described key
characteristics of the study area. It has explained the purpose and need for research on the identified
topic by focusing on the importance of completing research that will describe the Garden Route
golfscape in an attempt to alleviate the lack of understanding the public has about the dynamics of golf
developments. Chapter two expands on the methods of data collection, its analysis and interpretation
of the results. The research diagram included in chapter two shows the logical steps taken to do the
research. The diagram promotes replication of the research.
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Chapter three provides an overview of the history of the game of golf and the evolution of golf
developments. It also reflects on golf as a growing international sport and describes its impact on the
local tourism industry. Also discussed in this chapter is South Africa’s rating as an international
golfing destination, as well as identifiable trends within the international golfing industry and their
relevancy to that of the Garden Route golfing industry.

A detailed description and graphic display of the Garden Route golfscape follow in chapter four in
which the Garden Route golfscape is discussed in terms of four intra-regional golfscapes, namely that
of Mossel Bay, George, Knysna and Plettenberg Bay. Distinctions between existing and approved golf
developments, and new golf development applications are outlined. Furthermore, the chapter reports
on the findings of the opinion survey conducted to determine public opinion of Garden Route golf
developments.

Included in this chapter also is a brief analysis of golf development marketing

materials, outlining the developers’ perspectives of how they see the Garden Route golfscape.

The various challenges facing the Garden Route as a golfing destination are explored in chapter five.
Resemblances of such challenges with those of other international golfing destinations are documented.
Drawing on the publics’ and developers’ perspectives described in chapter four, the strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities and threats associated with the Garden Route golfscape are listed and
discussed. Because concerns associated with golf developments have a propensity to be universal, the
Garden Route is also positioned within the framework of the destination lifecycle in chapter five.

The optimal aim for any development and destination should be that of sustainable development. The
various guideline documents (e.g. planning and environmental acts and policies) regulating
development in the Garden Route, thereby aiming to guide towards overall sustainable development,
are discussed in chapter six. This chapter also highlights the various obstacles to and limitations of
such processes and developments, as well as how these challenges affect the Garden Route golfscape
and methods to overcome them.

Chapter seven concludes the thesis with a summary of the main findings of the research,
recommendations about resolving the problems addressed and suggestions for future research
opportunities.
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2: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY – TECHNIQUE IS THE NAME OF THE
GAME
This study is an empirical investigation, combining quantitative and qualitative methods to provide
baseline information about the Garden Route golf development industry and golfscape in an attempt to
alleviate the lack of public understanding of the dynamics of golf developments. The only quantitative
measure used is that of spatial measures of golf developments in relation to known landmarks in the
study area. The following data was required for the study:
2.1

Data required

Existing available data (primary and secondary) on local and international golf developments and local
and international perceptions about the industry were necessary to inform the research, along with
information about the history of golf and reported trends associated with the golf industry. The
literature review assisted in identifying and obtaining such data in the form of local and international
academic literature, EIA reports, local guideline documents, sport and tourism orientated literature,
various local and international magazine and newspaper articles and Internet websites.

Observation of all the different golf developments in the study area was required in order to better
describe and categories each development, thereby contributing to a better understanding of the Garden
Route golfscape. Furthermore, input was required from the general managers of operating Garden
Route golf developments, to better explain the dynamics of the local golf development industry and
gain an understanding of how such key stakeholders associated with golf developments, perceive the
industry in the Garden Route.

Marketing material, associated with golf developments in the Garden Route, was collected for review
to primarily inform the research as to how developers of golf developments perceive the Garden Route
golfscape. A secondary function of this data was to provide input on what information is presented to
the public, thereby influencing their perception about golf developments. Public input about golf
developments in the Garden Route was important data that assisted in establishing how the public
perceives such developments within the Garden Route.

The golfscape of the Garden Route is influenced by the demographic and spatial characteristics of the
area, as well as guideline documents regulating golf development in the area. Information about the
population growth of, and migration to the study area were obtained through recent reports that
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document the information required and guideline documents were obtained through website searches
and the offices of HilLand Associates
.
The following data collection procedures were followed to obtain the necessary information
2.2

Data collection

A literature search and review about local and international golf developments, with specific focus on
Garden Route golf development, were done through means of computerised indexes namely Geobase,
SA Studies and Science Direct, using keywords such as “golf estates”, “golf tourism”, “sport tourism”,
“destination lifecycle”, “Garden Route golf” and “golfscape”. Internet search engines such as Google
(http://www.google.com) and Aardvark (http://www.aardvark.co.za) were used employing similar
keywords to the ones mentioned above. Furthermore, specific Internet sites on South African and
international environmental links and South African government sites (relevant guideline documents),
as well as Internet sites for Garden Route golf developments were used to inform the literature review.
The reference lists from Van der Merwe (1997), Van der Walt (2003) and Van Zyl (2003), as well
other obtained literature sources, also yielded many additional references.

The researcher designed and constructed a bilingual questionnaire for the purpose of a public opinion
survey that was aimed at exploring the public’s opinion about the present state and future of the Garden
Route golfscape (see Appendix A for a copy of the questionnaire). The following nine public venues in
five Garden Route towns were identified by the researcher as suitable for displaying questionnaires; the
Mossel Bay town library and Mossel Bay Golf Club, the George town library and George Country
Club, the Sedgefield town library (no public golf club), the Knysna town library and Knysna Country
Club, and the Plettenberg Bay town library and Plettenberg Bay Country Club. Except for Sedgefield,
the other four towns each represent the major town within an intra-regional golfscape. Sedgefield was
included because currently the largest new golf estate development within the study area is proposed
close to this town, namely the Lakes Eco & Golf Reserve. The researcher consulted with the individual
Club Managers of each identified public golf club and the Head Librarians at the public town libraries
in order to obtain permission to display questionnaires at these venues. The researcher delivered fifty
structured questionnaires to each venue, totaling 450 questionnaires for the study area. A clearly
marked response container accompanied the questionnaires and respondents were requested to deposit
their completed questionnaires in this container for collection by the researcher after a given response
period of three weeks.
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In addition to the hard copy questionnaires, an electronic version of the questionnaire was also
available at the same time. The researcher approached the Atlantic Internet service provider to assist
with the creation of a web page on which the questionnaire was posted and could be accessed
electronically. Using the hard copy questionnaire as a template, Atlantic converted the questionnaire to
electronic format and placed it on the Internet at http://www.users.lantic.net/lmvz. For convenience to
the public and researcher, this electronic questionnaire was designed to be completed on-line and
submitted electronically to the researchers’ personal email address.

The purpose of the public opinion survey and the availability of the various versions of the
questionnaire were advertised in the following six local newspapers; George Herald, Mossel Bay
Advertiser, Knysna-Plett Herald, Mini-Ads, Wild News and Garden Route Investments, calling on
members of the public to participate in the survey. This bilingual advert specified a reply period of
three weeks during September 2004. Owing to errors of a technical nature 1, no completed electronic
questionnaires were received during the initial comment period. Once the matter had been resolved
with Atlantic, additional advertisements were placed in the George Herald, Mossel Bay Advertiser and
Knysna-Plett Herald explaining the situation and calling upon the public to complete and resubmit
electronic questionnaires during a follow-up two week period in October 2004.

The response rates from the public opinion questionnaire survey are tabularised in Table 2.1 on the
following page. A sum total of 252 (56 per cent) completed questionnaires were received, of which
227 (50.4 per cent) were usable. Twenty-one (9.6 per cent) of the 219 hard copy questionnaires, and
four (12 per cent) of the 33 electronic questionnaires could not be used for analysis because they had
not been filled in correctly. The researcher believes that the number of responses via the Internet
questionnaire would have been significantly higher had it not been for the initial loss of data.
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Table 2.1

Response rate to the public opinion questionnaire survey about golf developments in

the Garden Route, 2004.
Distribution point

Questionnaires distributed

Questionnaires returned

Response rate

Library

No.

%

No.

%

%

Mossel Bay

50

20

23

46

9.2

George

50

20

34

68

13.6

Sedgefield

50

20

30

60

12

Knysna

50

20

19

38

7.6

Plettenberg Bay

50

20

18

36

7.2

Sub totals

250

100

124

49.6

49.6

Unusable

N/A

N/A

14

11.3

N/A

TOTAL: LIBRARY

250

100

110

44

44

Golf-course

No.

%

No.

%

%

Mossel Bay Golf Club

50

25

13

26

6.5

George Country Club

50

25

31

62

15.5

Knysna Country Club

50

25

27

54

13.5

Plettenberg Bay Country Club

50

25

24

48

12

Sub totals

200

100

95

47.5

47.5

Unusable

N/A

N/A

7

7.4

N/A

TOTAL: GOLF-COURSE

200

100

88

44

44

Hard copy
SUB TOTAL

450

450

219

48.7

48.7

UNUSABLE

N/A

N/A

21

9.6

N/A

TOTAL

450

450

198

44

44

ELECTRONIC VIA INTERNET
Venue

No.

%

No.

%

%

http://www.users.lantic.net/lmvz

N/A

N/A

33

N/A

N/A

33

N/A

N/A

Sub totals
Unusable

--

--

4

12.1

N/A

TOTAL

N/A

N/A

29

87.9

N/A

Sum total

1

TOTAL completed questionnaires

450

450

252

56

56

TOTAL unusable

N/A

N/A

25

9.9

5.6

TOTAL usable questionnaires

450

N/A

227

90

50.4

The ‘link’ with the email address to where completed electronic questionnaires should have been submitted, was not
activated correctly by Atlantic.
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A second questionnaire survey was undertaken by the researcher during November 2004 amongst
the 22 existing golf developments in the study area. These include four municipal golf-courses, nine
short courses and eight golf estates. The initial intention of the researcher was to conduct interviews
with the General Managers of each of these golf developments, however due to time limitations, the
researcher performed the questionnaire survey instead.

The researcher personally contacted

(phoned/emailed), and depending on availability, visited the General Managers of each of these
developments, explaining the purpose of the survey and requesting their cooperation. A copy of the
structured questionnaire was thereafter emailed and/or faxed to each of these developments for the
attention of the General Manager, requesting them to submit (email/fax) a completed copy to the
researcher. A copy of the questionnaire is attached as Appendix B.

Marketing material of golf developments were collected from the site and sales offices of existing and
proposed developments, Internet website searches, collection from the Mossel Bay, George, Knysna
and Plettenberg Bay tourism centres, the George airport, collection from people distributing brochures
and pamphlets in parking lots and at traffic lights and personal observation of mobile and on-site
billboards throughout 2003, 2004, 2005 and 2006.

This method of data collection was further

supplemented with marketing material that appeared in newspapers over the same time period (Beeld,
Die Burger, Cape Times, George Herald, Knysna-Plett Herald, Garden Route Investments, Rapport)
and the magazines Golf Digest, The Property Magazine, Garden Route Living, Compleat Golfer and
Finansies & Tegniek. Using these data collection methods, the researcher managed to identify and
collect marketing material for the following Garden Route golf developments only; LagoonBay
Lifestyle Estate, Fancourt Hotel & Country Club Estate, Le Grand Golf Estate, Pezula Clifftop Estate,
Knysna River Reserve, Simola Golf & Country Estate, Pinnacle Point Beach & Golf Club, Kingswood
Golf Estate, Oubaai Golf Estate, Lakes Eco & Golf Reserve, Mossel Bay Country Nature Estate & Golf
Club and Three Chameleons short course. As can be detected from this list of developments, no
marketing material was found for any of the public-municipal golf-courses, and short courses also do
not market as active as the residential golf estate developments. Marketing material was used to glean
information about existing and proposed golf developments in order to better understand the
advertising industry and methods used by them to portray developers’ perspectives on golf
development in the Garden Route.

Observation at the various golf developments through site visits offered the researcher a better
understanding of aspects such as location and accessibility of the Garden Route golfscape.
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2.3

Data analysis

In order to get the necessary research results and interpret such results, questionnaire data was analysed
using an Excel spreadsheet database. This allowed the researcher to manipulate and transform the data
in the spreadsheets into descriptive statistics (totals, percentages, averages, etc.).

In addition to the questionnaire data analysis, the spatial information such as the location and amount
of each golf development type, in relation to known landmarks (e.g. towns, airports, distribution
networks, rivers) were converted to maps using a combination of programmes, namely ArcView GIS
and CorelDraw. Furthermore, distance measurements between different golf developments and key
landmarks as above, were measured in order to gain a better understanding of the golfscape and the
function of space between such developments and landmarks.

The necessary steps taken to analyse the golfscape are set out diagrammatically in Figure 2.1.
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Literature review by Van Zyl 2004. Understanding

Problem formulation. Incomplete golfscape description of the
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of the Garden Route golfscape through reviewing available literature and
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-Report on developers’ perspectives of Garden Route golfing by
analysing and interpreting golf development marketing material;
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of questionnaires and marketing
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-Identify and expand on the key challenges associated with Garden
Statistical methods –
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-Establish and reflect on the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and

averages, graphs for
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threats associated with the Garden Route as a golfing destination;
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key
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marketing materials.

(proposed
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-Review
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documents

that

regulate
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and

existing).
Results
Golf estate numbers are increasing while municipal and short golf
course numbers have stagnated.
Interpretation

Golf developments are concentrated along the coast and close to urban
nodes.
Marketing materials build on the image of exclusivity associated with
golf developments.

Further research
This research should be used as baseline
information

to

assessment (SEA).

a

strategic

environmental

Public objection to golf developments are because they do not believe
it beneficial to the environment and tourism should the Garden Route
development into an international golfing destination.

Figure 2.1: Research design for describing and analysing the Garden Route golfscape.
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3: PLANET GOLF – AN INTERNATIONAL AND LOCAL OVERVIEW
3.1 THE HISTORY AND EVOLUTION OF GOLF
The results from the public opinion survey, interviews and literature review highlight various aspects,
such as exclusivity and excessive land use, as key issues of concern associated with golf developments.
In order to better understand why these aspects cause anxiety among stakeholders, one must explore the
history and evolution of the game of golf.

The origin of the game of golf has never been clearly established. According to Learnaboutgolf (2002)
it is believed that originally Roman emperors and royalty played a stick-and-ball game called
‘paganica’, using a bent stick to drive a soft, feather-stuffed ball. The website further explains that over
the next five centuries, the game developed on several continents and eventually evolved into a game
popular with Scottish royalty and known as ‘golfe’, the direct ancestor of the modern game. The latter
was introduced to Scotland in 1421.
In addition to its royal endorsement 1, the sport was expensive owing to the handcrafted equipment
used. This contributed to making the sport exclusive and a leisure activity for the wealthy. From 1848,
mass production of golfing gear made the game more affordable for the average person and this
contributed greatly to the growth of golf (Sherman 2002). In terms of the excessive use of land, it must
be noted that historic Scottish links courses consisted of open areas of natural dunes and grass-covered
marshes in coastal areas (Learnaboutgolf 2002). Common pastures in agricultural areas were also used
as playing surfaces. The popularity and expansion of golf through Britain resulted in appropriate
natural tracts of land being set aside specifically for golf (Roots of the game 2003). Platt (1994)
reflects on the fact that modern technology (particularly with regard to construction and landscaping)
has created the opportunity to develop golf-courses on land previously not suitable in its natural state.
The purpose of this was to improve the standard and conditions of play. This method of creating golf
developments has produced a greater number of golf-courses than had previously been possible due to
landscape restrictions and contributed to creating the impression that golf-courses must all be
impressive, lush and green (Golf Data cc 2004).

1

King Charles I popularised the game in England and Mary Queen of Scots introduced the game to France (Roots of the
game 2003).
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In addition to the increase in number of golf developments, the variety of golf developments also
increased with the growth in golf. Standard 18-hole courses are time-consuming to play and an
average 18-hole course can cover between 50ha – 60ha of land (Markwick 2000). To counter the time
and size issues associated with normal courses, shorter 9-hole courses, also known as mashie courses,
were developed.

McCleary (2003) reports that value was added to golf developments by introducing a residential
component. Indeed, perhaps it is the introduction of housing on a golf-course that re-introduced the
prestige associated with the game. During the 1990s, the United States of America (USA) and Western
Europe experienced a boom in residential golf communities to such an extent that “…resorts and real
estate development courses dominate today’s golf market” (Epperson 1986: 2). Internationally and
locally, residential golf developments have evolved from purely accommodation on a golf-course to
multi-faceted lifestyle and recreation complexes, with amenities such as shopping centres,
gymnasiums, spas and motion-picture theatres added to the resort features (Adams & Rooney 1985;
Compleat Golfer 2004; Cowie & Van Staden 2000; Kingswood Golf Estate 2004c &2004e; Rooney &
Highley 1992). Golf, as a sport, is no longer the sole motive for course developments.

Through the evolution of the golf developments, residential golf developments have become
independent, self-sufficient, secure islands in the middle of regular townships and/or rural areas.
Property inside a golf estate is considered expensive (Beeld 1998a & 1998c), resulting in the gathering
of high-income people within such a development. The concept of social integration does not form
part of golf estates although it is a requirement by government (Cape Times 2004). The development
of these high-income, expensive developments leaves a niche in the housing market with little
affordable houses available in the general property market (Richter 2003b & 2004c; Van Rooyen
2004a). Those who live outside such islands often strongly object to these restricted developments,
finding them socially exclusive (Network Newsletter 2003). The Network Newsletter (2003) goes
further, saying that such ‘gated communities’ create the impression that security and status can be
bought, thus increasing the investment value and buyer demand. Neo (2001) contended that this
‘image’ of lifestyle golf developments appeals mainly to highly skilled professionals and businessmen
in high-income brackets, which partially explains the rapid development of lifestyle golf developments
worldwide. According to Bosch (2003), Finansies & Tegniek (2004e & 2004i) and Taljaard (2003f),
the same motivation applies locally and buyers on South African golf estates are also attracted by the
investment value, security and lifestyle associated with residential golf developments generally.
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In a typical market supply-and-demand situation, the increased affordability of the game for the
average person and the availability of more courses across different geographical locations have been
responsible for an increase in the number of players. The interest in golf developments spread from the
USA to the rest of the world, transforming countries such as Australia, Japan, Thailand and South
Africa into golfing destinations (Cohen 1993; Cruiskchank 2003; Lefson 2004). It would appear that
the first major movements objecting to golf developments originated in the USA. The protests against
such developments in the United States were followed closely by similar objections being raised in
Japan, Thailand and Australia (Chatterjee 1993; The Economist 1993; Traisawasidichai 1995).

Negative publicity concerning golf developments and their associated impacts on the receiving
environment forced the international golf industry to re-assess the way in which golf developments are
planned and created. The new school of thought originating from pressure to improve, differs from the
original in that specialist input from different fields, namely engineering, environmental awareness and
social responsibility, are brought in at the early planning, construction and operation stages of the
development. In South Africa, this is enforced through a legal procedure termed the environmental
impact assessment (EIA) process as specified in the Environment Conservation Act No. 78 of 1989
(ECA).

With the USA taking the lead, a group of golf and environmental organisations jointly developed a set
of principles that seek to produce environmental excellence in golf-course planning, siting, design,
construction, maintenance and operations. Known as the Audubon Principles, these tenets are meant to
provide a framework and to set goals for environmental responsibility and performance when existing
and, especially, new golf-course developments are considered (Markels 1998, The environmental
principles of golf-courses in the United States, undated). The same trend in terms of environmental
awareness and actions to minimise it, is visible in the local golfing industry. Similar guidelines and
principles are abstracted from EIA processes and the National Environmental Management Act No.
107 of1998, also referred to as NEMA. These laws and EIA process, and the way in which they guide
development planning and decision-making, are discussed in more detail in chapter six. Table 3.1 on
the following page provides an overview of the main Audubon Principles.
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Table 3.1: The Audubon Principles for environmental excellence in golf-course development.


To enhance local communities ecologically and economically



To develop environmentally responsible golf-courses that are economically viable



To offer a protected habitat for wildlife and plant species



To recognise that every golf-course must be developed and managed with consideration for
the unique conditions of the ecosystem of which it is a part



To provide important green-space benefits



To use natural resources efficiently



To respect adjacent land use when planning, constructing, maintaining and operating golfcourses



To create desirable playing conditions through practices that preserve environmental quality



To support ongoing research in an attempt to establish new and better scientific ways of
developing and managing golf-courses in harmony with the environment
(Source: The environmental principles for golf-courses in the United States, undated)

Platt (1994) highlights the fact that in countries known for their golf developments, there is increased
pressure from governments and the public to limit impacts of such developments on the environment.
This international trend of enforcing stricter control over golf developments is evident in South Africa
too. In September 2004, the Provincial Government of the Western Cape requested an investigation
into, among other things, the sustainability of golf developments (Bonthuys 2004b & 2004e; Bonthuys
& Bester 2004; Kloppers 2004; Taljaard 2004h). This investigation, The Rapid Review of golf-course
and Polo-field developments (DEADP 2004), as well as the draft Policy Guidelines for golf-course and
polo-field developments (DEADP 2005) have since been made available for public review and input.
The findings and recommendations of these draft reports, however, have been heavily criticised by
stakeholders involved with local golf development processes.

Barnard (2005), Moss (2005) and

Taljaard (2004e) criticize the findings as being flawed.

As golf and golf-related developments increase in popularity across the world (Neo & Savage 2002;
Marsden & Murdoch 1992; McIntyre 2003), golf has grown into a major spectator sport, attracting
supporters from all over the globe (Markwick 2000; Pleumarom 1992). This movement of people to
the various golf destinations across the world has resulted in a global golf tourism component of note.
Already a tourist-holiday destination in its own right, the Garden Route is also increasingly attracting
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golf tourists to the study area (De Bruin 2002; Hinton & Rayn 2000). The following section
expands on this tourism component.
3.2 GOLF TOURISM
According to Learnaboutgolf (2002) golf is undeniably one of the most popular recreational and
competitive sports in the world, with large numbers of spectators willing to travel significant distances
to attend golf events. In explaining this phenomenon, Keyser (2002) refers to the ‘sphere of influence’,
whereby attractions and/or facilities are classified in terms of the strength of their appeal. “The
stronger the drawing power, the farther tourists will be willing to travel to visit the attraction” (Keyser
2002: 177). Dennis Moss Partnership Inc (2004: 9) notes that ‘…golf is clearly a major industry that
forms a decisively significant component of the tourism cluster in especially the western ‘First World’
economies’, including the Garden Route economy. There is concern however about the challenges
associated with the seasonality in the sport and tourism sectors and an example of overcoming this is
through promoting major sporting events (Higham & Hinch 2002).

Golf events, especially

international events such as the President’s Cup held at Fancourt in George during November 2003,
have sufficient drawing power to attract more than 60 000 domestic and international golf tourists over
a five-day event (Garden Route Investments 2004c; George Herald 2004f). Keenan (2003b) explains
that the Garden Route, historically known for products such as wood and ivory, now depends on
tourism, with golf tourism in particular, for its economic drive.

The growing availability of unique/alternative tourist experiences at an increasing number of
destinations has put pressure on developers and destinations to provide tourist products of high quality
(Ateljevic & Milne 2001). Sport contests, such as the President’s Cup, are a major tourist attraction
across the globe and golf is a sport that draws higher-income tourists (Backman & Petrick 2002a;
2002b). In addition to viewing the Garden Route as a golf tourism destination, golfers also see it as a
holiday destination for their families (Finansies &Tegniek 2004c). The added benefits of lifestyle
resorts, such as health and fitness centres or commercial and entertainment facilities, contribute to
encouraging golfers to bring their families along to the golf destinations, thereby increasing the number
of people visiting golfing destinations. In addition, golf-courses are also venues where business and
politics are discussed (Keenan 2002b), continuously drawing wealthy, powerful golf tourists to golf
destinations (An & Sage 1992) resulting in investment. Gould (2001: 1) refers to these associated
benefits of golf tourism, including investment into local communities and infrastructure; and improved
economic conditions and employment opportunities, as the “multiple spin-off of the little white ball”.
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According to the International Association of Golf Tour Operators, South Africa does not rank
highly as a golf destination amongst the traditional European golf tourism markets, namely that of the
UK, Germany, Sweden and France which qualify as the most active golf tourist markets (DEADP
2004). Table 3.2 shows that except for the German market, each of these tourism markets prefers their
local golf developments to other destination. South Africa is ranked eight and only appears as a
destination to German golfers.

Table 3.2: Destination preference of golfers from European countries.
Ranking

UK market

German market

Swedish market

French market

1

England

Spain

Sweden

France

2

Spain

Portugal

Spain

Morocco

3

Scotland

USA

USA

Spain

4

Portugal

Germany

Ireland

USA

5

France

Morocco

Thailand

Scotland

6

USA

Tunisia

Italy

Tunisia

7

Ireland

Turkey

England

Caribbean

8

Wales

South Africa

Portugal

Ireland
Source: DEADP (2004: 23)

A positive factor for South African golf tourism is that green fees have remained relatively low in
comparison with most international golf destination golf-courses (DEADP 2004). For foreign golf
tourist this acts as a pull-factor, combined with the high quality golf-courses in the country, and
especially in the Garden Route, adding to the potential of the Garden Route as an international golf
destination. Although it is important to attract foreign investment and golf tourists to the Garden Route
in order to sustain the local golf development industry, an important factor that should inform the
future planning of golf developments is the fact that international golf tourists still prefer their own golf
developments above that of other countries. Despite competitive prices and high quality features,
South Africa’s location in the southern hemisphere still makes it expensive and time consuming for
international golf tourists to travel here for golf. Increases in costs associated with playing golf, or an
increase in travel (e.g. air fares) or accommodation costs influence not only the international, but also
the local golf tourist market. The long-term sustainability of the Garden Route golfscape as an internal
golfing destination is therefore very much dependant on factors outside the control of the local golf
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industry (except for green fees etc). Based in the international trend where golfers prefer to play in
their own countries if possible, it would be wise to ensure that the local South African golf tourist and
Garden Route golf player have access to local golf facilities in order to ensure sustainability despite
outside influences, especially since golf is increasing in popularity in South Africa.
3.3 GOLF IN SOUTH AFRICA
As a continent, Africa and more specific Southern Africa, is also growing in popularity as a golf
destination. Thomas (1997) explains that the number of golf destinations in especially Southern Africa
is increasing and mostly concentrated in Botswana, Namibia, Swaziland, Zimbabwe and South Africa.
According to Lourens (2003a) South Africa has an estimated 430 golf-courses, with approximately 400
000 active golfers. Furthermore, DEADP (2005) confirmed with their research that the Western Cape
province has recently experienced a significant increase in development pressure, most notably in the
form of golf estates. According to Golf Digest (2004 & 2005) the Western Cape has become the ‘golf
Mecca’ of South Africa.

Gould (2004) and Simmons (2004) report that five of the ten best-rated South African golf-courses are
in the Western Cape, with three of these five located in the Garden Route (Fancourt Links Course,
Fancourt Outeniqua Course and the George Golf Club). According to Van Biljon (2004b: 1), “…the
Garden Route will soon boast a number of active world-class estates” possibly converting the region
into “…the world’s top seaside golfing destination” (Van Biljon 2004b: 1).

Statements and

assumptions like this, contribute to the perception that golf developments in South Africa and in
particular the Garden Route, will continue to proliferate, despite guideline policies by DEA&T to
govern this type of development.

It is clear from this chapter that the historic characteristics of golf, e.g. exclusivity, elitism, leisure, have
persevered throughout time. The sport and newly associated real estate components have grown in
popularity and spread across the globe. The roots of golf are well imbedded into the international and
local market and its development footprint well imprinted on the affected landscapes. It is noted that
the South African golf industry is following trends associated with the international golfing industry.
This golfscape of the Garden Route, is the focus of this research and the next chapter commences with
an overview of the various golf development types found in the study area.
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4: THE GARDEN ROUTE GOLFSCAPE
Five of the 22 existing golf developments in the study area is located along the coast, namely the
Mossel Bay Country Club & Nature Reserve, Mossel Bay Golf Club, Pinnacle Point Beach & Golf
Club, Oubaai Golf Estate and Pezula Clifftop Estate. Six more golf developments border a water
feature, either a river or lake, these are the Blackwaters short course on the Goukamma River, the
Plettenberg Bay Country Club on the Piesangs River, Kingswood Golf Estate on the Rooi River,
Simola Golf & Country Estate and Knysna River Reserve Estate on the Knysna River and the
Fynboskruin short course on the Swartvlei Lake. The remaining 11 golf developments are all located
inland, these are the Boggom’s Bay short course, Dolphins Creek Estate, Three Chameleons short
course, Glenwood short course, Rooirivierrif short course, Saasveld short course, New Hope short
course, Goose Valley Estate, George Country Club, Knysna Country Club and Fancourt Hotel &
Country Club Estate.

Off the eight newly proposed golf estates, only the Geelhoutboom Golf Estate, west of George, is
located inland and away from the coast. Four are proposed along the coast, namely the Nautilus Bay
Sports Estate, Nautilus Bay Golf Estate, Le Grand Golf Estate and the Lagoon Bay Lifestyle Estate.
And the remaining three border a water feature, namely the Hanglip Golf Estate along the Keurbooms
River, Roodefontein Golf Estate along the Piesangs River and Lakes Eco & Golf Reserve borders the
Swartvlei Lake.

Seven of the 22 existing Garden Route golf developments are ranked amongst the top 100 in the
country. These are The Links at Fancourt Hotel & Country Club Estate (#3), George Country Club
(#9), Pezula (#12), Outeniqua at Fancourt (#14), Plettenberg Bay Country Club (#29), Mossel Bay
Country Club (#47) and Bramble Hill at Fancourt (#82) (McLean 2005b).

The three different golf development types mentioned, namely short courses, public-municipal golfcourses and golf estates, forms a significant component of the Garden Route golfscape.

The

geographical location and spatial distribution of these golf developments, relative to key landmarks
(e.g. coastline, existing urban nodes, airports, transportation networks), help describe the physical
landscape and space in which golf developments take place. The opinion of stakeholders about golf
developments, such as the public’s and developer’s, is a further component of describing and
understanding the golfscape, all of which are discussed in this chapter.
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4.1 GARDEN ROUTE GOLF DEVELOPMENT VARIETIES
The golf industry in the Garden Route comprises three distinct types of golf developments, namely
short golf-courses, public golf-courses and residential golf estates. These three types are illustrated and
categorised in Table 4.1 (existing developments) and Table 4.2 (proposed golf developments) and
discussed in the following sections.
Table 4.1: Typology of existing Garden Route golf developments, per development type, 2006.
Existing golf developments

SHORT COURSES

PUBLIC COURSES

GOLF ESTATES

Mossel Bay area

Mossel Bay area

Mossel Bay area

Boggom’s Bay short course

*Mossel Bay Golf Course

*Mossel Bay Country Estate Nature

Dolphin’s Creek short course (with

Reserve & Golf Club

residential)

Pinnacle Point Beach & Golf Club

George vicinity
Three Chameleons short course

George vicinity
George Golf Club

George vicinity
Fancourt Hotel & Country Club

Rooirivierrif short course

Estate

Glenwood short course

Kingswood Golf Estate

Saasveld short course

Oubaai Golf Estate

Fynbos short course
Knysna region
Blackwater short course

Knysna region
Knysna Country Club

Knysna region
Pezula Clifftop Estate
Simola Golf & Country Estate
Knysna River Reserve

Plettenberg Bay locality
New Hope short course

Plettenberg Bay locality
Plettenberg Bay Country Club

Plettenberg Bay locality
Goose Valley Golf Estate

*It must be noted that the Mossel Bay Country Club, although a public course, forms part of the Mossel Bay Country
Estate.

This table confirms that each intra-regional golfscape has at least one facility of each golf development
type. The Garden Route golfscape has nine short courses, four public-municipal golf-courses and nine
golf estates approved in 2006. In addition to the existing golf developments, there is a significant
amount of new golf estate development proposals, compared to the existing amount, for the study area.
Table 4.2 provides an overview of the proposed golf developments for the study area in 2006.
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Table 4.2: Typology of proposed Garden Route golf developments, per development type, 2006.
Proposed golf developments

SHORT COURSES

PUBLIC COURSES

GOLF ESTATES

Mossel Bay area

Mossel Bay area

Mossel Bay area

None

None

Nautilus Bay Sports Estate
Nautilus Bay Golf Estate

George vicinity
None

George vicinity
None

George vicinity
LagoonBay Lifestyle Estate
Le Grand Golf Estate
Geelhoutboom Golf Estate
Lakes Eco & Golf Reserve

Knysna region
None

Knysna region
None

Plettenberg Bay locality
None

Knysna region
None

Plettenberg Bay locality
None

Plettenberg Bay locality
Hanglip Golf Estate
Roodefontein Golf Estate

This table informs that there are no new golf development applications for either the short course of
public-municipal golf-course types for the whole study area and no applications for any type of golf
development in the Knysna region.

There are however eight applications for new golf estate

developments that, if all approved, will increase the amount of golf estates for the Garden Route from
nine to 17, exceeding the number of public-municipal golf developments by 13 and short course golf
developments by eight.
4.1.1 Short golf-courses
Short golf-courses are also known as mashie courses or simply short courses. In this thesis the latter
version is used. The three most significant differences between a short course and an average 18-hole
golf-course are the number of holes, the length of the fairways and the cost to play. Although short
courses have only nine fairways instead of 18 fairways, a short course can be played as an 18-hole
course by redirecting the location of the tee on each hole. The average distance of a hole on a short
course is approximately one-third shorter than that of a standard 18-hole golf-course. Short course fees
are also significantly cheaper than those of public-municipal and resort golf-courses, with Garden
Route short course prices varying between R30 and R40 for a 9-hole game.
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Short courses in the study area have all been developed on private land. These courses are open to
the public, apart from the Saasveld Campus course, which is reserved for the campus students and
offers only a limited number (40) of public memberships. Of the three different golf development
types that occur in the study area, there is an equal amount of short courses to that of golf estates,
namely nine of each. Five of the eight short courses are in the George intra-regional golfscape (see
section 4.3 for more detail on intra-regional golfscapes in the Garden Route). The three remaining ones
are found in the Mossel Bay and Knysna intra-regional golfscapes (Boggom’s Bay, Great Brak and
Knysna). In July 2006, no applications for new short courses were on record at either the local
municipalities or the DEADP.
4.1.2 Public-municipal golf-courses
As a rule, the land on which these golf-courses are developed is municipal land leased by private
managers for a pre-determined period. The public-municipal golf-course category has the fewest
existing developments in the study area. According to the above description of this golf development
type, only three existing golf-courses in the Garden Route strictly qualify as public-municipal golfcourses. George, Knysna and Plettenberg Bay each have a public-municipal golf-course. The original
Mossel Bay Golf Club was relocated to private land in 1997 after which it was upgraded and
incorporated into a private golf estate development known as the Mossel Bay Country Estate Nature
Reserve & Golf Club in 2002 (Weavers 2003a & 2004b). All four these courses are open to the general
public and the Mossel Bay Golf Club is considered a public course for the purpose of the research.
Public-municipal golf-courses are more expensive to play than short courses, but less expensive than
resort courses. As with short courses, no application for the construction of new public golf-course
developments were on record at either the local municipalities or DEADP in July 2006.
4.1.3 Residential golf estates
Residential golf estates are also termed ‘golf villages’ or ‘golf resorts’. For the sake of uniformity, the
term ‘golf estate’ will be used throughout this thesis. By definition, a golf estate consists of a
residential component centered around a golf-course (Adams & Rooney 1985).

Of all the golf

development types in the Garden Route, only golf estates are experiencing growth (Gould 2004). Van
der Walt (2003) lists lifestyle, security, investment opportunities and golf tourism as possible reasons
for the emergence and continuing increase in numbers of these developments. In July 2006, eight golf
estate applications were on record at the four local municipalities and the DEADP. Four of these
applications are for new developments within the George intra-regional golfscape and two each in the
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Mossel Bay and Plettenberg Bay intra-regional golfscapes. The Knysna River Reserve Estate,
approved by DEAT on 28 March 2006, was the only proposed golf development for the Knysna intraregional area. In terms of existing golf estates, the Garden Route is home to nine approved golf estates,
four of which are under construction in July 2006, namely Pinnacle Point Beach & Golf Club at Mossel
Bay, Oubaai Golf Estate at Herold’s Bay, Kingswood Golf Estate in George and Simola Golf &
Country Estate in Knysna. Although approved, the Knysna River Reserve Estate is under appeal and
construction may not commence until the Minister of DEADP resolves the appeal.

Rooney & Highley (1992) point out that historically, golf developments all over the world, were
planned and built with golf as the sole motive for the development. The human desire for secure
housing and open space, combined with the attraction of golf as an amenity, resulted in development
and success of residential golf estates (Van der Walt 2003). Golf estates evolved from houses around a
golf-course, to leisure lifestyle golf developments with facilities such as health spa’s, commercial and
conference centres, restaurants, cinemas and equestrian centres as part of golf estates (Finansies &
Tegniek 2004a, 2004c & 2004f). This new generation of golf estate developments is categorised by
multifaceted development categories that include features such as commercial, health and
entertainment centres, in addition to golf and other sporting facilities. The purpose of this evolution of
golf facilities was to move away from the golfers-only scenario and start catering for the whole family.
According to Janie du Plessis (De Beer 2004a: 19) “…it is the focus on family living” that sets this new
generation golf estates apart from historic golf estate developments. This evolution in the golf industry
could imply that golf estates are now planned and designed to accommodate more permanent residents
than previously.

These lifestyle golf estates are bigger in scale and require more space than the historic golf estate.
Even more so than the historic golf estates, lifestyle golf estates focus especially on feature such as
country living, nature areas, open spaces, remoteness and exclusiveness, thereby requiring appropriate
venues that can provide just these features. Many people have complimented the Garden Route, as a
region with unspoilt natural beauty, pristine coastlines and vast open spaces qualifying as a highly
suitable venue to accommodate such developments.
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4.2

STIMULI FOR DEVELOPING GOLF IN THE GARDEN ROUTE

A strong perception exists, particularly among developers and proponents of golf developments
(players and tourists), that the Garden Route is emerging as an international golfing destination
(Bertram 2003; Garden Route Investments 2003a, 2003c & 2003f; McLean 2005a; Van Biljon 2004b).
Gould (2004: 17) refers to the Garden Route as “…the thriving Golf Route” and comments on the
power of golf tourism’s word of mouth and its ability to improve the notion of the Garden Route as a
golfing destination. According to the World Foundation Golf 20/20, report dated 8 June 2004, good
weather plays the greatest role in golf development proliferation in an area. According to De Moor &
Lubke (1988) the region is known for its moderate coastal climate. Additional factors such as the
region’s accessibility via existing road networks and airports, natural landscape and resources,
including long stretches of coastline and large areas of indigenous fynbos and coastal thicket,
contribute to making the Garden Route a popular area for golf developments.

The Garden Route received two more boosts through the President’s Cup and the Women’s World
Cup, which were held in November 2003 and February 2005 respectively at the Fancourt Links in
George (Compleat Golfer 2004c; George Herald 2003b). These events, and the build-up thereto,
contributed greatly to increasing the image of the Garden Route as a golfing destination by attracting
golf players and spectators from across the globe to the region and international media coverage
showcasing the Garden Route as a golfing destination.

The increasing popularity and acknowledgement of South African golf players in international golf,
such as Ernie Els, Retief Goosen, Trevor Immelman, Rory Sabatini and Charl Schwartzel, plays a role
in focusing the international golfing community on South Africa as a golfing destination (De Jager
2005). Furthermore, the majority of golf estate developments (both proposed and approved) in the
Garden Route have signature courses associated with the world’s best-known golfers such as Gary
Player (Fancourt), Ernie Els (Oubaai), Jack Nicklaus (Simola), Retief Goosen (LagoonBay) and Greg
Norman (Le Grand). It can be said that the involvement of these internationally acclaimed golfers
creates a ‘vote of confidence’ in the area as a golfing destination with potential. Especially the area in
and around George appeals to developers wanting to develop a golf development of scale, followed by
Mossel Bay, Knysna and Plettenberg Bay. For the purpose of this research, these main towns and the
spaces around them are classified as intra-regional golfscapes. The following section expands on these
intra-regional golfscapes and the various types and numbers of golf developments found in each.
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4.3

INTRA-REGIONAL GOLFSCAPES OF THE GARDEN ROUTE

The Garden Route golfscape is described according to four intra-regional golfscapes, each representing
the coastal corridor within defined municipal districts. These golfscapes are the Mossel Bay region, the
George and Knysna areas and the vicinity around Plettenberg Bay.

The golf types within each intra-regional golfscape are divided into two categories: existing and
approved golf developments, and proposed golf developments. Included in the former category are
those that are either operating fully, are currently under construction or that has been approved but is
under appeal. The proposed golf developments category includes those that are presently undergoing
the necessary planning and environmental authorisation processes and must still obtain development
rights.

Information on both categories of golf developments within the different intra-regional golfscapes was
sourced from existing marketing material, personal knowledge and observations, and responses to the
golf development questionnaire survey.
4.3.1

Mossel Bay Region

The Mossel Bay intra-regional golfscape includes the various holiday towns of Vlees Bay, Boggom’s
Bay, Dana Bay, Hartenbos, Little Brak, Great Brak, Glentana and Mossel Bay itself. The location of
each of these coastal towns is indicated on Figure 4.1 in relation to the existing and proposed golf
developments that make up this intra-regional golfscape.

The western boundary of this intra-regional golfscape is the Gourits River, while the coastal town of
Glentana is at the eastern extremity. The Outeniqua Mountain range forms the northern boundary of
this intra-regional golfscape. Using ArcView GIS, the total area of this region was calculated at
approximately 141 700ha in total.
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Figure 4.1: Mossel Bay intra-regional golfscape.
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The Mossel Bay intra-regional golfscape has five existing or approved golf developments – two
short courses, two golf estates and one public-municipal golf course. Two new golf estates are
proposed and another at Vlees Bay was turned down by the decision-making authority by being issued
a negative record of decision (ROD). The Mossel Bay intra-regional golfscape is the only geographical
area within the study area that can lay claim to a golf estate proposal of which the golf-course
component was withdrawn during the EIA process (Paradise Coast Golf Estate, now Paradise Coast
Nature Estate). It is also the only intra-regional golfscape with an approved short course development
with a residential component (Dolphin’s Creek Estate) and it hosts the only golf estate with a publicmunicipal golf-course within its boundaries (Mossel Bay Country Nature Estate & Golf Club).
4.3.1.1 Existing and approved golf developments
Boggom’s Bay short course is one of the two short course developments in this intra-regional
golfscape, the other being Dolphin’s Creek Estate at Great Brak with a residential component as part of
the development. The remaining three golf developments are the Pinnacle Point Beach & Golf Estate
and the Mossel Bay Country Estate with the Mossel Bay Golf Club as part of this particular
development.

The Boggom’s Bay short course is a nine-hole short golf-course located at the entrance of the coastal
town Boggom’s Bay. This course is one of the oldest in the study area, having been opened in 1984.
This is prior to the specific environmental regulations (ECA & NEMA) requiring an EIA process for
environmental authorisation of the development. Similar to the rest of Boggom’s Bay, the golf-course
has been developed on old agricultural land. This golf development forms part of the northern
boundary of the town, acting as a buffer between the residential and adjacent agricultural areas
stretching to the north.

Information obtained through the golf developments’ questionnaire revealed that the Boggom’s Bay
short course is the only golf-course in the Garden Route study area that has greens with a sand/oil
mixture. The rest of the course, namely the tees and fairways, is planted with Cape Couch Grass. Only
the tees are irrigated on this course, the remainder of which is dependent on rainwater. The irrigation
source is untreated municipal water from the Mossel Bay Municipality. Course manager and captain,
Mr. Dion Swanepoel, in his reply to the questionnaire, commented that the volume of water used for
irrigation of the tees per annum is approximately 360kl.
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This golf development has no amenities other than its clubhouse. Both the course and clubhouse are
open to the general public. Only two people are permanently employed at this course. They are
responsible for course operations, maintenance and management. The course does not employ caddies.
The estimated average number of rounds played on the Boggom’s Bay course is 2 500 annually.

It is rare for short courses in the study area to have measures such as active invasive alien vegetation
control, conservation and water management plans, water-saving devices, provision for rainwater
storage or an environmental management plan in place. Indeed, the Boggom’s Bay course has none of
these.

Prices at this short course vary between R10 and R35 (full/partial membership or playing on invitation
of a member) for 9 and 18 holes respectively. A non-member will pay R30 for 9 holes and R70 for 18
holes.

Senior citizens are offered a special discount rate and scholars play free of charge.

Unfortunately, the respondent could not supply information on the size of the golf-course or on the
estimated number of people employed during the construction phase of the course.

Dolphin’s Creek Estate is the only short course in the whole study area that has a residential
component. The property is located to the east of Great Brak, between the national road (N2) and a
residential extension of the town, called The Island.

The Dolphin’s Creek Estate development is a 9-hole short course with 63 approved erven.
Construction on the houses commenced in 2004, although the course was completed in 2000. The golfcourse is open to the general public. This golf development falls within the urban edge of Great Brak
and receives irrigation and potable water directly from the Mossel Bay Municipality.

The Mossel Bay Country Estate was recently (1997) relocated from municipal land on the urban
outskirts of the town to private land and upgraded from a 9-hole to an 18-hole course as part of the
Mossel Bay Country Estate Nature Reserve & Golf Club, a residential golf development (Weavers
2003a). This development is situated on 108ha of coastal property. The residential component is a
secure development with controlled access, however the course remains open to the public. The estate
offers 393 single residential stands and 145 group housing units in the form of town homes and luxury
villas (Weavers 2004b). At the time of the launch, prices for stands started at R209 000, town homes at
R935 000, luxury villas at R995 000 and plots for which plans had been drawn varied between R1 095
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000 and R3 260 000 (Renaissance undated a). As evidenced by their marketing slogan “Even if you
don’t play it … live it!” (Renaissance undated b), this golf estate development aims to attract golfers
and non-golfers as investors and residents.

Renaissance (undated b) markets this estate as a secure living space, offering 24-hour security and
perimeter fencing. This highlights the trend, which shows that people prefer to live on golf estates for
reasons of security and prestige rather than for the golf.

Amenities at this development include a

driving range, tennis courts, squash courts, bar and restaurant, pro shop, conference facilities and a
swimming pool. The residential component, the tennis and squash courts and the swimming pool are
private, with controlled access for visitors. The golf-course, driving range, pro shop and bar and
restaurant are open to the public and the estate considers this to indicate their awareness of a social
responsibility towards local residents (Garden Route Investments 2003b). Owing to the fact that the
golf-course was previously a municipal golf-course open to the general public, a condition of approval
for the estate was that the course remains a public course.

This golf development is serviced by the Mossel Bay Municipality and links to the bulk services
reticulation networks (potable water, sewage systems, electricity). The development also received
untreated water from the municipality for irrigation purposes.

Similar to the Mossel Bay Country Club, the Pinnacle Point Beach & Golf Club property is also
situated in the urban edge of Mossel Bay, between the residential extension of Dana Bay in the west,
Louis Fourie Road in the north, Heiderand township in the east and the Indian Ocean in the south. The
development is an upmarket residential estate with an 18-hole links golf-course, casino and
entertainment complex, 400 single residential units and a further 152 alienable group housing units
(Garden Route Investments 2003d; Pam Golding undated). This development’s target market for
property investors is specifically aimed at the international market (Weavers 2003b).

Owing to insufficient information about the golf estate component at the time (July 1998), the DEADP
considered the application (July 1998) and only approved the casino complex (Provincial
Administration Western Cape Nature Conservation 1998). The casino and entertainment complex are
presently operational. In 2003, the DEADP issued environmental authorisation in a positive ROD for
the golf estate component to proceed (DEADP 2003b). Bonthuys (2004d: 4) reports that the appeal
against the positive ROD by the South African Wildlife Society of South Africa (WESSA) was
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withdrawn due to a “milestone agreement” (mylpaal ooreenkoms) in which 120ha was set aside for
conservation purposes.

This golf development receives bulk services directly from the Mossel Bay Municipality. A condition
of approval for the development was the upgrade of the municipal bulk services in the form of building
a new municipal three mega litre sewage treatment plant which is not yet completed in 2005.
Construction of the golf-course is underway in 2005 and once completed, the golf-course will be
irrigated with treated effluent directly from this new sewage treatment plant in order to conserve water.
4.3.1.2

Proposed golf developments

Two new residential golf estates are proposed for the Mossel Bay intra-regional golfscape, namely the
Nautilus Bay Coastal Golf Estate and the Nautilus Bay Sports Estate. Another proposed golf estate, the
Vlees Bay Golf Estate, was applied for and turned down by the DEADP in 2004. And to date (July
2006), the only golf estate application in the whole study area, to withdraw its golf-course component,
the Paradise Coast Golf Estate (now the Paradise Coast Nature Estate), is proposed west of the Pinnacle
Point Beach & Golf Estate.

The Nautilus Bay Coastal Golf Estate proposes an 18-hole links course as part of a residential estate on
615ha of agricultural land bordering directly on the coast. The property is bordered by the Blinde
River in the east and existing Nautilus Bay Nature Reserve resort development in the west. The
property borders the national road (N2) in the north with PetroSA on the far north of the N2. The
residential component to the golf estate makes provision for 274 single residential units surrounding the
course (HilLand Associates 2005b). The proposed project falls outside of the designated urban edge of
Mossel Bay within the coastal rural area between Dana Bay and Boggom’s Bay. The development
proposal is still undergoing an EIA process (July 2006) and the outcome of the process will determine
whether the project can continue in its current format.

The second golf estate is proposed as part of a sports estate. The Nautilus Bay Sports Estate provides
for 131 single residential erven and an 80-room sports hotel with various sport facilities including an
18-hole parkland golf-course (HilLand Associates 2005c). This 421ha development on agricultural
land borders the coast. Part of the proposal includes an aerodrome facility (airstrip with residential
units around it) to act as a ‘wealth driver’ along with the golf-course. The development property is
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bordered by the resort development Nautilus Bay Nature Reserve in the east and the coastal
settlement Springer Bay Nature Estate in the west, which borders on the coastal town of Boggom’s
Bay. The property is bordered by the main access road to Vlees Bay in the north with remaining
agricultural farms further north. This application is still subject to the outcome of its EIA process
ongoing in July 2006.

The Vlees Bay Golf Estate was proposed on agricultural land surrounding the existing coastal holiday
town of Vlees Bay. The DEADP denied the applicant development rights as per the original proposal
and no other development has since been proposed on the property (July 2006).

The Paradise Coast Golf Reserve was approved by the Mossel Bay Municipality as an integrated golf
resort in 1996, prior to the enforcement of environmental processes as presently specified (DelPlan
2004). The developers did not act on their development rights at the time and in 2001 the DEADP
requested that an alternative layout plan be investigated through an EIA process (DelPlan 2004). The
EIA process resulted in a residential development alternative without a golf-course which is under
review by the DEADP in July 2006. This is the first and only golf estate development proposal in the
study area that amended its development concept to exclude a golf-course due to objections raised
during the EIA process (Delplan 2004; HilLand Associates 2004).

This section on the Mossel Bay intra-regional golfscape listed and provided background information on
each of the existing and proposed golf developments found in the area. This intra-regional golfscape is
unique in that it hosts the only short course estate, an amended residential development proposal
without the golf-course component and a public golf-course within a residential golf estate, in the
whole study area. It is also the largest of all four the intra-regional golfscapes.
4.3.2

George area

Traveling from west to east, the George region includes the coastal holiday towns of Herold’s Bay,
Victoria Bay and Wilderness. Figure 4.2 illustrates that the western boundary of this intra-regional
golfscape is east of the coastal town of Glentana to just west of the coastal town of Sedgefield. As with
all four intra-regional golfscapes, the northern boundary is the Outeniqua Mountain range. Using
ArcView GIS the estimated size of this region is calculated at 54 566ha making it the second smallest
intra-regional golfscape.
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Figure 4.2: George intra-regional golfscape.
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The town of George is the heart and economic centre of the Garden Route (Taljaard 2004i; Your
travel companion to South Africa’s Garden route Klein and Karoo Route 62 2003; Your travel
companion to South Africa’s Garden Route Klein Karoo Route 62 2005) and is constantly upgrading to
retain this image (Die Burger 2004c). George has the largest population of all towns in the study area
(Dennis Moss Partnership Inc 2003). Chittenden Nick de Villiers, Delplan & Octagonal (2002) report
that George’s population increased from 108 000 in 1996 to 135 000 in 2001 (25 per cent increase) and
its population is expected to grow to 160 000 (18.5 per cent increase) by the end of 2004. A projected
population growth rate of 6.2 per cent is anticipated between 2004 and 2014 (Chittenden Nick de
Villiers, Delplan & Octagonal 2002).

George lays claim to various outstanding golf venues, one of which is the internationally known
Fancourt Hotel & Country Estate. Because George has the most of golf developments in the study
area, it may be regarded as the most popular of the intra-regional golfscapes. Factors contributing to
this are that George is the economic centre of the Garden Route, its central location in the Garden
Route and its accessibility with well-established road networks and an airport.

In July 2006, the George intra-regional golfscape is home to five short courses, one public golf-course
and three approved golf estates, one is in operation (Fancourt Hotel & Country Club Estate and two are
under construction (Kingswood Country Estates & Oubaai Golf Estate). Four more golf estates are
proposed for this intra-regional golfscape.

4.3.2.1 Existing and approved golf developments
Except for one, the short courses in this intra-regional golfscape are all concentrated in and around the
town of George, namely the Three Chameleon, Rooi River, Glenwood and Saasveld short courses. The
Fynbos short course is located east of George, approximately 1km outside of Sedgefield. George is
also home to the world renowned Fancourt Hotel & Country Club Estate which is the only golf
development in the study that hosts four 18-hole golf-courses, as well as the George Golf Club, the
Oubaai Golf Estate and the Kingswood Golf Estate. The golf-course at the Kingswood Golf Estate is
still under construction. In addition to the nine existing golf developments described, another four golf
estates are proposed for this intra-regional golfscape, namely the LagoonBay Lifestyle Estate, the Le
Grand Golf Estate, the Geelhoutboom Country Estate and the Lakes Eco & Golf Reserve. Another
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proposed estate (Fynboskruin Golf Estate) was proposed near Sedgefield, but the decision-making
authorities turned down this proposal.

The best-known golf development in the Garden Route is the Fancourt Hotel & Country Club Estate in
Blanco on the George’s western boundary. Gould (2004) is of the opinion that Fancourt Hotel &
Country Club Estate “introduced the ‘idea’ of golf-course living’ to South Africa”. The property is
located approximately seven kilometres from both the George airport (where it has its own VIP lounge)
and the town centre. The Fancourt site was previously zoned as agricultural land. It was a family
estate, principally used for grazing purposes by various influential families. The property covers 515ha
and forms part of the Blanco extension of George.

Fancourt has four 18-hole golf-courses (72 holes), namely the Montagu, Outeniqua, Links and Bramble
Hill courses. Golf on the Montagu and Outeniqua courses is limited to homeowners, members, their
guests and resort guests only (Fancourt Hotel & Country Club Estate 2003a). Both courses have
residential components. The Fancourt Links course has no residential component but is reserved for
Fancourt members and guests only, whereas the Bramble Hill golf-course offers a public ‘pay-andplay’ facility. Bramble Hill does not have a residential component. Golf membership at Fancourt is
“exclusive and is linked to ownership of a residential home or lodge” (Fancourt Hotel & Country Club
Estate 2003a: 16).

In addition to being a golf estate, Fancourt is a leisure-and-lifestyle resort, built as an exclusive, almost
self-sufficient village. Leisure facilities at Fancourt provide entertainment for the entire family, not just
the golf enthusiast. According to Fancourt Hotel & Country Club Estate (2002a) the estate provide the
following amenities:
•

sporting facilities are a golf practice facility with four full playing holes, tennis courts,
lawn bowling green, volleyball, croquet, two outdoor swimming pools; one in-house
heated swimming pool and a running/walking trail of two and six kilometres.

•

health-and-beauty facility with a gym, spa and hair salon;

•

commercial-and-retail centre with golf shop, real estate office and show room, kiosk and
jewelry shop;

•

mini-cinema, billiard room and entertainment facility;
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•

conference facilities of international standard, with a banqueting hall seating 320 and a
variety of board-rooms;

•

five restaurants (Montagu Restaurant, La Cantinas; Le Pêcheur, Bramble Lodge and
Morning Glory);

•

children’s entertainment facilities and crèche; and

•

a 100-bedroom hotel.

The 512 residential homes at Fancourt are mainly for permanent residency, while the resort lodges are
available as either residential or holiday homes. There is a rental-pool system which lodge owners may
include as part of the property package. This option gives the hotel the right to use a lodge when the
owner is not in residence.

Fancourt has expanded their services and developments to outside their property boundaries. Fancourtowned accommodation facilities are available at the Oaklands Country Estate adjacent to the Fancourt
property and the Glentana House (not to be confused with the coastal town Glentana) at the mouth of
the Gwaing River is available for overnight stays and/or daily visitors (Fancourt Fact Sheet 2002a).
Visitors and/or owners at these facilities have access to Fancourt amenities. No other golf development
in the study area has such ‘outside’ developments and no other golf development in the Garden Route
study area improves itself by expanding and introducing new features, or upgrading courses to
improved level to the extent that Fancourt does. Despite its already large size and volume of existing
facilities, Fancourt continues to expand and upgrade in order to cater for international events such as
the President’s Cup and Women’s Word Cup, as well as for the growing number of investors wanting
to invest in this facility (Browning & Gillet 1995; Die Burger 2004h; Garden Route Properties 2004a;
Richter 2003a).

Fancourt’s initiative to re-invest in local communities is highlighted by its emphasis on community
involvement and plans for social upliftment. The Fancourt Foundation is one of the first official social
vehicles associated with golf developments responsible for a wide range of community-based projects
in and around George (George Herald 2004c). The Fancourt Golf School specifically focuses on the
training of previously disadvantaged youths from local George communities. The constant training and
advancement of staff and caddies are basic to the Fancourt philosophy (George Herald 2004c).
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Through winning various local and international awards and by hosting international golfing events,
Fancourt has played a significant role in establishing and contributing to the Garden Route golfscape.
Fancourt information documents and marketing materials describe these accomplishments in detail.
For both 1998 and 1999, Venue Finders named Fancourt as winner of the ‘Best Resort Hotel and
Conference Venue’ (Fancourt Hotel and Country Club Estate 2002a). In 1999, Fancourt won the
prestigious Hertz-sponsored International Golf and Travel Award for the ‘Best Golf Resort in Africa
and the Middle East’ (Fancourt Hotel and Country Club Estate 2002b). In the same year, the South
African golf publication, The Compleat Golfer, chose Fancourt as the ‘Finest Golf estate in South
Africa’ (Fancourt Hotel and Country Club Estate 2003a). Fancourt also won the PMR Golden Arrow
Award for ‘Most acclaimed golf estate in the Western Cape 2000’ (Fancourt Hotel and Country Club
Estate 2003b). The Montagu Course was voted ‘Number One Course in South Africa’ during 2000 and
Golf Digest selected the Links Golf-Course as the ‘Best New Course in 2000’ (Fancourt Hotel and
Country Club Estate 2002a). In terms of local developments the International Homes Property Awards
voted Fancourt as the ‘Best South African Development for 2001’ and the World Travel Awards of
2001 acclaimed Fancourt as ‘Africa’s leading Golf Resort’ (Fancourt Hotel and Country Club Estate
2002b). In 2002, three Fancourt courses were rated in South Africa’s Top 10 Awards (Fancourt Hotel
and Country Estate 2003b, Winter 1996). Owing to its status among both the local and international
golfing community, the Fancourt Links hosted the fifth, six-day President’s Cup in November 2003,
with great success (George Herald 2004f). In addition to the financial spin-off of the President’s Cup,
the first Women’s World Cup of Golf also took place at the Fancourt Links Course from 11-13
February 2005 (Compleat Golfer 2004c; Garden Route Investments 2005a; George Herald 2004j; Wild
News 2004).

South of Fancourt is the newly approved Kingswood Golf Estate that is under construction in July
2006. This golf development was approved by the DEADP in 2003 (DEADP 2003a). The site is
situated on a portion of Erf 464, George, between the George Golf Club, the King George Hotel,
Heather Park residential extension, Rooirivierrif sports area and the Outeniqua Experimental Farm.

The site is approximately 220ha in extent and the Rooi River runs through the property in an east-west
direction. According to the final environmental impact report (EIR) on the Kingswood Golf Estate
application (HilLand Associates 2002a) the site previously belonged to the George Municipality and it
was designated for urban expansion. Previous land use of the site was agriculture and “…almost the
entire site was invaded with alien invasive plant species and grazing-grass species” (HilLand
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Associates 2002a: 11). The EIA found that, apart from the wetlands along the Rooi River, very few
indigenous plant species occurred on the site prior to development.

Approval was given for 730 residential units, made up of a combination of 580 single residential stands
and group housing clusters with 150 town houses and a small commercial component. An 18-hole
golf-course, plus a 19th practice hole, complemented by a clubhouse, driving range and putting greens,
was approved (DEADP 2003a). The golf-course stretches over 6 200m and is built in the valley
leading down to the Rooi River (Garden Route Investments 2004a). Amenities at this development are
a family fitness centre and spa, village restaurant, cricket oval, riverine jogging and hiking trail, cycle
path and a commercial node (Kingswood Golf Estate 2004, 2004b & 2004d).

The surface areas of the different land use components of the Kingswood Golf Estate have been
addressed in the EIR for this project. Figure 4.3 shows that one-half of the site’s area will be restored
with indigenous vegetation, with built-up hard surface areas (e.g. residential, commercial, roads etc)
constituting two-fifths of the total area. The golf-course, exclusive of the roughs, will occupy only a
relatively small portion of the total property and water bodies will cover the rest (HilLand Associates
2002a).

In the EIR, HilLand Associates (2002a: 90) concluded that a conventional township

development on this site would have resulted in “…the open space areas [being] significantly reduced
according to the council recommendations for township density”.

8%

2%
Open space
Residential
development
Golf-course
51%
Open water bodies

39%

Figure 4.3: Approved land use of Kingswood Golf Estate (Source: Adapted from HilLand Associates
2002a: 24).
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According to the record of decision (ROD) (DEADP 2003a) on this golf development, the following
key factors affected the decision to approve the development:
•

The site had been significantly modified and had been used for cultivation of crops.
Large areas of the site were severely invaded by alien invasive plants.

•

The key benefits of the project included sustainable job creation. The potential for
creating 485 permanent jobs on the estate existed.

•

The site is situated within an area allocated to township development in George

•

The local authority confirmed that the demand for potable water created by the
development (312 440Kl/annum) could be accommodated by their bulk supply.

•

The local authority confirmed that the sewage capacity could accommodate the
additional supply of effluent to the municipal system.

•

The golf-course would be irrigated using storm-water runoff from the site (only under
exceptional circumstances might water be abstracted from the Rooi River).

•

The public participation process showed that there were no objections to the proposed
activity.

It is evident from considerations such as these that the decision-making authority approaches an
approval for a golf estate development in a holistic manner, taking into account information such as the
points listed above to fully inform their decision. Furthermore, the following key conditions of
approval were also stipulated by the Department (DEADP 2003a):
•

An environmental management plan (EMP) for both construction and operational phases
had to be compiled and submitted to the DEADP for approval. The purpose of an EMP
is to ensure compliance with the specifications of the ROD. It also suggests specific
recommendations, mitigation, control measures and implementation procedures for the
project to ensure maximum benefit and minimum negative impacts on the environment.

•

An environmental control officer (ECO) had to be appointed to ensure compliance with
the EMPs.

•

An environmental liaison committee (ELC) had to be established prior to land clearing
and construction.

Such a committee is normally made up of members of the

community, the development team (e.g. environmental consultant, engineers, architects)
and the relevant authorities such as the DEADP, Cape Nature Conservation and DWAF.
This committee meets regularly to discuss progress and acts as a monitoring system to
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ensure compliance with the ROD and EMP. The ECO must report back to the ELC
so that his/her work can also be monitored and any problems can be workshopped.
•

The applicant had to submit an environmental audit report (EAR) to the DEADP within
a year after construction had been completed so that the process could be reviewed.

•

The Rooi River and the unnamed tributary of the Rooi River running through the
property had to be cleared of all alien invasive plants and rehabilitated to a natural state.
This process was to be monitored by DWAF, DEADP, the ELC and the future Home
Owners’ Association (HOA).

•

No construction may take place, or structures be erected, within 40m of the Rooi River
and 15m of the unnamed tributary of the Rooi River.

•

Water could only be abstracted from the Rooi River under exceptional circumstances
and total abstraction from the river may not exceed 50 000m3 per annum.

•

Abstraction of water must be monitored and measured with a water flow meter and an
electricity meter on the pump.

•

Surface and sub-surface water draining from the golf-course must be collected and
directed towards the various dams to be recycled.

•

Storm water runoff from the golf-course and residential areas must also be channeled to
the various dams.

•

Storm water must be channeled through a system of artificial wetlands in order to
dissipate flow and assist in the removal of possible excess nutrients and waste from the
water.

•

Free public access must be retained along the Rooi River and the unnamed tributary of
the Rooi River by means of public pathways or hiking trails.

The researcher is of the opinion that adherence to conditions of approval such as these listed will
ensure a netto benefit to the environment that would not have been the case with standard township
development or agricultural land uses. These conditions focus on improving the state of the receiving
environment and landscape.

An original condition of the sale agreement between the George Municipality and the development was
that Kingswood should provide for a partnership with a black empowerment group before the end of
2004 (Taljaard 2004f & 2004j). De Beer (2004a) further reported that the developers found it difficult
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to uphold this condition since there were problems with regard to identifying a suitable black
empowerment group.

The close proximity of Kingswood Golf Estate to the existing public George Golf Club opens the door
to a potential future link-up to create a 36-hole course (Lourens 2003b). The most significant potential
benefit from such a decision could be the combined monitoring and management of the open space
areas between the properties in order to create a larger ecological corridor along the Rooi River.

The George Golf Club is situated within the urban edge of George, surrounded by Heatherlands
residential area in the east, King George Park residential area in the south and west, and the Kingswood
Golf Estate in the north. Only the tees and greens of this golf-course are irrigated during periods of
drought. Run-off and rainwater are collected and stored on-site in various water features. Municipal
water is used at the clubhouse only.

The land on which the George Golf Club is built belongs to the George Municipality. The Golf Club
leases it from the Municipality on a 99-year lease basis. According to information provided by the
Golf Board, on an average 270 000 rounds of golf are played on this golf-course per annum (HilLand
Associates 2002a). This figure is escalating, owing to the growing golfing community in George.

The Oubaai Golf Estate at Herold’s Bay is a residential estate with an 18-hole championship golfcourse. This coastal development was approved by the DEADP in August 2002 for the change of land
use from agriculture to another land use, the construction of a private resort and the construction of a
sewage treatment plant (HilLand Associates 2003). The property is approximately 250ha in extent and
is located one kilometre to the east of the coastal town of Herold’s Bay, three kilometres from the
George Airport and 13 kilometres from the town of George. The property is bordered by the Gwaing
River on its eastern boundary.

In addition to a residential component consisting of 322 single residential erven, a village with a 100bed hotel and 128 group-housing units, approval was also given for an 18-hole golf-course with a
driving range and a golf clubhouses. The development will also have a retail centre with shops and
services such as a restaurant, a hairdresser and a pharmacy. When complete, the Oubaai Golf Estate
will also have a golf academy that will focus on the training of previously disadvantaged youths from
the George area (DEADP 2002). This development is still undergoing construction in July 2006. The
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clubhouse and golf-course are complete and operating since April 2005. The village is nearing
completion, however both the hotel and driving range must still be constructed. Less than 25 houses
have been built on the estate in July 2006.

The ROD stipulated key aspects that contributed to the ratification of Oubaai Golf Estate and outlined
strict conditions of approval to which the developers have to adhere (DEADP 2002). The key aspects
listed in HilLand Associates (2003) are the following:
•

The original farm had existing water-abstraction use rights from the Gwaing River – 781
000m3 annually. This source would be supplemented by recycled storm-water run-off
and treated effluent water. Thus, the change in land use from agriculture to that of a
golf estate would not impact on the existing water-use volumes.

•

The development was proposed on old agricultural land already disturbed by previous
agricultural activities.

The potential loss of indigenous vegetation would be

insignificant and there would be no fragmentation of existing natural vegetation.
•

The development would be able to protect any archaeological remains found on-site
more effectively than an agricultural practice by means of demarcating such sites as nogo areas during construction phase.

•

The development must upgrade the existing main access road, which was in poor
condition, to Herold’s Bay. The access road to the Oubaai Golf Estate would also be
improved.

•

The local authority, the George Municipality, indicated that the demand for potable
water (estimated at 17 600m3 per month) would have an insignificant impact on their
bulk water supply and that it could easily be accommodated.

•

The public participation process showed that the public generally accepted the
development concept.

•

The development was seen as an extension of the existing node of Herold’s Bay, as
opposed to the creation of a new node between existing nodes.

•

The proposal complied with the principles, goals and objectives of the White Paper for
Sustainable Coastal Development in South Africa.

•

The creation of an estimated 400 temporary jobs during the four-year construction
period and a further estimated 260 permanent employment opportunities were rated as
highly positive.
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•

The developer pledged to ensure that employment opportunities would be maximised
for the local labour forces of George.

•

The developer indicated that limited public access would be provided in a controlled
manner.

According the to the EIA of the Oubaai Golf Estate, the development is an improvement on the
previous land use. As a result of this development, a previously gravel access road to Herold’s Bay
was significantly upgraded to a tar road, local employment opportunities increased and invasive alien
vegetation that occurred on the property and in the Gwaing River valley have been eradicated. In
addition, the development is self-sufficient in terms of sewage (own sewage treatment plant on-site)
and irrigation water (mainly recycled sewage water supplemented with storm water run-off and water
from the Gwaing River), thereby placing limited pressure on the George Municipal bulk service
systems.

Some of the conditions of approval were (DEADP 2002):
•

Contractors had to make use of as much local labour as possible.

•

The applicant had to appoint a suitably experienced ECO to undertake the
mitigating/rehabilitation measures and recommendations referred to in the ROD and
EMP.

•

EMPs had to be compiled and then approved by the DEADP for both the construction
and operational phases of the development.

•

An ELC had to be established.

This committee would include members of the

community, the developer’s team and the relevant departments.
•

The applicant had to submit an EAR to the DEADP one year after the completion of the
construction.

Except for the EAR still to be done, the applicant has adhered all of these conditions. In addition,
Oubaai Golf Estate is the founder member of the Eden Coastal Conservancy that stretches along the
coast between the Maalgate River between Herold’s Bay and Glentana and Victoria Bay.

This

conservancy was initiated by Oubaai Golf Estate and registered with Cape Nature in August 2004. The
researcher is aware of this fact due to personal involvement with the conservancy committee.
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The Glenwood Short Course is a nine-hole course located in the Glenwood residential area on the
eastern side of the town of George and has been operational since March 2000. The development is
bordered by the Bells Golf Academy driving range in the west, the George Riding Club in the east,
Glenwood residential area on the north and Knysna road in the south. Knysna road is the main eastern
entry/exit road to George linking with the N2.

The property on which this development is located is 6,7ha in size, of which the golf-course comprises
5.5ha. The course has Kikuyu-grassed tees and fairways, with Bent grass on the greens. The whole
course but the roughs is irrigated (approximately 3ha) and the irrigation volume is 840kl per annum.
Water for irrigation is from the George Municipality raw water supply.

The average number of rounds of golf played on this course annually is 23 000, the highest for the short
courses in the Garden Route. Costs at this golf-course are very reasonable and do not increase over the
holiday period. As a member, the cost to play nine holes is R5 and for 18 holes, R10. A non-member
pays R25 for nine holes and R40 for 18 holes. Senior citizens, students and scholars are charged R15
for nine holes and R25 for 18 holes.

This course is owned and managed locally. Amenities are a bar and restaurant that are open to the
general public along with the golf-course.

This development implement active invasive alien

vegetation eradication measures. Six people are employed at this golf development, which comprises
management, administration and maintenance. The course does not employ caddies.

The Rooirivierrif Short Course is an open, unfenced, nine-hole, public golf-course. The golf-course
forms part of the Rooirivierrif public sports area with hockey and cricket fields also. This course is
surrounded by the residential extensions of King George Park and Rooirivierrif. To the north is the
existing George Golf Club and, immediately to the east, the newly approved Kingswood Golf Estate.

The course is under local ownership and management and was opened in 2000. The average number of
rounds of golf played here is 2 000 per annum. This golf-course does not have any measures in place
for invasive alien vegetation clearing, conservation or rehabilitation, water-management or
environmental management plans. The course is made up of Kikuyu-grassed tees and fairways, with
Bent grass greens.
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The multi-purpose clubhouse at the golf-course also serves as a clubhouse for the cricket and hockey
players. The sports fields are not fenced making them accessible to local residents to walk in the open
areas. Squatter families have been observed on the undeveloped areas of this property.

Permanent employees (including management and maintenance) number four. This golf-course does
not employ caddies. The larger property (including the hockey and cricket fields) is approximately
15ha in size and the golf-course covers 5ha thereof. Only during periods of little or no rain is this
course irrigated and then only on the greens. The owner could not supply a figure for the amount of
water used for irrigation because it fluctuates a lot. The water source used when irrigation is necessary,
is municipal raw water.

Charges per round at this course are R20 per player for nine-holes and R30 per player for 18-holes. No
information was supplied regarding member and non-member fees. Also, no indication was given that
the prices increase or not over the holiday period.

The Saasveld Campus Short Course is not a public course like all the other short courses in the study
area. This campus course is intended for resident students, but it has a limited membership of 40
players per year for outside players. The course is located on the Nelson Mandela Metropolitan
University’s (NMMU) local campus previously known as Saasveld, approximately 6km out of George
to the east.

The course has been in existence since early 1981, is operational and forms part of the campus sports
facilities comprising of a swimming pool, tennis/netball courts and rugby/cricket fields. Because this
course is used as a recreational facility for the students, they do not pay fees to play and information on
the number of rounds of golf per annum is not recorded.

Alien vegetation control, conservation and water plans form part of the overall management and
maintenance of this course. As the course is maintained by the Saasveld Campus, employment offered
falls within the province of overall campus maintenance. The course itself is covered with Kikuyu on
the greens and Kikuyu and Bayview grass on the tees and fairways. The greens comprising less than
1ha in total, are only irrigated when there is little rain which is about five times per year. The source of
irrigation is George Municipal raw water supply.
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The Fynbos Short Course is located approximately one kilometre to the west of Sedgefield. It is a
nine-hole course, built on reclaimed land bordering the Swartvlei Lake. The national road (N2) borders
the development in the north and the Cheeseman’s Country Stall property in the west.

The property is privately owned, but is open to the general public. Owing to its location close to the
Swartvlei Lake, the course requires no irrigation. Three people are employed to administer and
maintain the whole course. This course does not employ caddies. This golf development is currently
in the market for sale (July 2006).

These existing and approved golf developments in the George area have not elicited noticeable public
objection. Possible reasons for this are that the majority of these developments (five short courses, one
municipal) are affordable and accessible to the general public, the Oubaai and Kingswood Golf estates
were both approved prior to the more recent environmental awareness amongst local residents and
authorities, the Fancourt Hotel & Country Club Estate is a historically well-established golf
development with a superior track record, all nine golf developments are located within or very close to
an existing urban node (e.g. George, Herold’s Bay) and only the Oubaai Golf Estate, is located in the
coastal area.

The same cannot be said however for the four proposed golf estate development within the same intraregional golfscape, namely the Lakes Eco & Golf Reserve on the Swartvlei lake, LagoonBay Lifestyle
Estate east of Glentana, the Le Grand Golf Estate east of the Oubaai Golf Estate and the Geelhoutboom
Golf Estate in the rural area west of George. Two of these three proposed golf developments are on the
coast and it is likely that all four will be expensive and exclusive with controlled public access. Three
of these development proposals are currently (July 2006) undergoing EIA investigations in a period of
increased environmental awareness and general objection to golf developments. The scale of all four
these golf developments are significantly larger than the existing golf developments with the exception
of the Fancourt Hotel & Country Club Estate.

4.3.2.2 Proposed golf developments
The Lakes Eco & Golf Reserve development is a leisure lifestyle golf estate proposed on agricultural
land used for forestry. This property covers approximately 1 010ha (HilLand Associates 2002b) and is
situated on the northern shore of the Swartvlei Lake in the rural area surrounding Sedgefield.
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Surrounding land use consists mainly of smallholdings with limited agricultural activities on them,
although there are some larger farms where dairy farming and commercial forestry are practiced. The
property is bordered by the Kleine Wolwe River in the west and the Diep River on its eastern
boundary.

The marketing material on this development proposal lists two 18-hole championship golf-courses, an
equestrian centre with polo field, soccer fields, a marina, an airstrip as part of an aerodrome facility,
845 single residential erven, 290 hotel condominiums, 40 bush-camp units, 132 lock-up-and-go units, a
110-unit retirement village and 58 residential plots, all of which will form part of an equestrian estate
(De Beer 2004c). The provision of services will be investigated and assessed as part of the EIA
process.

In reaction to vociferous local public objections to this development (Garner 2004), and in an attempt
to inform the wider public of the proposal, the developer launched a newsletter which was circulated
throughout the country but with particular attention being paid to distribution in the study area
(Kilbourn 2004). The monthly newsletter acts as promotional material and serves to communicate
information about the proposal and anticipated impacts. According to the May 2005 newsletter, the
estimated temporary employment figures during construction are positive, namely 1 000 job
opportunities over a period of eight years and 600 permanent employment opportunities for the
operational cycle of the development. Despite these assurances, concern has been raised about the true
social impacts associated with the development (Jordan 2004). However, the communicated intention
of the developer remains to create a social framework that will empower local communities by means
of employment opportunities, skills development programmes and training academies.

The outcome of the EIA process currently under way (July 2006) will only be determined on the
completion of these processes expected towards early 2007. This particular proposal has evoked a
huge outcry from local residents against the development. The issues and concerns raised will require
detailed assessment during the remainder of the EIA process. None of the existing planning and
guideline documents specifies a vision for the Swartvlei lake area in which this development is
proposed. This lack of clarification is contributing to the concerns of the public and is hampering the
furtherance of the authorities’ and the developer’s progress with the proposal.
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Retief Goosen’s first signature-designed golf-course development, LagoonBay Lifestyle Estate, is
another leisure lifestyle golf estate proposed in the coastal area of the Garden Route (Dennis Moss
Partnership Inc 2005; Hale 2005a). This development is proposed on 850ha of agricultural land northeast of Glentana, the coastal holiday town 17km west of George. Glentana has experienced significant
growth in the property market in 2000 (Die Burger 2004f) possibly contributing to the location of this
proposed golf development.

The property is located on the coastal plateau and according to the bioregional planning framework for
the Western Cape Province (Dennis Moss Partnership Inc 2000) and the Eden spatial development
framework (Dennis Moss Partnership Inc 2003) the property falls within the area designated for buffer
areas and transition zones identified for low density development. The development concept involves
two golf-courses (links and parkland courses), approximately 820 resort-housing units, an estimated
100 villas, a 150-room five star international hotel with a spa and health centre, conference facilities for
200-300 people, a restaurant with conference facility for 50 people, 10 semi-permanent lagoon tents, a
chapel and an environmental centre (Dennis Moss Partnership Inc 2004: 28). De Beer (2004b) states
that the developers propose to rehabilitate 54 per cent of the land by re-introducing indigenous
vegetation and wildlife.

Press releases and articles in local newspapers focus heavily on the potential socio-economic benefits
of the proposed development within the bigger framework termed the Hoogekraal Sustainable
Development Initiative (SDI) (Garden Route Investments 2005c). De Vynck (2004: 4) comments on
this proposed R1.6 milliard project as having the potential to create “…18 000 direct and indirect jobs
over the next 7 to 10 years”, while Duvenhage (2004) reports that the development also makes
provision for a mandatory 2.5 per cent of the price of sale of units to fund a local community trust.
Van Dyk (2004) further comments on the proposed community trust fund and calculates that it would
generate R40 million through the initial sale of properties and then a further R9 million annually for
perpetuity, through the same principle being applied for the re-selling of property on the estate. The
Minister of the DEADP, Tasneem Essop, at the National Golf Summit held at Fancourt in March 2006,
referred to these social components as the “developer’s social responsibility” towards local
communities and especially the previously disadvantaged.

The LagoonBay Lifestyle Estate is the first golf development in the study area to propose a specific
social responsibility concept such as their SDI model. Until such time as the model has been proven
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successful in contributing to social upliftment of the local communities in the immediate
geographical area of the development, the model and project will be treated with skepticism by the
authorities and the general public. Judging from a recent newspaper article by Richter (2005) which
reported that the developers acted in contravention with various environmental acts by illegally
upgrading roads and constructing new footpaths on-site, it can be expected that the public’s skepticism
will extend beyond the social concerns to include environmental concerns also.

Further down the coast from the LagoonBay development the Australian golf legend, Greg Norman, is
involved with a proposal for another leisure lifestyle golf estate to the south of George, the Le Grand
Golf Estate (Karsten 2004a & 2004c). The coastal property on which the estate is proposed is situated
between Pacaltsdorp residential area in the east, other agricultural areas in the north, the Gwaing River
(with the Oubaai Golf Estate on the western side of the river) in the west and the Atlantic Ocean in the
south.

The land use of the site and surrounding properties is dominated by agriculture, however the draft
George spatial development framework (SDF) (Nel & De Kock Planners 2004) indicates the area
where the development property is located as ‘urban buffer’ land with potential for urban expansion at
a low density. Should the draft George SDF be accepted and approved by the George Municipality,
this golf estate development will fall within the urban edge of George.

According to West (2005) the proposed golf estate forms part of an earlier separate approval for 313
residential stands that will now form part of the golf estate. An additional 303 residential units are
proposed, together with an 18-hole golf-course and clubhouse with a driving range. The size of the
land on which the golf amenities and additional 303 erven are proposed is 94ha while the approved
property size is unknown.

The proposed Le Grand development launched its sales marketing in December 2004 while still at the
very early stages of its EIA process. As with the previously discussed golf estate applications, the
outcome of the current EIA process (July 2006) will determine what can be considered. Again the
social aspect has received early attention, with the developer committed to contributing R10 million to
the closest geographical residential area (Pacaltsdorp) for community upliftment projects (Taljaard
2004f).
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As far as could be determined, a fourth lifestyle estate is being proposed to the west of George. The
developer withdrew a previous application for residential development on the property and it appears
that an application for the Geelhoutboom Golf Estate is being prepared for submission to the local
authorities in early 2007.

An application for the Fynboskruin Lifestyle Golf Estate on the western side of Sedgefield was turned
down on appeal by the provincial Minister of environmental affairs and development planning at the
end of 2001 (Underhill 2003). According to Jones (2003) the development was initially approved by
the DEADP. Both Underhill (2003) and Jones (2003) report that environmental factors, including
availability of water for irrigation and the location of the property within the sensitive Wilderness lakes
area, were key factors in the final decision by the department.

The significant difference in scale between these leisure lifestyle golf estates and other existing golf
estates in the study area, is of such an extent that these newly proposed estates could constitute a fourth
category of golf developments.

The potential impact on the George intra-regional golfscape and that of the larger Garden Route
golfscape, should these lifestyle estates be approved in their current format and scale, could be
significant in three ways.

Additional golf developments of such high quality and standard will

contribute to the ‘critical mass’ of golf developments required for a golfing destination thereby
amplifying the popularity of the area and increasing demand for more such developments. It could also
emit the image that golf developments of this scale are acceptable, with more and bigger to come,
especially along the coast. The opposite is also possible in which the perception grows that the area
has now reached a saturation point and no more such developments should be allowed, especially given
the current degree of animosity towards golf developments of this nature.

In the event that these leisure lifestyle estates are not approved, either totally or not at their current
scale, it will send out a strong message to stakeholders, including the public and developers, that either
future golf developments in the area should be more in line with the scale of existing approved golf
developments, or currently the golfscape cannot accommodate more such developments and future
applications will be even more difficult to get approval for.
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With or without these additional leisure lifestyle golf estates, the George intra-regional golfscape
still remains the most popular of all four intra-regional golfscapes in terms of existing and proposed
golf developments.

Bordering the George intra-regional golfscape to the east lays the Knysna intra-regional golfscape that
although larger than the George intra-regional golfscape by just less than 20 000ha, only hosts four
existing golf developments. Details on this intra-regional golfscape are discussed in the following
section.
4.3.3

Knysna setting

The welcoming road sign to Knysna informs the traveler that Knysna was voted ‘Favourite Town of the
Year’ in 2000 and 2001. The town has a rich history and culture, which is combined with a wide
variety of recreational activities such as hiking, diving, golfing, yachting, fishing and mountain biking
which are all expensive sports associated with the affluent (Garden Route Living 2004d & 2004e). The
Knysna integrated development plan (IDP) reports the fact that the town is experiencing unbalanced
growth, increasing the gap between rich and poor (Organisation Development Africa 2001; Taljaard
2004g). The Knysna Municipality has now launched the ‘Knysna 2020’ plan to address strategic
objectives. The plan focuses on poverty eradication and social upliftment, balanced and sustainable
growth, and development for all (Cole 2004).

The Knysna population increased from 43 194 in 1996 to 51 467 in 2001, this represents a 16 per cent
population increase. MCA Planners (2002) is of the opinion that this trend of population growth will
continue. The Knysna local economic development strategy document raises the concern however that
this population growth is accompanied by a significant growth in unemployed people with limited
skills (MCA Planners 2002). Combined with the declining agriculture, forestry and fishing economic
sectors in the area, the tourism and construction sectors are explored and boosted by golf
developments.

Figure 4.4 shows golf developments in relation to the various towns in this intra-regional golfscape
namely the coastal towns of Sedgefield, Brenton-on-Sea and Buffelsbaai. Sedgefield is the far western
boundary of this region bordering on Swartvlei Lake and the eastern boundary is halfway between
Knysna and Plettenberg Bay.
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Figure 4.4: Knysna intra-regional golfscape.
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Using ArcView GIS the estimated total area of this region is calculated at approximately 73 700ha.
The Knysna intra-regional golfscape is home to five existing and approved golf developments, namely
the Pezula Clifftop Estate on the Knysna eastern head, the Simola Golf & Country Estate and Knysna
River Reserve Estate in the rural area west of Knysna, the Knysna Country Club close to the Knysna
lagoon and the Blackwaters short course close to Buffelsbaai.

In July 2006, this intra-regional golfscape is the only intra-regional golfscape with no proposals and/or
applications for any new golf developments. All five the existing and approved golf developments
listed above will be discussed in this section.

Pezula Clifftop Estate bought the existing 18-hole golf-course from the adjacent Sparrebosch Estate
and merged the two developments to create a leisure lifestyle development with hiking trails, a
boutique hotel and health spa centre (Fife 2002; Garden Route Living 2004c). The property of 612ha
lies along 3km of Garden Route coastline between the Knysna Heads and the Noetzie River. Previous
land use was commercial forestry.

Membership at Pezula is limited to homeowners, and playing the course costs R700 for a non-member,
making it the third most expensive course in South Africa, only exceeded by Leopard Creek and
Fancourt The Links (Golf Digest 2005).

Pezula’s commitment to environmental responsibility in the past won them international recognition in
February 2005 when the development was awarded two gold medals in the Homes Overseas awards for
‘Most Environmentally Aware Development in the World’ and ‘Best South African Development’
(Garden Route Investments 2005a). The property uses bulk services from the Knysna Municipality and
the golf-course is irrigated with treated sewage water and supplemented with water from the Noetzie
River.

The Simola Golf & Country Estate is located in the rural area of Knysna, a few kilometres to the north
of the town. Surrounding land use is agriculture and low-density residential development. Untill
March 2006, this 267ha estate was approved as a low-density residential development (only 68
freehold stands), with an 18-hole signature golf-course by Jack Nicklaus (Simola Golf & Country
Estate 2003 & 2004) making it the lowest density residential golf-course development in the study area.
The golf-course is complete and opened to the public in February 2005 and construction of the
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approved residential units commenced (Weavers 2005a). The restaurant and the clubhouse are also
operating and these facilities are open to the public (Simola Golf & Country Estate 2004 & 2005).
Simola is dependent on municipal raw water supply for domestic use and raw water from the Knysna
River for irrigation of the golf-course. Use of conservancy tanks to accommodate sewage has been
approved, however, it is the intention of the developer to upgrade and link the sewage system to the
municipal bulk sewage system once the necessary infrastructure is available.

In 2005 the developers of Simola Golf & Country Estate applied for 350 additional residential units as
part of an upgrading of the estate in order to “…improve their financial sustainability” (HilLand
Associates 2005d: 8). The national Department Environmental Affairs & Tourism (DEAT) approved
the application for and additional 221 housing units, two guest lodges and upgrades to the bulk supply
services, including the road network, sewage and potable water supply infrastructure, on 31 March
2006 (DEAT 2006b). Two appeals were lodged against the approval decision, however both were
withdrawn in June 2006. The following key factors informed the decision:
•

“The proposed development is compatible with the site proposed for the development.

•

The process followed is adequate in terms of the process required as per the regulations.

•

The public involvement process was adequate in terms of the process required as per the
regulations.

•

A large portion of the development occupies land that is currently partially development as an
existing golf estate and the pristine areas of the property are conserved in the proposed site
development plan.

•

The mitigation measures proposed in the final amended scoping report are appropriate and
practical for implementation.

•

Specific environmental specialist studies were commissioned as part of the scoping process and
it was found that the impact of this development was acceptable.

•

It is envisaged, should the conditions as stipulated in this record of decision be complied with,
the negative environmental impact of this development will be minimised, and the positive
benefits can be optimised.

•

Based on the above, the Department’s conclusion is that this development will not lead to
substantial detrimental impact on the environment and that potential negative impacts resulting
from this development can be mitigated to acceptable levels.” (DEADP 2006b: 2-3).
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The Knysna Golf Club is a public-municipal course close to the Knysna Lagoon. This development
is a public 18-hole course with no residential component although it is mostly surrounded by township
development. The property is not fenced and local residents use the open space for walking. Similar to
all public courses in the study area, the Knysna Golf Club is the only public 18-hole course within this
specific intra-regional golfscape and it is under pressure from the growing number of golfers in the
area. The researcher did not receive any feedback from this development in the questionnaire survey,
limiting the available information about this development to a minimum.

Thirteen kilometres to the east of Sedgefield is the Blackwaters Short Course. This course is opposite
the turn-off to Buffelsbaai and offers direct access from the national road (N2). The Goukamma River
borders this development. The course is under local South African ownership and has been in full
operation since 1994. In addition to the golf-course, Blackwaters also has a 10-bedroom bed-andbreakfast (B&B) lodge and bar that are open to the general public. Four people (including at the B&B)
are permanently employed at this golf development. This figure increases to 14 people over the
holiday periods (extra help is needed principally at the lodge). Fifteen people were employed during
construction phase of the development.

The total property size is approximately 3ha, with the golf-course occupying 2.5ha only, which makes
it one the smallest short courses in the study area. This golf-course has relatively short holes in
comparison with those of Glenwood and Dolphins Creek. Kikuyu is used on both the tees and
fairways, with an unknown grass being used on the tees. Only the tees are irrigated, this directly from
the Goukamma River.

Simola and Blackwaters are located outside the Knysna urban edge, setting a precedent for the only
application for a new golf estate recently approved, also outside the urban edge of Knysna. The
Knysna River Reserve Estate is a R800 million leisure lifestyle golf estate proposal on the Knysna
River, approximately 10km from the city centre of Knysna, opposite the existing Simola Golf &
Country Estate (Die Burger 2003d).

The proposal was for an 18-hole golf-course with 120-room luxury hotel, conference centre, 480
residential erven, 180 group housing and town house villas and other sport facilities as part of a Sports
Hall of Fame Resort, all on 520ha (Weavers 2005b). The approval was for a nature reserve, a sports
precinct with a sport club, general practice field, Sports Hall of Fame, 60 suite hotel, 426 resort units,
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87 housing units and an 18-hole golf course (DEAT 2006a). It is reported that the construction
phase will provide 2 700 job opportunities (promised to local communities) and 950 permanent jobs
during operation (Die Burger 2003d). An appeal was lodged against the approval decision and untill
such time as the national Minister of DEAT (Mr Martinus van Schalkwyk) takes a decision on the
appeal, construction may not commence.

Except for the following specific point, the key factors informing the Department’s decision about the
Knysna River Reserve Estate application, are the same as for the Simola Golf & Country Estate: “A
large portion of the development occupies land that is currently in a neglected state of maintenance and
the pristine areas of the property are conserved in the nature reserve (DEADP 2006a: 2).

Since the Policy guidelines for golf-course and polo field developments were published in December
2005, the Knysna River Reserve Estate and the upgrade of Simola are the only two golf applications
approved. It should be noted that the decision-making authority on both these applications, was the
national DEAT (Pretoria) and not the provincial DEADP (Cape Town). This might potentially point to
a different set of decision-making criteria used by the two authorities, since DEADP has not yet
approved a single golf development application since the guideline document was issued.

As with the proposals for the George intra-regional golfscape, the Knysna River Reserve is also in a
category of its own, namely the leisure lifestyle estate rather than a standard residential golf estate.
Also similar to the proposals for the neighbouring George intra-regional golfscape, this development is
also proposed on agricultural land further fuelling the public’s concern about equity and access to land
for previously disadvantaged communities. A fact that remains however is that these lifestyle leisure
developments do propose significant social benefits to the local communities which is unlike any other
type development in the area.

The neighbouring intra-regional golfscape of the Knysna intra-regional golfscape to the east, is the
Plettenberg Bay intra-regional golfscape, which is the smallest of all four the intra-regional golfscapes.
The following section provides information about this section of the study area.
4.3.4

Plettenberg Bay vicinity

Plettenberg Bay is a popular holiday destination along the Garden Route (Compleat Golfer 2004a). As
with most of the other popular seaside tourist towns in the study area, Plettenberg Bay is suffering from
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a lack of proper planning and an inability to render services to its increasing population (Weavers
2004a). The intention to upgrade the existing airport, which is currently not used as a passenger
service facility to a commercial airport, has the potential for further development in the future (Neill
2004b).

The western boundary of this area starts halfway between Plettenberg Bay and Knysna and the eastern
boundary is formed by the Bloukrans River (see Figure 4.5). Using GIS, the size of the Plettenberg
Bay intra-regional golfscape area has been calculated at 41 900ha, making it the smallest of all four the
intra-regional golfscapes.

This intra-regional golfscape is host to three existing golf developments, one short course, one
residential golf estate and one public-municipal golf-course. Another two residential golf estates are
proposed for this area.
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Figure 4.5: Plettenberg Bay intra-regional golfscape.
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4.3.4.1 Existing golf developments
The three existing golf developments found in the Plettenberg Bay intra-regional golfscape are the
Plettenberg Bay Country Club which is a public-municipal course, the Goose Valley Golf Estate and
the Nuwe Hoop Short Course.

The Plettenberg Bay Country Club is in the Piesangs Valley within the urban edge of Plettenberg Bay.
Surrounding land use is open space and township development. This golf development is included
within the urban edge of Plettenberg Bay. This 18-hole course, on 67ha of land alongside the Piesangs
River, is situated on municipal land, leased from the Bitou Municipality. In the questionnaire survey
(2004), the Plettenberg Bay Country Club manager, Mr. Marinus Weiss, commented that, on average,
43 000 rounds of golf are played per annum. The course is situated in an area with little other
development and the added sports facilities namely tennis courts and bowling greens, attract many
people who do not necessarily visit the club to play golf. The club and all amenities on-site are
available to the public.

The accessibility of these facilities to the public is however, under possible threat because the Bitou
Municipality has indicated their intention to cancel the club’s contract (only due to expire in 2050) in
order to sell the property to a private developer who wants to upgrade the club to a residential golf
estate (Neill 2004a). According to Compleat Golfer (2004a) the municipality hopes to obtain much
needed funds for other developments in the area through the sale of this property. The club has
objected to the municipality’s proposal and maintain that the facility “…benefits the residents of
Plettenberg Bay”, that it is an “…affordable, non-elite country club, situated in a green belt, registered
as a nature reserve” and that turning it into a residential golf estate will change it “…into a luxury golf
estate that would destroy the natural habitat and inevitably cater only for the privileged few” (Compleat
Golfer 2004a: 9). Concern has been raised that should the proposal succeed it could set a precedent for
other golf-courses also situated on leased public land (Garden Route Investments 2005b). Should the
proposal go ahead it would be the second course in the study area to be converted from a public course
to a private golf estate, the other being the Mossel Bay Golf Club incorporated into the Mossel Bay
Country Estate Nature Reserve & Golf Club. Such an upgrade will off course require both planning
and environmental authorisation.
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The club employs approximately 100 people, ranging from gardeners and cleaning staff to caddies
and management (Neill 2004a). Only the greens and tees of the golf-course are irrigated with water
from the Piesangs River and supplemented with run-off water that the club collects in water features
on-site.

Because irrigation fluctuates dramatically, depending on the weather, the golf-course

management was unable to offer an exact figure reflecting the amount of water used annually.

Plettenberg Bay recently witnessed the completion the last nine holes of the Goose Valley Golf Estate
(Gould 2004). The development incorporates the original Turtle Creek nine-hole course and it situated
on the Keurbooms River to the east of Plettenberg Bay (Southern Cape Property Guide 2004).

The total size of this development is 77.5ha of which the golf-course takes up 35ha. According to the
estate’s response only 17ha of these 35ha require irrigation. Irrigation water is treated sewage water
from the municipal Gansevallei wastewater treatment works supplemented with rainwater.

The

remainder of the property is devoted to residential development (345 residential stands). The golfcourse is open to the public with costs varying between R250 for 9-holes and R400 for 18-holes for
non-members of the public. The average annual number of rounds played on this golf-course is 30
000. This golf estate development is in the urban edge of Plettenberg Bay. It is serviced by municipal
bulk services and the golf-course is irrigated with treated sewage water.

The Nuwe Hoop Short Course is situated on the outskirts of Plettenberg Bay, approximately 1.5km
from the city centre, but within the urban edge. This development is a public, nine-hole short course.
Owing to incomplete information available on this golf development, a full description cannot be
given. However, a site inspection of this development reveal that the course is not in a very good
condition with erosion occurring at the water features and alien invasive plants (eucalyptus trees)
flourish on the property.

The source of irrigation water is not known, however it is assumed that the on-site water features act as
storage for irrigation water. The site visit showed that the course is not well maintained, is relatively
small with equally small greens and instead of grass-covered tees that require irrigation this golf-course
uses plastic tee boxes that minimise water demand.

Similar to the Knysna intra-regional golfscape, the Plettenberg Bay intra-regional golfscape is also well
balanced in terms of the available, approved golf developments. As is described in this section, this
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intra-regional golfscape accommodates one of each golf development type namely a residential golf
estate, public-municipal course and a short course. And as with all three the other intra-regional
golfscapes, only residential golf estates are proposed as new golf developments for the area.
4.3.4.2 Proposed golf developments
Two new golf developments are proposed for the Plettenberg Bay intra-regional golfscape, both of
these residential golf estates, namely the controversial Roodefontein Golf Estate and the Hanglip Golf
Estate.

The Roodefontein Golf & Country Estate is notorious for the associated corruption case, involving
David Malatsi, then Minister of Environmental Affairs, and politician Peter Marais (Claase 2004;
Isaacs 2004a & 2004b; Schroeder 2004). Negotiations between the applicant and the DEADP resulted
in a recommencement of the EIA process in December 2004. The EIA process is still ongoing in July
2006 and the outcome of this process will determine the development rights. The property size is
370ha and located to the north-west of Plettenberg Bay, south of the Plettenberg Bay airport, in the
rural area surrounding the town. The existing land use is extensive agriculture in the form of grazing
for cattle and horses. Surrounding land use is agriculture and low-density residential development
(HilLand Associates 2005a).

According to the revised environmental impact assessment report dated January 2005 by HilLand
Associates (2005a) the proposal comprises of 400 single residential units, an 18-hole golf course with
club house and a driving range, an equestrian centre, health hydro with a gym and a nature reserve
(193ha) with hiking trails.

The proposal is to use treated sewage water from the Plettenberg Bay sewage treatment plant for
irrigation of the golf-course, supplemented with water from the Keurbooms River. The estimated
volume of irrigation water required for the golf-course is 28 000m3 per month (HilLand Associates
2005a). The potable water volume required for the residential component of the development is
estimated at 12 200m3 monthly and the Bitou Municipality will supply the water.

HilLand Associates (2005a) informs that the employment estimates for the construction phase of the
development are 200 people for eight years to complete the residential component, 100 people for 18months to complete the golf-course, 60 people over five years to do the civil construction and another
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80 people for a period of two to three years to build the remaining infrastructure (e.g. club house,
health hydro).

Furthermore it is estimated that the development will employ 181 people on a

permanent basis (HilLand Associates 2005a). The developer is committed to employing the maximum
available local labour from the Plettenberg Bay area (HilLand Associates 2005a).

The finding from the EIR is that the development will not have a significantly detrimental impact on
the environment (HilLand Associates 2005a). As of July 2006 a decision is still awaited on the EIR.

The Hanglip Golf Estate at Wittedrift, immediately adjacent to the Keurbooms River Nature Reserve is
another golf estate proposed for the Plettenberg Bay intra-regional golfscape. This proposal is also
currently (July 2006) undergoing an EIA process for environmental authorisation.

As part of its social responsibility programme this R1.5 billion development proposes to build a subeconomic house for people from the area at the equivalent of each stand approved as part of the
development. The size of the property is approximately 1 100ha and the proposal is for 700 residential
units, a five star hotel with wellness centre, an equestrian centre, a commercial node, conservation
areas and an 18-hole golf course with club house (Bekker 2005a). The clubhouse and other amenities
will all be open to the general public (UK investors to tee off in SA 2004). It is reported that the
project will generate over 3 000 jobs per year for five years and 1 200 permanent jobs thereafter (De
Vynk 2004. The development will be considered by the DEADP and the EIA process will determine
the future of the application.

Similar to most of the other proposed golf estates in the study area this proposal has also caused
significant public reaction and objection. Concerns surrounding increased exclusivity, unsustainable
job creation and destruction of the environment are echoed in local newspapers with harsh opinions
about golf development such as “…another case of rolling green hills in a highly sensitive area being
transformed into an ugly wasteland of roads with empty plots and services” (Burger in Bekker 2005b:
5).

Part of the research is to gain a better understanding for why there is such objection by especially local
residents to golf developments. In addition to opinions and expressions of people contained in local
newspaper articles, the researcher used a public opinion survey to obtain input from stakeholders on the
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matter of Garden Route golf developments. The results from this survey are discussed in the
following section.
4.4

PUBLIC OPINION SURVEY: GARDEN ROUTE GOLF, A WHOLE IN ONE?

Judging from available marketing material on golf developments (see the following section), the
Garden Route’s natural beauty remains the major factor as to why there are so many existing, under
construction and proposed golf developments in the area. The mega-trend of people “moving away
from cities in order to find better weather, better security, a slower pace of life, quality schooling for
their children, with scenic surroundings” (Gould 2004: 11) has contributed to the Garden Route being
both an existing and a growing tourist destination. In addition, the Garden Route is actively being
‘sold’ to future homebuyers and developers in articles entitled: “Imperial Bank launches specialized
property division for the Garden Route” (Garden Route Living 2004a: 21); “Oos-Europieërs gelok na
die Suid-Kaap!” (Taljaard 2003e: 1) and “Belê nou in ontwikkeling op gholfbaan” (Die Burger 2002).

Golf estates are indeed popular with investors and property speculators (Garden Route Properties
2004c). Because of the demand shift towards secure, contained leisure properties purchased for
lifestyle and investment purposes, residential developments in the Garden Route remain buoyant.
However, media reports since mid-2004 suggest that the influx of purchasers might well jeopardise the
draw-card of golf estate developments in the Garden Route, as sold by the private sector – the quality
lifestyle, the natural beauty of the Garden Route, the forests, the coastline and the fynbos.

Municipal service infrastructures (e.g. sewage removal, traffic network systems, electricity supply) and
limited natural resources, such as potable water availability and sensitive ecosystems, have the
potential to curb development or at least affect the future feasibility and sustainability of the Garden
Route as a popular destination. As stated in Garden Route Living (2004d: 41), “Municipalities must
come up with the goods to match the lifestyle the private sector has created for their towns or risk
losing the reputation”. In other words, municipalities must rise to the occasion. They must either agree
with the vision of developing the Garden Route into a golfing mecca or offer alternative suggestions to
sustain the economy within their regions. Ratepayers’ associations, business communities and tourism
industries need to verbalise their opinions too.

Agreement on a common vision for the Garden Route can only be realised through a strategic
environmental assessment (SEA).

The Knysna Municipality, under the leadership of a newly
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appointed environmental officer, has commissioned a state of the environment report in order to
determine the status and limitations of resources to help guide future development (Garden Route
Living 2004d). Such assessments, if done correctly and strategically, will serve as a framework for
future municipal development.

The concern, however, is that the various guideline documents, such as individual town guide plans and
regional structure plans, will be of little value if not implemented correctly by the authorities and
decision-makers. If these guidelines are not followed, it might seem that municipalities are allowing
developers to set the standards.

The literature reviewed for this research thesis has revealed two main opposing schools of thought with
regard to golf developments in the Garden Route. Analysis of the responses given in the public opinion
survey confirms this. On the one hand there are those who believe that golf developments – golf
estates in particular – have a detrimental impact on the receiving environment, both ecologically and
socio-economically, with very few positive consequences. These opponents of golf developments do
not trust the outcome of legally required EIA processes and has concerns about the sustainability of
golf developments. Indeed, this group doubts municipalities’ ability to determine the availability of, or
to manage natural resources such as water and have little faith in the authorities that make decisions
regarding golf developments.

This group demands immediate action by authorities to stop the

developments (some call for a moratorium on all golf developments in the Western Cape) or to regulate
this development type, with stricter guidelines and enforcement of such guidelines. Supporters of this
viewpoint express themselves by means of public marches and articles in and letters to the press. This
group includes members of a variety of concerned environmentally-based and community-based
organisations. The actions of this group have contributed to the investigation into the sustainability of
golf estate developments by the Provincial Government of the Western Cape done during the last
quarter of 2004 and completed in March 2005.

On the other hand there are those people who believe that golf developments not only benefit the
environment, but also provide sustainable employment and boost the local economy, particularly
tourism. These proponents of golf developments, however, are not as vocal or active as the first group.
Supporters of this group are usually those that are closely involved with golf developments, such as
consultants, developers, estate residents and employees. Gary Player has been quoted saying that “The
development of world-class golf-courses brings with it affluent international tourists. Tourists create
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jobs. Golf-courses also have ecological advantages…they beautify surrounding cities, protect green
belts, create beautiful waterways and dams from effluent city water that municipalities don’t know
what to do with and they protect local wildlife” (Cape Golfer 2004a: 13).

Some supporters of golf development have however started to mobilise themselves in reaction to what
they call the “flood of negative publicity about golf developments in the Garden Route” and to
represent developers who often seem to be a “lone voice out there” (Bridge 2005a; 2005b). Bridge
(2005b) reports that property developers in Knysna and Plettenberg Bay formed the Forum for
Sustainable Development, to counter the negative concepts about developments and explain their side
on issues surrounding development in the Garden Route. More recently, the golf industry mobilised
itself in an attempt to investigate and address the various concerns associated with golf developments
in the Western Cape. The researcher attended the South Africa Golf Summit held at Fancourt Hotel &
Country Club Estate from 26 – 29 March 2006, where the industry agreed to work towards eliminating
problems causing public concern. At the Summit various local and international speakers, including
Minister Tasneem Essop (Western Cape Provincial Government DEADP), Moeketsi Mosola (Chief
Executive Officer South African Tourism), Larry Gould (Publisher/Director On-Course Worldwide,
Dr. Andrea Sartori (Head of Travel, Leisure & Tourism Group Central and Eastern Europe KPMG), Dr
Judex Oberholzer (Managing Director, Urban Econ development economist) and Jan Havenga (Head:
Consulting University of Stellenbosch Business School) addressed more than 400 delegate from across
the globe in an attempt to work towards a best practice scenario. The literature also confirms that local
golf developments do indeed pose positive results to the environment and communities by
acknowledging employment opportunities and benefits to conservation (Bonthuys 2004a & 2004d;
Carew 2003; Compleat Golfer 2004b; Die Burger 2004d; Financial Mail 2002; Garden Route
Investments 2004b; George Herald 2004a, 2004e & 2004g; Muller 1997; Taljaard 2003c).

Until such time as a detailed study has been undertaken, it would be premature to support either
group’s viewpoint. Such a study would have to take into account the actual direct, indirect and
cumulative impacts associated with golf developments in the Garden Route,
4.4.1

Results from the public opinion survey

It is important to review the results from this public opinion survey against the background of the
current available public participation process that forms part of the EIA process. The reason for this is
that the researcher believes the public’s opinion is influenced more by the opinions expressed in
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newspaper articles than the scientific information provided through an EIA process. Should the
public become more involved with EIA processes, they would be provided the opportunity to have their
queries and concerns addressed in a transparent process that allows for interaction between the public,
the developer and various specialists. This will improve the public’s understanding of the potential
impacts associated with golf developments and provide them with valuable information on how such
impacts are mitigated and/or prevented, thereby clarifying various misconceptions about this industry
in the study area.

Figure 4.6 shows a graphic display of the average person who participated in the public survey,
presenting the town of origin, nationality, age, gender, employment status and the time of their
association with the Garden Route (e.g. living/visiting the study area).
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The majority (93 per cent) of people that participated in the public opinion survey are South African
residents from local Garden Route towns, namely Mossel Bay, George, Wilderness, Sedgefield,
Knysna and Plettenberg Bay. Sixty-two per cent of the respondents were older than 50 years rendering
them close to retirement, or already retirees. The results from the questionnaires confirm that almost
half the respondents are indeed retired and 54 per cent are male.

The majority of respondents (78 per cent) indicated that they have relatively long standing relations
with the study area, longer than four years. The assumption is made that the majority of respondents is
familiar with the study area and their surroundings and have developed an affinity and a strong senseof-place for the area. It was important to confirm whether respondents are familiar with the topic of
golf developments in the Garden Route. Figure 4.7 illustrates the amount of respondents considering
themselves to be golfers and the amount of respondents that own property on a golf estate
development.

40%
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Yes
Yes

No

60%

Do you consider yourself a golfer?

No

67%

Do you own property on a golf estate?

Figure 4.7: Indication of golf property ownership and players amongst respondents.

The majority of respondents indicated that they do consider themselves golfers, therefore they should
be familiar with local golf course facilities. Despite the interest in the game of golf, two-thirds of the
respondents confirmed that they do not however own any property on a golf estate development.

Figure 4.8 illustrates whether respondents support or object to the different golf development types and
it reflects on what respondents think about the number of golf developments and whether there should
be more or less of each golf development type in the study area.
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The public opinion survey established that the majority of respondents (76 per cent) object to golf
estate developments, both strongly or with concerns and only close to a fifth of the respondents (19 per
cent) support this golf development, either fully or with concerns. Over half of the respondents are of
the opinion that there is too many golf estates, with only 16 per cent saying there is too little golf estate
development. Under a third of the respondents (31 per cent) feel that there are enough golf estates in
the study area in 2004.

Half of the respondents indicated that they support public-municipal golf-course developments, some
support this golf development type fully (23 per cent) while others with some concerns (27 per cent).
Just over a third (34 per cent) of the respondents object to this golf development type, either strongly or
with concerns. Almost half of the respondents indicated that there are enough public-municipal golfcourse developments in the study area, with a quarter saying there is too many and less than a third (27
per cent) saying there are too few.

In terms of short course developments more than half of the respondents (55 per cent) support this golf
development type, while a small percentage (11 per cent) object to it. A significant amount of the
respondents (44 per cent) has a neutral attitude towards short course developments. The majority of
respondents are of the opinion that there are enough short courses, while the remaining two thirds
either feel that there are too few (30 per cent) or too many (28 per cent).

The results from the survey confirm that golf estates elicit the most objections from the public,
followed by public-municipal golf courses and then short course developments.

Despite fewer

objections to public-municipal golf-course and short course developments, there is no significant desire
from participants for an increase in either of the three golf development types.

The reason for these opinions might lay in the perceived benefits to the environment and tourism
character of the area should the Garden Route continue to develop as a golfing destination. Figure 4.9
illustrates how respondents feel about these matters.
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Figure 4.9: Respondent opinions about the impact of a golfing destination on the environment and
tourism.

According the results from the survey, few people believe that the natural environment will benefit
from the area developing into an international golfing destination, whereas most respondents are unsure
about the impact of such on the tourism character. In both cases, only small percentages of the
respondents are of the opinion that the environment and tourism character will benefit.

These

perceptions, along with others already discussed in this thesis, might be why the public object to and
adapt a precautionary approach to golf developments in the Garden Route rather than embracing it.
4.4.2

Review of the public participation process in the EIA

The EIA process is designed to be transparent, with opportunity for participation and input from
interested and affected parties (I&APs) throughout the legally required process. The responsibility of a
member of the public, authority or non-governmental body to participate in an EIA lays with that
particular entity itself. The environmental regulations require that all EIA processes be advertised in
the press and that an on-site notice be put up at the beginning of a process. Such notices call for the
registration of all I&APs, it must give details of the proposed development, the applicant (developer),
the environmental consultant, the location of the site and a registration period. Regardless of who
registers, it is the responsibility of the appointed independent environmental consultant to ensure that
key and known stakeholders are also registered on all EIA processes. From experience in working with
EIA’s, the researcher knows that in the study area, these key stakeholders are categorised as is depicted
in Table 4.3 below.
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Table 4.3:

Key and known I&AP’s that must be registered for an EIA process.
Authorities

Department

NGO’s

Public

Environmental Botanical Society of South Africa Relevant conservancies

Affairs & Development Planning (BotSoc)
(DEADP)
Department of Agriculture

Gourits Initiative (GI)

Relevant
ratepayers/residents/home owners
associations

Department of Health

Guardians of the Garden Route Neighbouring property owners
(GOG)

Department of Land Affairs

Heritage Western Cape (HWC)

Department of Water Affairs & South African Heritage Resource
Forestry (DWAF)

Agency (SAHRA)

District Roads Department

Wildlife Society of South Africa

-------------

-------

(WESSA)
Eden

District

Municipality

-------

-------

Nature Conservation (CN)

-------

-------

Relevant local municipality

-------

-------

South African National Parks

-------

-------

-------

-------

(EDMA)

Board (SanParks)
South African National Roads
Association (SANRA)

The process requires any aspect or issues of concern that may have a significant impact on the
environment, to be investigated, evaluated and assessed, to the satisfaction of participating I&APs and
the decision-making authority. Depending on the specific issues/concerns that need to be addressed,
this may result in combination of various specialist studies, such as acoustics, agriculture potential,
archaeology, ecologic conservation, engineering, fauna, flora, fresh-water fish, geological,
geotechnical, groundwater, heritage, socio-economic, soil stability, slope analysis, surface hydrology,
traffic and visual. Such specialist studies are all combined into an environmental impact report (EIR)
that must be made available for public review and comment before getting submitted to the decisionmaking authority for approval. In addition to containing all the specialist studies, the EIR must also
rate the significance of potential impacts and recommend solutions. The EIA process therefore runs a
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complete circle whereby a proposal is introduced to I&AP’s, their issues and concerns are noted
through the scoping phase and then investigated and assessed by specialists in the assessment phase.
The results and recommendations from such specialists studies are then made available to I&APs in
order to assure them that their concern for an impact has been addressed through either amendments to
the development concept or appropriate mitigation measures. The purpose of the EIA process therefore
is to minimise or exclude potentially detrimental impacts, expand on the impacts with a potentially
positive result and inform decision-making.

The role of I&AP’s is clearly defined in the environmental regulations (Republic of South Africa 1989
& 1998). They are to provide input and comments during the various stages of the EIA process and
provide their inputs and comments within the specific time-frames as specified by the consultant. The
concern has been raised however that public participation and the input from I&AP’s during the EIA
process carry a misplaced weight when the time comes for decision-making. Barnard (1999: 116)
asserts that “…officials have lost the right to make decisions based on the exercise of their own
discretion. It is now the affected communities that make the decision”. This has one significant
disadvantage and one major advantage namely that affected communities and members of the public
cannot be objective about a development proposal because they are emotionally attached to the
landscape and environment in which a development is proposed (e.g. golf development). This can
result in a skew perception about the proposed development, which is based more on emotion and less
on scientific results. Many a developer and consultant refer to this as the NIMBY syndrome, which
stands for ‘not-in-my-back-yard’. Without the much needed public input however, an official will have
to rely on his/her own knowledge, insight, training and experience. This might not be enough and
therefore the need for public input and participation. A competent authority must however be able to
consider the contributions of I&AP’s into a coherent, balanced whole before making a decision. This is
to say that a decision on a golf development and its potential impacts must take into account all factors,
including what the public wants and what the decision-making authority considered to be beneficial to
the environment, society and economy. A decision on a golf development must therefore reflect the
will of the public concerned within the geographic area in which the development is proposed. The
fact that there is a sudden outcry from the general public regarding golf developments (Bekker 2004;
Die Burger 2004k; George Herald 2004i; Karsten 2004d & 2004f; Knysna-Plett Herald 2004a;
Taljaard & Richter 2004b) reflects negatively on community involvement in the EIA and other
development-decision processes.
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The public participation process permits input from various stakeholders with different agendas and
the EIA process and decision-making authorities must guard against lobbying activists who refuse to
evaluate a project objectively. Developers who ignore the guidelines, indications and outcome of the
EIA process are equally dangerous. It must be noted, however, that public participation and input
through an EIA process, if not assessed correctly, can delay, possibly even obstruct, the decisionmaking process.

The Director General of DEA&T responded to increasing public objection to

developments through the EIA processes by explaining that the department could not simply yield to
pressure groups not wanting development at all (Bonthuys 2004c; Richter 2004b).

Based on experience and personal involvement with EIA processes, the researcher is of the opinion that
another factor possibly contributing to current public objections to golf developments in the Garden
Route is the lack of information transfer between the developer and the public once a project has been
approved and is either under construction or operating. As explained, the EIA process makes provision
for public participation throughout the EIA process, which ends once a development is approved. The
public does not get to see and evaluate the end product for themselves during the operation phase,
rendering them uninformed as to compliance with the commitments made by the developer through the
EIA process.

As part of the literature review for this research it was possible to examine public statements and press
releases regarding Garden Route golf developments. Examples of these include various newspaper
articles with headings such as ‘Jobs exaggerated’ (Bekker 2005a), ‘Bloed gaan vloei oor grond op
George’ (Richter 2004a), and ‘Keer voor dit te laat is…’ (Karsten 2004d), “Golf resorts a time bomb’
(George Herald 2004b), ‘Is al die bane nodig?’ (Bonthuys 2004b), ‘Kikoejoeroete’ (Die Burger 2004g)
and 'Gholfontwikkelings raak te veel’ (Die Burger 1998). Statements made by members of the public
in such articles are “They [developers] make money out of the forests but they don’t care about people.
They make golf courses, but we get nothing” (Hendrik Davidson in Bekker 2004), “Is die owerhede
bewus van die geweldige hoeveelheid water wat ‘n gholfbaan gebruik? Maak hulle maar hul oë
hiervoor toe omdat die gholfbane ‘n finansiële inspuiting vir die gemeenskap is?” (Agenbag 2004: 8)
and “Gholfbane is dorstige diere. In die algemeen is dit nie goed vir die omgewing nie” (Jenny Day in
Bonthuys 2004b). According to Bekker (2004: 3) who reported on the ‘March Against Greed’ held in
the Southern Cape on 13 November 2004 protestors had banners reading ‘Say no to developers’ greed’,
‘People and planet before profits’, Golf courses such…water’, ‘Stop greed from ruining the Garden
Route’, ‘Developers beware; citizens care’. A factor to be considered is that much is said about
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potential negative impacts, but very little is offered on potential positive outcomes. Even potential
benefits, such as employment, investment opportunities, rehabilitation and conservation of natural areas
within the developments, continuous research into and improved methods of water conservation and its
sustainable use are perceived as insignificant or trivialised. A quote by Garner (2004: 32) about the
proposed Lakes Eco & Golf Reserve, summarises this perception well: “Aren’t jobs such as gardening,
house/hotel cleaning and golf caddying ultimately creating more ‘wage servants’ and not addressing
empowerment?” and another by Bekker (2005a) whereby comment is given about the proposal of
Hanglip Golf Estate to provide a public house for each house approved on the estate, “… it does not
solve the long-term problems, and the many other social problems associated with large developments
of this kind”. Such statements lead the researcher to believe that the possibility exist that I&APs who
participate in EIA processes are under the (incorrect) impression that they must focus on raising
negative aspects.

The wide and continuous negative media coverage on Garden Route golf estate developments in
particular (Roodefontein Golf Estate, LagoonBay Lifestyle Estate, Lakes Eco & Golf Reserve, Le
Grand Golf Estate) cannot be dismissed as a factor contributing to the unconstructive public response
about golf developments in the Garden Route. Newspapers are an affordable and widely available
information tool to the public. It is true that both negative and positive reports on golf developments in
the Garden Route filter through to the public via this medium. Articles such as “Future sustainability
of the Garden Route: Sustainable golf resort development – How to achieve it” by Van Biljon (2004a);
“Golf estates – environmental villains or co-drivers of the Southern Cape economy (Weavers 2004c);
“Gholfbane help met ontwikkeling” (Die Burger 2004d) and “The great estate debate: An introduction”
by De Kock (2004) give a more balanced perspective on golf developments, still acknowledging
potential impacts, but providing answers and solutions to such impacts. Unlike results from an EIA, a
newspaper article cannot qualify as a scientific record. It is anticipated that much less people read
reports resulting from EIA processes than newspapers and they are therefore influenced by reports and
opinions of others more so than the scientific specialist facts resulting from EIA processes.

The question may be asked why developers do not respond to the negative articles about golf
developments. According to DEADP (2005) it is considered bad practice for developers to undertake
commercial advertising and press releases until all approvals have been obtained. There are those
developers who adhere to this recommendation and those that don’t. Developers do however have their
own perception of golf developments in the Garden Route and it mostly contradicts the negative
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perceptions of I&APs. Marketing material of golf developments provided the researcher with
concrete information about how developers and the advertising industry view golf developments in the
Garden Route.

The following section expands on developer’s perspectives, providing a better

understanding of the benefits associates with golf developments.
4.5

DEVELOPERS’ PERSPECTIVES: PROMOTIONAL MATERIAL

The purpose of this section is to provide an overview of Garden Route golf development marketing
materials in order to obtain a better understanding of developers’ perspectives of this development
type.

For the purpose of this study, the various promotional materials on Garden Route golf

developments are seen as a reflection of developers’ perceptions. This section also aims to identify
aspects found in promotional material that might further contribute to the publics’ negative attitude
towards golf developments in the Garden Route.

For the purpose of the research, developers’ perspectives are solely drawn from electronic and
published promotional materials on different golf developments in the Garden Route. The manner,
methods and contents used in such promotional material reflect on the focus of the advertising industry
and how the developers themselves perceive this development type. This review is also intended to
create an overall image of how golf developments are ‘show-cased’ for the public and/or potential
investors.

The following seven different types of promotional materials were identified and used to inform the
research; Internet sites, newspaper adverts, pamphlets, glossy brochures and booklets, magazine
adverts, mobile and on-site billboards and post cards. Promotional material of these types were
available and collected on eleven Garden Route golf developments, including ten are residential golf
estates and one a short course. Table 4.4 indicates that the majority of materials used were from
newspapers, followed by Internet sites, magazine adverts, brochures/booklets, pamphlets, billboards
and post cards.
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Table 4.4:

Summary of marketing materials used to inform the research.

Golf development

Internet

Newspaper

site

advert

Pamphlet

Brochure

Magazine

& booklet

advert

Billboard

Post
card

1

6

1

2

5

0

1

Kingswood Golf Estate

1

0

1

1

0

1

0

Knysna River Reserve

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

LagoonBay

1

2

1

1

1

2

0

Le Grand Golf Estate

1

1

0

0

0

1

0

Mossel

1

2

1

1

0

0

1

Oubaai Golf Estate

1

4

0

1

0

0

0

Pezula Clifftop Estate

1

2

0

0

2

0

0

Pinnacle Point Beach &

1

1

0

1

0

0

0

Simola Golf Estate

1

2

0

0

0

0

0

Three Chameleons short

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

10

21

5

7

8

3

2

Fancourt

Hotel

&

Country Club Estate

Lifestyle

Estate

Bay

Country

Nature Estate & Golf
Club

Golf Club

course
TOTAL

None of the 56 individual marketing material examples used in this review reflect any of the negative
impacts associated with golf developments and, for this reason, the type of information contained in
marketing material, including images, photos, highlighted key words and/or phrases, has the potential
to distress those not in favour of golf developments.

The majority of marketing material available and used in this research (91 per cent) is from golf estates.
Material on short courses and public golf-courses is limited to score cards and advertisements in local
newspapers, inviting the public to play or attend a special golf day with prizes and other activities
offered as added attractions. Examples of the marketing material for the various golf developments, as
well as the different methods used to market, have been scanned and collated into a collage attached as
Appendix C.

A striking observation on the materials used is that all make use of a combination of print and visual
imagery. The researcher’s guesstimate is that between 60 per cent and 70 per cent of an individual
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example consists of visual imagery with the remaining 30 per cent – 40 per cent textual information.
Another common resemblance is the way in which similar themes showing a golf-course landscape;
male golfers playing on lush, green courses; women undergoing health spa treatments; children playing
in open green spaces; casually dressed family members relaxing outdoors; water features; mountain
vistas; sunsets and the coastal shore are combined and used in these materials. The limited use of text
in the promotional materials draws the readers’ attention to eye catching, highlighted keywords and
phrases.

These keywords and phrases are

‘nature’, ‘haven’, ‘discover’, ‘security’, ‘serenity’,

‘intimate’, ‘private’, ‘luxurious’, ‘comfort beyond convention’, ‘tranquil settings’, ‘highly exclusive’,
‘only minutes away’, ‘great investment opportunity’, ‘range of outdoor activities’, ‘for the privileged
few’, ‘environmentally integrated’, ‘unforgettable golfing experience’; ‘at the hart of the Garden
Route’ and ‘South Africa’s premier golf destination’. The use of these words and phrases aim to create
the impression that golf estates are extremely sought-after investments opportunities with primelocation residential areas and plenty of activities to entertain the whole family in a safe and secure
space that forms part of the environment.

Another factor that the majority (67 per cent) of marketing materials have in common is that several of
them contain aspects of spatial orientations and location directions. This is achieved with textual
directions and maps or a combination of both. Four of the eleven developments investigated in terms
of their promotional material have no such spatial or location indications, these include Fancourt,
Simola, Pezula and Three Chameleons. Oubaai and LagoonBay make us of both textual and graphic
directions, whereas Le Grand, Pinnacle Point, Mossel Bay Country Club, Kingswood and Knysna
River Reserve only use maps to specify their location. Access routes and the distances to various major
towns (Mossel Bay, George, Knysna, Plettenberg Bay) form part of these spatial orientations.

The underlying degrees and competition between, the various golf estates are evident in marketing
materials. Differences in location, style, affordability, exclusivity and amenities are highlighted in
marketing of individual golf estate developments, each development striving to sell a distinctive image
in its effort to attract potential investors. Simola Golf & Country Estate refers to itself as “…the most
desirable golf address in Africa” (Simola Golf & Country Estate 2004: 18); Kingswood Golf Estate
offers “…surprisingly affordable property” (Kingswood Golf Estate 2004a); while Pezula Clifftop
Estate is the “…rarest place on earth” (Compleat Golfer 2004b), Oubaai Golf Estate is “…die
allerluukste eiendomsontwikkeling in the geskiedenis van Suid-Afrika” (Die Burger 2003b) and Le
Grand Golf Estate “…offers the best value in the luxury coastal golf estate market” (Engel & Völkers
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2004: 5). Various estates also include sales figures of their property and membership sales to
promote themselves by reflecting on their popularity (Die Burger 2003b; Kingswood Golf Estate
2004b).

The Garden Route, as an existing, international golfing and tourism destination, is a central theme in 91
per cent of the marketing material on golf estates consulted. Only the Three Chameleon short course
does reference it. All seven development’s materials that include spatial references mention the
Garden Route and two (Lagoon Bay and Kingswood) indicate the approximate location of the Garden
Route on their location plans. Golf estate marketing materials use the existing and growing popularity
of the Garden Route to enhance the status of the individual golf developments (enhancement by
association). Another feature used in the marketing material of golf developments, also associated
directly with the image of the Garden Route, is the natural environment. Textual reference is made by
LagoonBay marketing materials that the development is ‘nestled in one of only six Floral Kingdoms’,
that they will ‘expand and protect the exquisite fynbos’ and ‘re-introduce the numerous game species to
their natural habitat’. Le Grand highlights that their northern boundary comprises ‘a valley of local
indigenous bush’ and that the development site is ‘a natural habitat for local wildlife’. Mossel Bay
Country Club informs through their marketing materials that the development incorporates and protects
the ‘pristine indigenous fynbos’. Photographs of fynbos and afromontane-forested valleys are also
present in the promotional materials of Mossel Bay Country Club, Oubaai, Pinnacle Point, Simola,
Knysna River Reserve and Le Grand.

The emphasis in picture imagery (photographs, artistic sketches) used depends on the location of the
development. For example, Kingswood Golf Estate and Fancourt Hotel and County Club Estate focus
on the Outeniqua mountain range, whereas the Oubaai Golf Estate, Pezula Clifftop Estate and Mossel
Bay Golf & Country Club Estate have spectacular photographs of the ocean, beaches and coastal cliffs
in their marketing material.

The marketing material makes use of particular landscape features, namely the ocean, coastline,
mountains, rivers and lakes associated with, or found in close proximity to, the golf development site.
Not only is the location of the site in relation to such features highlighted in the material, but the views
of the ocean and beaches, or the backdrop of the mountain range, are evident in 91 per cent, all accept
for the short course material, of marketing material used.
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It is worth noting that colour also play an important role in the graphics used in marketing material.
Photographs and artistic sketches portray blue skies, the sparkling ocean and lush, green golf-courses in
promotional materials. Photographs are taken at specific times to reflect either the brightest time of
day or dusk, when the colours are attractive oranges, yellows and reds. Forty per cent of the individual
marketing material pieces include people in photographs and artistic sketches. Where people do appear
in graphics, they represent male golfers and family members laughing while enjoying a leisure or sport
activity, that is to say reading, sightseeing, cycling, canoeing or hiking, Thus, the focus is once again
on the fact that a golf estate not only offers golfers the opportunity to enjoy the game but it also provide
non-golfers the opportunity to entertain themselves without having to play golf. This is an important
feature in the marketing strategy of lifestyle estates in particular, where the focus is on family instead
of only the golfer. Landscape features (e.g. mountains, the ocean, coastal cliffs or a combination
thereof) or a golf-course and its surroundings figure prominently. This feature helps to create a visual
impression of peace and quiet.

The use of internationally famous golfers, namely Ernie Els, Jack Nicklaus, Greg Norman and Retief
Goosen, in marketing material contributes to the status and exclusivity associated with golf
developments. These players are associated with four specific golf estate developments in the Garden
Route as designers and signatures. The Oubaai Golf Estate is a signature golf-course of Ernie Els; Jack
Nicklaus is associated with the Simola Country Estate; Retief Goosen with the proposed Lagoon Bay
Lifestyle Estate and Greg Norman with the proposed Le Grand Golf Estate development. These
players are well known across the globe and their renown as golf icons reflects on the golf estate itself,
increasing its value to those who wish to play or invest there.

Marketing material plays an important part in how the public and potential investors, perceive golf
developments in the Garden Route. Mostly developments are marketed before they have planning and
environmental authorisation, this includes golf developments in the Garden Route. Only recently - in
the rapid review of golf-courses and polo field development report - was such advertising pointed out
as an illegal activity in the event that the land on which the development is proposed, is zoned
agriculture (DEADP 2004). According to the review, such pre-approval marketing and selling of units
“…places pressure on decision-makers to approve the development and the public to not object to the
development” (DEADP 2004: 73). The counter-argument used by developers is that they need to do
the marketing in order to determine market demand and also they only sell options to buy and not
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properties (Moss 2005). DEADP (2005: 33) persists however branding commercial advertising by
developers prior to approval as “bad practice”.

This section has proven that marketing materials are designed to sell golf developments to those people
who can afford it and who are attracted by the idea of a private, secure lifestyle amongst nature, with
the benefit of high quality golf and the prestige and exclusivity associated with it. Selling and
promoting this vision are however far from obtaining permission to realise it. There are numerous
challenges associated with the golf industry, many of them requiring specialist investigations and
assessments as part of the EIA processes in order to ensure that the challenges are resolved prior to
decision-making. Chapter five expands on these challenges, their relevance to the Garden Route
golfscape and the measures available to overcome them.
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5:

BUNKER CHALLENGES OF GARDEN ROUTE GOLF

DEADP (2004) investigates the perceived impacts of Western Cape golf-course and polo field
developments on the social, economic and natural environmental. In doing so, they highlight various
challenges associated with the golf industry, namely its impact on the local economy, golf tourism,
employment, the spatial implications of golf estates, land issues, water use and demand, use of treated
effluent and effluent generation, social issues, community involvement and institutional aspects.

These challenges are not only relevant to the Garden Route. Golf development in this area is a
relatively young industry compared to the international golf development industry in older golfing
destinations such as the USA and Western Europe. Section 3.1 reflects on the fact that international
and local public awareness about impacts associated with golf developments forced stricter controls on
the industry, thereby creating the challenge of appropriate mitigation measures. Section 5.1 displays
the challenges associated with the industry in order to identify the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities
and threats (S.W.O.T) relevant to the Garden Route golfscape in section 5.2, followed by an evaluation
of the Garden Route as a golfing destination with respect to the destination lifecycle model in order to
arrive at an informed assumption as to the future of the Garden Route golfscape.
5.1

FAIRPLAY IN GARDEN ROUTE GOLF: UNIQUE OR UNIVERSAL IMPACTS?

Section 4.4.2 provides insight to the public’s perceptions about golf developments. Their animosity
towards golf developments implies that these developments are harmful to the environment and
society. To believe this, would be to undermine the great improvements made over the years in
minimising the impacts associated with golf-course developments on their surroundings and receiving
environments (Neo 2001). The efforts at improving golf developments and minimising detrimental
impacts arise from local and international concerns about the impacts, therefore it is important to
comment on these potential impacts and improvements associated with this development type.

The impacts identified through the literature will be grouped and discussed as per category identified
by DEADP (2004) listed above starting with economic impact, employment, social issues and
community involvement combined, land issues, spatial implications, water use and demand and the use
of treated effluent and effluent generation. Due to the extensive nature of the institutional aspects, this
topic is discussed in the following chapter. The environmental impact and conservation, not listed in
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DEADP (2004) will also be discussed in this section. Golf tourism has however already been
discussed in section 3.2 and will not be discussed again in this section.
5.1.1

Economic impact

A challenge associated with this impact is that there is virtually no published information available to
quantify the economic impact of the golf industry in the Western Cape (DEADP 2004). The same
situation applies to the Garden Route. Studies have been done for the major golfing destinations
however and as an example Moss (2005) informs that the size of the golf economy in the USA is $62.2
billion per annum making it the third largest industry in the USA, superceded only by the furniture and
home furnishing industry ($74.1 billion) and electronic appliance industry ($70.2 billion).

In order to arrive at a better understanding of the Garden Route golfscape’s economic impact, the
researcher has made assumptions in terms of golf developments in the Garden Route based on the
results from the economic impact assessment by DEADP (2004) for the Western Cape. The study by
DEADP (2004) exclude short courses and for the purpose of this exercise, the same will apply. The
number of existing golf developments (municipal and estate) in the Western Cape is 83 (DEADP 2004)
and the amount of similar existing golf development in the Garden Route is 12. This represents 15 per
cent of the total Western Cape golf industry.

Based on this assumption and the necessary calculation the postulation can be made that the municipal
and residential golf estate component of the Garden Route golf industry generates R139.3 million per
annum (15 per cent of the Western Cape’s R961 million). The other remaining expenditures, namely
golf course construction and operation expenditure and expenditure associated with the construction
and operation of a residential unit on a golf estate are assumed to be the same for the Garden Route
because the Garden Route falls within the Western Cape province and formed part of the study by
DEADP (2004).
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Table 5.1: Summary of estimated direct, indirect and induced expenditures associated with the
Garden Route golf industry.
Economic category

Estimated

total

(Garden Route)
Golf industry - Total direct, indirect and induced expenditure (per annum).

R139.3 million

Golf course construction – Total direct, indirect and induced expenditure for an 18- R20 million
hole golf-course over a two-years construction period.
Golf course operation – Total direct, indirect and induce expenditure (per annum).

R13 million

Construction of a residential unit on golf estate – Total direct, indirect and induced R4.9 million
expenditure (per unit)
Operation of a residential unit on golf estate – Total direct, indirect and induced R218 000
expenditure (per annum)

Source: Adapted from DEADP (2004)

The expenditure categories used by DEADP (2004) exclude the associated leisure component of a golf
development, thus these figures can be higher. Also, the expenditures associated with the short course
component could also increase these figures. An accurate economic impact assessment, inclusive of all
three the Garden Route golf development types, compared to the total expenditure of other industries in
the Garden Route must be done as part of future research in order to establish the true economic impact
of the Garden Route golf industry.

The second challenge associated with the economic impacts of golf developments is how to properly
allocate the finances generated by golf developments to sectors of local environment (e.g. conservation,
community upliftment, infrastructural improvements) in so far as it will advance the Garden Route. A
specific argument used by objectors to golf developments in this regard is that “…foreign developers
represent a second wave of colonialist with promises of job creation and upliftment, but these
developers take their profit the minute they have approval and leave the communities empty handed”
(Bekker 2004: 3). Although the concern existed about international ownership and its impact on local
property prices (Financial Mail 1995), Kloppers & Wassenaar (2004: S56) confirm that there is not yet
any data available on international ownership in the South Africa, however “…kenners in the
eiendomsbedryf reken dit behels maar sowat 1% van die eiendom in Suid-Afrika”. Garden Route
Properties (2004b) and Van Rooyen (2003) report that international property owners in South Africa
form a very small percentage and do not have a significant influence on the property market. In this
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regard, the Department of Land Affairs is developing a policy specifically geared towards foreign
investment and ownership of land or property (Richter 2004a). The outcome of such a policy will
assist in addressing above challenge.
5.1.2

Employment

Advantages associated with golf estate developments include job creation (albeit transient, during the
operation phase), a thriving climate for local business, and enrichment of the area owing to investment
confidence in the Garden Route (Die Burger 2004e; Finansies & Tegniek 2004b & 2004g; Fourie
2004). The challenge lies therein that the benefits associated with the creation of, and investment in
golf developments, must be distributed across the broader community. This is why the Department of
Public Works is investigating a system whereby the construction industry can aid empowerment and
upliftment in general (Leuvennink 2003).

Such a system will support black ownership and

management; empowerment of women, the youth and physically disabled; community upliftment;
education, skills training and bursaries.

A strong claim by developers of golf developments is that these developments create a considerable
number of jobs, bringing relief to impoverished communities. As noted in section 4.4.2, protestors
against golf developments rarely acknowledge the intentions of developers to commit to local
employment and social upliftment and they are of the opinion that estimated employment figures are
mostly unwarranted.

It is important to note that the preliminary results from the investigation by DEADP (2004) confirms
the following two matters:
• Construction phase employment on a golf development is significant.

The challenge

associated with this is that the availability of jobs result in migration of job seekers into the
area.

Once the construction phase of a development is complete, those that do not find

employment again exacerbate unemployment in the area.
• The general experience is that the majority of employment offered by golf developments,
especially during construction phase, is for the unskilled worker. The challenge associated
with this is the need for active and continuous skills development and training in order to
improve the human resource capacity of the area.
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The economic responsibility of developers to the local communities is not a well-known concept.
To those objecting to golf developments in particular it is perceived as bribery and handouts, having
little value in the long term (De Vynck 2004). Judging by the marketing materials of the most recent
golf estate proposals, such as the Lakes Eco & Golf Reserve, LagoonBay Lifestyle Estate and the
Knysna River Reserve, developers are increasingly focusing on involving local communities in the
planning and implementation phases of the projects and ensuring benefits to them. Lakes Eco & Golf
Reserve signify their commitment to employment and upliftment through an empowerment structure
that focuses on the creation of short-term work opportunities, permanent employment opportunity with
long-term career prospects, educations opportunities for school children and a housing project to
employees of the estate (Kilbourn 2004). In 2004, LagoonBay Lifestyle Estate formed a partnership
with local community members and leaders that will financially benefit from the Hoogekraal Treasury
Trust through projects to be identified by the community.

Two such projects has already been

identified namely, a housing project (on the LagoonBay site) to accommodate the existing 23 families
living on the property and an education and skills programme for these families (De Beer 2004b). The
treasury trust will be funded with 2.5 per cent of the total sales cost of every single erf (estimated at
R40 million) and also 2.5 per cent of all future resales of individual properties (Van Dyk 2004). The
Knysna River Reserve gave their assurance that maximum local employment will be offered and they
propose a sport academy for previously disadvantaged children (Garden Route Investments 2005d).
According to Fancourt Hotel & Country Club Estate (2003b) this golf development has a golf
development programme at their on-site golf school that provides golf training to disadvantaged
youths, the estate has a Caddy Development Group that aims at training caddies, they also have an
Adult Basic Education & Training programme for employees wishing to finish school, another inhouse training programme is the Growing Chefs – Umpeki Okulayo project that assists aspirant chefs
to master the art of cooking, lastly there is the Fancourt Foundation from which the following projects
benefit:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Street kids project, Lawaaikamp
George night shelter
George riding club
Imizamu Yethu secondary school
Christmas treat for children of Blanco, Lawaaikamp and Thembalethu
Geelhoutboom primary school
Blanco resident’s association crèche
Youth for Christ
Thembalethu crèche
York high school
Thyalorha primary school
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Economic benefits, such as the ones listed and discussed above, are either already taking place or
proposed for golf developments in the Garden Route. Furthermore, maximum employment from the
local labour force is encouraged through EIA processes. Indeed, this is a major factor affecting the
final approval of a development. As with many other conditions, a flaw in the process is the actual
implementation of such stipulations however. The anticipated economic benefits such as the ones
discussed are public information through it being included and recorded in EIA processes and
published (by developers) in local newspaper articles creating an excellent monitoring tool. The lack
of active monitoring to ensure compliance with conditions of approval tends to hamper the process.
The challenge is to impose follow-up communication with the public and government authorities that
participated in the EIA process in order to ensure that these benefits are implemented and that they
reach the affected communities. Overcoming this challenge will contribute to lessening the perception
of elitism associated with the Garden Route golf industry.
5.1.3 Social issues
Increased exclusivity and the change in the social character of the Garden Route are impacts associated
with local golf developments.

The Network Newsletter (2003: 2) refers to golf developments,

especially golf estate developments, as a concept of “…a withdrawal from public space”. Golf estate
developments especially have become islands amid land used for other purposes. The cumulative
effect of high-income developments contributes to creating these ‘islands’. Golfing communities result
from golf estate developments with social structures that exclude the majority of people who are not
part of such a community. The Garden Route is becoming home to an emerging market of secure
developments such a golf estates (Bekker 2004).

In addition, the perception of exclusivity is also related to access, cost and distribution patterns. The
costs associated with constructing a golf development are considerable. Acquiring suitable land,
complying with the different approval processes, marketing, planning and construction are all factors
that contribute to high capital inputs. In an attempt to recover these costs, golf estate properties,
memberships and green fees are high, excluding a large segment of the population. Furthermore, golf
gear is expensive and, together with the expenditure on property within and/or facilities offered by such
a development, contribute to the image of golf as an elitist sport and golf estates as exclusive
developments.
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The challenge is to provide opportunities for those not likely to gain access to golf developments, or
be able to enjoy the sport, or own property within the secure environment created for the privileged few
without impacting negatively on the exclusive and safe nature of golf developments. A solution to this
challenge lies in the variety of golf developments found in the study area. Whereas golf estates are
private, exclusive and expensive, municipal and short courses are open to the public and affordable.
Should these golf development types cease to exist in future, exclusivity will re-occur as a challenge
again.
5.1.4

Spatial and land issues

Five of the existing golf developments in the study area are located outside the urban edge of any town,
namely Blackwaters short course, Three Chameleons short course, Saasveld short court, Fynbos short
course and Simola Golf & Country Estate. The remaining majority (76 per cent) is situated within the
urban edge of a town. All nine the proposed golf estates however are proposed in rural areas, outside
of the urban edges of any town. From a spatial perspective these golf estates have “…little or no
integration with surrounding areas” and are characterised by “low gross densities often at 1 to 2
dwelling units/ha” (DEADP 2004: 35). This form of low-density development outside urban areas is
referred to as urban sprawl and it is an unwanted form of development for the Garden Route that should
not be tolerated (Dennis Moss Partnership Inc 2000 & 2003, DEADP 2005). In addition to impacts
associated with urban sprawl, including the impact on agriculture, impact on sense of place and
increased costs associated with infrastructure and services provision (DEADP 2004), the challenge in
this regard is for government authorities responsible for evaluating and deciding about golf
development applications to comply with and implement the planning guideline principles from
integrated development plans and spatial development frameworks relevant to their area.

Section 4.3 describes the four intra-regional golfscapes of the Garden Route in detail. The explanation
and various figures used in that section highlights the fact that more than half of the of existing golf
developments (52 per cent) are situated inland. The majority (64 per cent) however are short courses.
The remaining existing amounts of golf developments (48 per cent) are located along the coast, river or
a lake. When considering proposed golf developments the majority (89 per cent) are proposed along
the coast (three), river (four) or lake (one). One new golf estate is proposed inland. The spatial
distribution of existing and proposed golf developments combined is therefore concentrated along the
coastline, rivers and lakes, totaling eighteen. These areas are considered prime locations in the Garden
Route, contributing to the elitist perception associated with golf developments. The remaining 12
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(existing and proposed), of which seven are short courses, three are golf estates and two municipal
courses, are distributed inland. These are mostly (75 per cent) within the urban edge and in close
proximity to white residential extensions. Accessibility to golf developments was highlighted in the
Financial Mail (2000), where the focus was on the lack of such facilities in black townships, despite
growing interest in the sport among the black middle-class. Judging from the concepts included with
and the images portrait through golf development marketing materials as explained in section 4.5, it is
unlikely that golf developments of the current and proposed nature will be erected in townships
because the spatial and socio-economic setting of townships do not conform with that of golf estates.
Herein lies the challenge, to provide a balanced distribution of suitable golf development types in
different income areas throughout the Garden Route golfscape. Financial Mail (2000: 41) summarises
this concept well in reporting, “We need to put golf facilities into communities. We need driving
ranges and nine-hole mashie courses. But we also need to ask ourselves, given the costs, whether golf
is a priority there”.

Introducing such facilities however will contribute to alleviating the social

opposition towards golf developments.

The associated impact, for instance the increase of property value in proximity to golf developments,
could also contribute to improving the value of residential areas previously not associated with such
developments. Rooney & Highley (1992: 5) confirms, “…golf has the power to greatly enhance land
values”. However, not only the value of the golf estate property increases, but also that of the
surrounding land, which as mentioned, can enhance residential property value to the benefit of the
owner, but this trend also puts pressure on areas where agricultural activities are practiced in that the
potential financial benefit from selling a farm to a developer becomes more attractive than farming
itself. According to the Southern Cape Land Committee “…more and more arable land is being
incorporated into playgrounds for the wealthy” (George Herald 2004g: 3), hindering land reform by
dramatically increasing the price of agricultural land and creating an artificial demand for agricultural
land by prospective developers (Knysna Plett Herald 2004a). Golf-courses and golf developments
have similarly been termed ‘space hungry’ (George Herald 2004b). Worldwide an average 18-hole
golf-course envelope (including tees, greens, fairways and roughs) averages between 50ha and 60ha of
land (Markwick 2000). Similarly, courses in the Garden Route are in line with this amount, estimated
at between 30ha and 60ha (Golf Data cc 2004). Information obtained through the golf development
survey, EIA reports and marketing material confirm that a residential golf estate (including open space
areas, residential development and golf-courses) in the Garden Route varies between 108ha and
1 010ha, depending on the development layout.
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The Conservation of Agricultural Resources Act (Republic of South Africa 1983) deems the
Department of Agriculture as the custodian of agricultural land. In order to prevent high potential
agricultural land from being developed, the Department of Agriculture in the Western Cape must
evaluate every (golf) development application proposed on land zoned for agriculture. Depending on
the department’s knowledge of the specific area, it will either issue an independent decision or rely on
the input from an agricultural soil specialist to determine the agricultural potential of the land.
According to the Act, the Department has an obligation to protect and conserve land with high
agricultural potential and whether a farm is zoned out of agriculture to accommodate a golf
development, is at the Department’s discretion.

The researcher is personally involved with EIA processes on a daily basis and confirm that where golf
developments are proposed on farms in the Garden Route, more often than not the project team
includes a soil/agricultural-potential specialist to inform of agriculture potential and submit agriculture
potential reports to the Department of Agriculture to inform their decision about a golf development
application. Marsden & Murdoch (1992) conclude that golf-courses within agricultural areas are
creating exclusive rural spaces. Flynn, Lowe, Marsden, Munton & Murdoch (1993) focus on the
demise of agricultural productiveness leading to alternative patterns of development in rural spaces,
especially golf developments. They interpret it as a shift to a more “… differentiated countryside,
resulting in increased competition for rural resources from a variety of economic actors” (Flynn, Lowe,
Marsden, Munton & Murdoch (1993: 206). This trend is visible in the Garden Route, in that all the
proposed golf estate developments discussed in this thesis are proposed on farmland zoned for
agriculture. DEADP (2004) comments on the fact that this competition for agricultural land in the
Western Cape, including the Garden Route, makes it increasing difficult for emerging farmers to access
land for grazing of stock and land reform becomes progressively more unaffordable for the government
due to the high cost of land. According to the Development Facilitation Act (No 67 of 1995), “Each
proposed land development area should be judged on its own merits and no particular use of land, such
as residential, commercial, conservational, industrial, community facility, mining, agriculture or public
use, should in advance or in general be regarded as being less important or desirable than any other use
of land.” The challenge however is to determine the optimal land use for a specific property. Land
zoned agriculture might not necessarily have agriculture potential, thus the land should be put to better
use. Whether that land use is golf estate development, must be investigated and verified through an
EIA process. A strategic environmental assessment (SEA) for the Garden Route, taking into account
optimal land use, will assist with decision-making.
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5.1.5

Water and sewage

Water consumption for irrigation purposes on golf-courses is one of the most important issues
challenging the future of golf development in the Garden Route. Golf-courses have been known to use
unrestricted amounts of water in order to keep the courses lush and green (WESSA 2004). Depending
on the design of the course, water usage may be over 100 000m3 a year (Markwick 2000). The water
requirements of different courses is highlighted by Thomas (1997) who has stated that Leopard Creek
golf-course uses 225m3 per hour, whereas Centurion golf-course uses 10m3 per hour. Wheat (1993)
states that a typical 18-hole golf-course in the UK uses an average of 5 000m3 of water for tees and
greens during summer months and up to 60 000m3 for full-course irrigation. Both Traisawasdichai
(1995) and Chatterjee (1993) compare golf-course irrigation demand with human household demand in
an attempt to interpret the perceived negative impact of golf-courses. According to Traisawasdichai
(1995) an average 18-hole golf-course in Thailand consumes 6 500m3 of water per day, enough to
satisfy the domestic needs of 60 000 rural villagers. Chatterjee (1993) states that the average 5 000m3
of water per day for an 18-hole golf-course in Malaysia is enough for supply to 2 000 local families.
According to DEADP (2004) an average 18-hole USA golf-course uses 1 200m3 per day and in the
Western Cape, an average 18-hole golf course uses between 1 200m3 to 3 000m3 per day depending on
soils characteristics, the total area of irrigation, exposure and turf type and the irrigation system used.
Golf Data is a highly respected, well-known golf course design and management company employed at
most Garden Route golf courses and according to them (Golf Data cc 2004) an average 18-hole golf
course in the Southern Cape requires only between 450m3 and 725m3 irrigation water per day, which is
significantly lower than any of the figures provided above. This ambiguity in terms of golf-course
irrigation water demand is a challenge that must be addressed. Understandably, given the known
factors influencing irrigation water demand, the utmost must be done by golf developments to ensure
conservation of water resources.

The EIA process requires the consideration of alternatives in terms of water sources for irrigation and
potable purposes. In the Garden Route these alternative measures are a combination of the use of
untreated water from rivers (e.g. registered water right for agricultural usage on land zoned
agriculture), treated sewage water and untreated water supplies from municipalities, supplemented with
rain and storm water run-off generated on the golf development site (HilLand Associates 2002b, 2003,
& 2005a). The current applications for golf developments are also considering desalination of seawater
as an alternative source for irrigation and potable water.

When considering treated sewage and
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seawater for irrigation on golf courses, Snow (2001) raises the following three important questions
to be considered during the planning phases of the project:
•

whether or not the site, taking into consideration soil conditions, grass type and climate, can
accommodate water of that specific quality;

•

whether or not the water source could be used more effectively elsewhere instead of for golf
course irrigation (e.g. as a supplement to the ecological reserve of a river or a source of potable
water); and

•

what measures can be implemented to ensure that such water does not come into contact with
the natural environment, if for instance the surrounding vegetation is sensitive (e.g. fynbos
reacts negatively to nutrient rich water, e.g. treated sewage water).

The following aims at addressing these questions based on local (Garden Route) examples. Golf Data
cc (2004: 5) informs that, “…a South African strain of Paspylum Vaginatum has been genetically
modified in the USA to become suitable salt water tolerant golf turf-grass”, which is well suited for
irrigation with seawater and treated effluent. The river conservation unit of Cape Nature indicates that
“…most rivers in the Southern Cape are severely stressed due to over utilisation” and “…most coastal
towns experience water shortage problems during peak holiday periods” (Cape Nature Conservation
2004: 3) implying that sources used for golf course irrigation could alleviate these problems. Cape
Nature also expresses its concern about the impact of treated effluent as irrigation water on golfcourses, on the surrounding fynbos since nutrient enrichment of soils is detrimental to fynbos, which is
adapted to nutrient poor soils (Cape Nature Conservation 2004). Golf Data cc (2004: 6) confirms
however that golf courses in the Southern Cape are designed and built in such a way that they control
all water runoff thereby ensuring that “…virtually all surface and sub-surface water can be controlled,
collected, monitored and ultimately re-used”. This design method not only limits the potential impact
on fynbos, it also eliminates the possible pollution of the environment through fertilisers and pesticides
(Hamilton, Harrison & Satschke 1989). Harivandi (2004) comments on the importance of conducting
chemical water analysis to ensure that water that does drain off a golf development is not harmful to the
environment. Golf Data cc (2004: 6) implements monitoring systems on all the Garden Route golfcourses they design and maintain and confirm that “…virtually no evidence of contaminants leaving
these developments have been detected”. Kenna (1995: 2) concludes that the perception of golfcourses polluting surface and ground water is based on emotions rather than facts, since scientific
research under the auspices of USGA indicates that “…golf-courses do not pollute the environment”.
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Rather, turf-grass systems “…(a) reduce run-off, (b) increase absorption on leaves, thatch and soil
organic matter, maintain high microbial and chemical degradation rates and (d) reduce percolation due
to an extensive root system, greater plant uptake and high transpiration rates” (Kenna 1995: 7). Kenna
(1994: 1) further states, “…when a fertilizer is properly applied, the amount of nitrogen that reaches
groundwater is negligible”. The independence of such research findings can be questioned, owing to
the USGA being a golf body. However, the study was performed and verified by ten different,
independent universities in the United States.

It is not merely the water used for golf-course irrigation that is of concern to stakeholders. Potable
water for household consumption on residential golf developments must also be addressed. Various
EIA’s recommend the use of rainwater storage tanks to supplement household demands. Desalination
of seawater is being investigated by all the proposed golf estate developments. However, such plants
have not been established in the Garden Route yet, mainly because of the associated high costs and
energy consumption. Limited information is available on South African examples and the potential
environmental consequences.

Neo (2001: 193) stated clearly “…there should be conscientious efforts to reduce unnecessary or
wasteful demands on limited resources”. It is well established that water is a limited resource in the
Garden Route. The application of water restrictions in the Garden Route indicates that water resources
must be used wisely (Bekker 2004; De Beer 2004d). DEADP (2004) also informs that only within the
last year with the raised awareness of the water scarcity situation in the Garden Route is greater
attention being paid to water supply issues.

The challenge remains for golf developments to assure the public and decision-making authorities, in
convincing ways, that sufficient attention is being given to water conservation methods. This can only
be done effectively by measuring the demand and volumes generated by golf developments against
municipal supplies for the area in which the development is proposed. This method will enable golf
developments to establish adequate water conservation measures prior to development and it will
inform decision-making authorities whether the natural resources of the area can indeed accommodate
another golf development in the Garden Route.
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5.1.6

Conservation or destruction: Green gold or green desert?

The anti-golf movement that has evolved internationally over the years puts pressure on golf
developers to ensure that their development has the minimum impact on and even benefits the
biophysical environment (Golf-courses benefit people and wildlife, undated).

Concerns about

artificially maintaining greens with pesticides and fertilizers, heavy mowing regimes and courses
drawing heavily on valuable water resources, have given rise to developers taking the environment into
account before proceeding with a development.

Developers are moving towards creating nature

reserves and conservancies with valuable sanctuaries for wildlife, linking ecological corridors, creating
habitats and protecting sensitive areas (Markels 1998).

Wheat (1993) raises the point that at the advent of commercial golf developments, there were few
requirements for environmental investigations and assessments. This resulted in defective practices
that had detrimental impacts on the environment. South Africa has two environmental acts ensuring
any potential golf-course development undergoes an environmental assessment of some sort. The
processes, investigations and contributions that accompany such an assessment contribute greatly to
ensuring that minimum requirements are met when a golf-course development is planned and created.

Development pressure on the Garden Route coastal area, together with growing infestation of alien
vegetation, make preservation of the existing natural environment difficult. The focus, however, must
be on conservation and the preferred land use. Owing to golf’s demand for large tracts of land, golf
developments, especially golf estates, are mostly proposed on farmland.

This means that areas

previously used and already disturbed by agricultural activities become the main areas on which
developments are proposed and approved. Existing golf developments, such as the Three Chameleons
Short Course, Boggom’s Bay Short Course, Fancourt Hotel and Country Club Estate, Oubaai Golf
Estate, Simola Golf & Country Club and Pezula Golf Estate are examples of approved golf
developments on old farmland.

As mentioned earlier in the thesis, all the current golf estate

developments are proposed on land zoned agriculture. South African environmental legislation is not
supportive of the destruction of indigenous vegetation with conservation value, therefore golf estate
development proposals tend to be designed within the boundary of previously disturbed land rather
than within areas previously not disturbed.
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The dilemma associated with conservation goals is that in order to achieve long-term conservation,
alien vegetation must be eradicated and existing natural areas have to be rehabilitated and correctly
managed. This is expensive, making it difficult for private landowners (farmers, municipalities) to
ensure proper conservation of their land. The government (e.g. Cape Nature, the DEADP) does not
have the funds readily available to buy private land and turn it into nature reserves. Neither does it
have the funds to manage such reserves properly (Zwecker 2003). Clearly, initiatives between the
government and the private sector are required to ensure that conservation goals are reached.

Golf developments generate capital that can, in turn, be used for conservation initiatives. The question
remains whether golf developments actually honour their pre-approval promises of conservation and
rehabilitation. In answer to this, reference is made to section 4.5 of this thesis that shows that the
natural environment of the Garden Route is seen as a major feature of golf developments in the area, so
much so that it is used to market golf estates nowadays. By turning nature into a marketing strength,
the motivation to conserve becomes a reality within golf developments.

Judging by the present local outcry against golf developments in the Garden Route, however, the public
and authorities are not convinced that golf developments contribute to conservation. This matter can
only be resolved through a detailed investigation of the viable alternative land uses for an area (e.g.
agriculture, conservation, urban development) combined with a detailed breakdown of internal land
uses within golf developments (e.g. area taken up by golf-course, by residential development, by
natural areas). Although the policy guideline document by DEADP (2005) suggest improvements at
the level of EIA’s it did not comparatively investigate the alternative land uses, nor does it give the
necessary breakdowns of land uses within golf developments.

The challenges discussed are not unique to the Garden Route golfscape, indeed they area universal to
the golf industry (Van Zyl 2003). The success to resolving these lays in local solutions however that
can be applied and implemented to suite the Garden Route golfscape.

In the following section the information already obtained through the research, including the challenges
discussed above, is broken down in order to provide a breakdown of the strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities and threats associated with the Garden Route golfscape.
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5.2

S.W.O.T. ASSOCIATED WITH GOLF IN THE GARDEN ROUTE

Combining the information obtained from DEADP (2004 & 2005) with respect to these challenges,
with the responses from the public opinion survey, one is able to comment on the estimated strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities and threats associated with this industry in the Garden Route. Table 5.2
provides a breakdown of these aspects.

Table 5.2: Summary table of SWOT for Garden Route golf developments.
Strength

Golf estate

Municipal golf-course

Short course

Investment opportunities.

Accessible to the public.

Accessible to the public.

Tourist attraction.

More affordable than golf Affordable to the public.

Employment opportunities.

estate courses.

Skills

development

opportunities.
Weakness

Exclusivity

Limited

employment Limited

Expensiveness

opportunities.

employment

opportunities.

Limited play opportunities Limited play opportunities
due to lack of facilities.

due to lack of facilities.

Growth of this development Growth of this development
type has stagnated.
Opportunity

Social upliftment

Private

Conservation

communities to development communities

Scientific

research

developers

type has stagnated.

to more facilities

and Private

developers

and
to

development more facilities

improve water conservation
and

anti-pollution

strategies.
Threat

Urban sprawl

Pressure

to

convert

Alienate local communities residential golf estates.

into Lack

of

management (e.g. no alien

from the facilities.

Pollute the environment with clearing,

Consume agricultural land.

pesticides and fertiliser.

Pollute

the

environment High water consumption.

with

pesticides

and

fertiliser.
High water consumption.

environmental

conservation etc).

water
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Depending on the outcome of the EIA processes currently underway for the new golf development
applications, the SWOT of the Garden Route golfscape may change over time. Similarly, the Garden
Route’s positioning in terms of the destination lifecycle might change for the better or worse. The
following section provides a brief overview of the researcher’s opinion of the Garden Route golfscape
in terms of the destination lifecycle model.
5.3

DESTINATION LIFECYCLE

South Africa has become a famous tourist destination owing to its re-entrance into the world economy,
the value of the Rand and, more recently, instability in other parts of the world affecting the tourism
market. Events such as the 9/11 attacks on the Twin Towers in the USA resulted in tourist’s perceiving
South Africa as a safe destination (Die Burger 2003e). Other golf tourism destinations such as
Australia, Thailand and Vietnam, compete with the South African market (Price 2003).

According to Keyser (2002) the various definitions of sustainable tourism emphasize three important
features, these are quality, continuity and balance. Keyser (2002) further notes that depending on the
status of these features a tourist destination moves through a lifecycle, starting off as unexplored and
undeveloped and gradually moving through to be congested and unpopular.

This progress of a

destination is referred to by Butler (1980) as the destination area lifecycle model. According to this
model a destination moves through six distinct stages, starting exploration, involvement, development,
consolidation, stagnation and completing with either decline or rejuvenation. Elsewhere in this thesis it
is mentioned that the Garden Route is a popular tourist destination. The Garden Route has expanded it
tourism products over the years and golf tourism is a growing component of tourism (Bennett 1999;
Chittenden Nick de Villiers, DelPlan & Octagonal 2002; Die Burger 2003a; Taljaard 2003b; Thomas
2003a). De Bruin (2002) and De Jager (2005) comment on the growth of golf tourism and associated
commercial businesses, in particular in the Western Cape and Garden Route.

Based on these observations and compared to the description of the first two stages of the destination
area lifecycle model, the assumption can be safely made that the Garden Route has already progressed
through the exploration and involvement stages and has entered the development stage during which
the number of tourist increase significantly (Thomas 1997 & 2003a; Van Biljon 2004b; Weavers 2004c
& 2004f) and regional and national planning become necessary, such as the concept recreation
opportunity spectrum (ROS) prepared as part of the draft Eden SDF to develop a ‘product-lead’
tourism which entails developing forms of tourism that are more compatible with the environment and
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society instead of market-led tourism that attracts broad market regardless of the impact (Dennis
Moss Partnership Inc 2003: 215) and the policy guidelines for golf developments (DEADP 2005).
Figure 5 provides a graphic display of the estimated position of the Garden Route in terms of the
model.

Rejuvenation

Stagnation
Decline
Consolidation
Garden Route

Development
Involvement
Exploration

Figure 5: Simplified graphic representation of the estimated position of the Garden Route in terms of
the destination area lifecycle model (Source: Adapted from Keyser 2002: 376).

Based on this model the next stage that the Garden Route will enter, is the consolidation stage during
which the rate of increase of visitors will decline although the total numbers are still increasing. The
Garden Route will develop an identifiable character with economic, social and environmental problems
emerging strongly. Keyser (2002) also positions the Garden Route at the development stage thereby
substantiating the researcher’s assumption.

The future of the Garden Route as a golfing destination and whether it will conclude with the decline or
rejuvenation stages will be influenced by how environmental and planning legislations are able to
monitor existing and guide future golf developments. The overall aim of such legislations is to achieve
development that is sustainable. The following chapter expands on the guideline documents available
to guide golf development in the Garden Route.
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6: ASPIRING SUSTAINABLE GOLF DEVELOPMENT IN THE GARDEN
ROUTE
Part of the conflict surrounding golf developments in the Garden Route has much to do with the
process of investigating and assessing the potential impacts associated with such developments.
Through the EIA process, golf development proposals are investigated and their potential impacts
assessed in order to minimise possible significant effects on the environment and society. This process
provides ample opportunity for members of the public and relevant authorities to participate in the
environmental-planning process of golf developments. The underlying intention of this process is to
achieve sustainable development with input from various qualified specialists, relevant authorities and
the public.
6.1

GUIDELINE DOCUMENTS APPLYING TO GOLF DEVELOPMENTS IN THE

GARDEN ROUTE
Environmental pressures have forced extensive changes in international legislation in favour of better
environmental management and a more advanced level of environmental protection. The Environment
Conservation Act No. 78 of 1989 (ECA) and the National Environmental Management Act No. 107 of
1998, (NEMA) specifies the EIA process, making them the key environmental acts guiding golf
development South Africa (Barnard 1999).

NEMA was promulgated in 1998 and all golf

developments proposed since have been subject to detailed EIA processes. The following guideline
documents are also used to inform the EIA process, Western Cape Planning and Development Act 7 of
1999, Bioregional Planning Framework for the Western Cape Province, Cape Action for People and the
Environment (CAPE), Subtropical Thicket Ecosystem Plan (STEP), Draft Coastal Zone Policy for the
Western Cape Province, Draft Garden Route Klein Karoo Integrated Development Plan and Spatial
Development Framework (SDF), Draft Eden SDF and municipal integrated development plans (IDP’s)
and spatial development frameworks (SDF’s) for the study area.

For the purpose of this section the term guideline document encompasses policies, acts, frameworks
and programmes, since all these contribute to guiding golf development. Table 6 lists the relevant
guideline documents relevant to guiding Garden Route golf developments and reflect of their purpose,
instruments/tools, stakeholders and implications for golf developments. The following section expands
on their limitations separately since it influences the changes for sustainable golf development in the
Garden Route.
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Table 6: Guideline documents relevant to Garden Route golf developments
Guideline document

Purpose of document

Tools

Stakeholders

Implications for golf
developments

NATIONAL ACTS

Environment
Conservation
(ECA) 78 of 1989

“To provide effective protection Site specific EIA process.
Act and controlled utilisation of the Appeal

opportunities

Government
to

a NGO’s,

environment and for matters decision taken.

members

public,

incidental thereto” (Republic of Conditions of approval in the independent
South Africa 1989: i)

Record of Decision (ROD).
Environmental

authorities, Help
of

determine

the suitable

a

development

developer, concept that will not
environmental have

consultant.

management

a

detrimental

effect

on

the

environment.

plans (EMP).
National

“To provide for co-operative Supportive tool to the EIA Government authorities.

Obligation

Environmental

environmental governance by process.

government authorities

Management Act 107 establishing
of 1998

principles

for

decision-making

on

affecting

environment,

the

matters

to

on

investigate

and

assessment

potential

impacts

a

of

golf

institutions that will promote

development prior to

co-operative governance and

considering

procedures for co-ordinating

approval.

environmental

functions

exercised by organs of state;
and to provide for matters
connected therewith (Republic
of South Africa 1998: i)

it

for
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PROVINCIAL AND REGIONAL GUIDELINE DOCUMENTS
Guideline document

Purpose of document

Tools

Stakeholders

Implications for golf
developments

Western Cape Planning Consolidates legislation in the Principles, policies, guidelines Government
and Development Act 7 Province,
of 1999

pertaining

authorities, Inform spatial location

to and parametres for planning NGO’s and members of the and on-site planning of

provincial planning, regional and sustainable development. public.

a golf development.

planning and development, and Environmental protection and
urban and rural development land development management.
into one law.
Bioregional

Planning Guidelines

Framework

for

the bioregional

Western Cape Province

for

fundamental Designated spatial categories Government

planning

management.

authorities, Inform spatial location

and and delimitation of various NGO’s and members of the and on-site planning of

Place-specific bioregions.

public.

a golf development.

approach to planning, design
and management of the naturaland man-made environments.
Cape Action for People Secure the future of the Cape Long-term strategy to conserve Government
and the Environment Floral Kingdom.

biodiversity

(CAPE)

marine

in
and

authorities, The spatial

mapping

terrestrial, NGO’s and members of the from CAPE is used to
freshwater public.

ecosystems. Spatial mapping.

inform
biodiversity

specialist
reports

required for an EIA,
which is then used to
inform the layout of a
golf development.
Subtropical

Thicket Focus on the spatial distribution Conservation planning tool with Government

Ecosystem Plan (STEP)

of indigenous thicket types prescribed
found in the Western Cape. principles.

authorities, Spatial

information

conservation NGO’s and members of the (e.g. location of thicket
public.

areas) is used to inform
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Assessments of the extent of

the location and layout

thicket biome transformation,

of golf developments.

location and designation of
conservation

areas,

determination

of

suitable

activities in designated areas,
awareness of the value of the
thicket biome.
Draft

Coastal

Zone Ensure the sustainability of the Provides

development Government

authorities, Provides

Policy for the Western coastal zone and to safe guard guidelines that are relevant to NGO’s and members of the categories
Cape Province

spatial
to

inform

the continued derivation of the management of the coastal public.

gold

development

social and economic benefits region within the EDMA.

location

and

from the coast for all.

Principles

layout.

for

social

and economic benefits
must be adhered to.
Draft

Garden

Route Ensures that development is Informing tool to the Eden Government

Klein Karoo Integrated environmentally
Development Plan and economically
Spatial

sustainable,

and SDF.

authorities, Inform

NGO’s and members of the making

in

public.

decisionon

golf

developments.

Development addition to promoting human

Framework

well-being. The central theme
is employment creation.

Draft

Eden

Spatial Spatial planning for the EDMA.

Spatial

planning

categories Government

authorities, Guide EIA processes in

Development

similar to the ones from the NGO’s and members of the ensuring

Framework (SDF)

Bioregional
framework.
sustainable

planning public.
Principles

social,

political and economic

of

justice, addressing the

development,

needs and rights of all
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inclusive
equitable

decision-making,
access

to

communities,

natural

sectors

and individuals.

resources, benefits and services
to meet basic human needs,
integrated

environmental

considerations.
Draft Provincial SDF Guide
for the Western Cape.

and

inform

spatial Spatial

categories

and Government

authorities, Inform spatial planning

development in the Western principles.

NGO’s and members of the for golf developments.

Cape province.

public.
LOCAL MUNICIPAL GUIDELINE DOCUMENTS

Municipal
SDF.

IDP

and Assist

with

guiding

planning

development

individual
boundaries.

and Land use classification, spatial Government
within planning

the

existing (obsolete) guide plans.

necessary

categories, NGO’s and members of the planning applications.

municipal development guidelines.
Replace

authorities, Inform

public.
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Present guideline documents for the study area all support the consolidation of existing
development nodes, while discouraging the development of ‘unplanned’ nodes on the outskirts of
existing urban nodes. In addition, these guideline documents highlight the threat of insensitive ribbon
development along the coast and expanding urban footprints beyond sustainable limits. Urban sprawl
is exemplified by the linear coastal development pattern of the Garden Route, which contributes
towards inefficient infrastructure and service provision.

The space that is normally required to

accommodate golf developments, especially golf estate developments, is rarely available within the
urban edge limits of towns found in the study area. As mentioned earlier in the thesis, the proposed
golf developments namely, Nautilus Bay Golf Estate, Nautilus Bay Sports Estate, Lagoon Bay
Lifestyle Estate, Geelhoutboom Golf Estate, Le Grand Golf Estate, Lakes Eco & Golf Reserve,
Roodefontein Golf Estate, Hanglip Golf Estate, are all proposed outside urban areas, demanding
amendments to relevant spatial forward planning policies.

Not only does such golf estate development represent new township nodes on a spatial scale, but also it
creates additional pressure for local municipalities so supply bulk services so far out.

Such

development contributes to subdivision of agricultural land in rural areas, with the potential loss of
quality land to the agriculture sector. Furthermore, the principles of all the draft guideline documents
for the study area acknowledge the fact that the Garden Route must be protected and development must
take place in a manner gauged to preserve the region’s ecological diversity and aesthetic quality.

This section shows that a golf development application must comply with the principles and objectives
contained in a series of planning and environmental guideline documents, aiming at ensuring a
sustainable development that benefits the receiving environment. It also confirms that participating
stakeholders (e.g. members of the public) and decision-making government authorities, have access to
valuable guideline information that can assist them in either providing informed comment or making an
informed decision about a golf development. The principles and objectives contained in the various
guideline documents for the study area are beneficial and can contribute to producing a golf
development that will advance the Garden Route golfscape. These guideline documents are however
only effective when they are adhered to and the principles and objectives contained in them
implemented by those responsible for considering golf development applications. By not complying
with the guideline documents, restrictions are placed on golf development in the Garden Route that
together with other limitations associated with implementation, namely the lack of interactive
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collaboration between the different guideline documents, conflict between the planning and
environmental considerations for an area, obsolete guideline documents, the coarse scale of spatial
planning associated with guideline documents, the query about independency of environmental
consultants, confusion about the concept of ‘sustainable development’ and the lack of quantification of
the socio-economic contribution of golf developments constrain sustainable Garden Route golf
development.

6.2

LIMITATIONS OF SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION OF

POLICIES
As part of the above review of guideline documents that regulate and inform the EIA process, it is
necessary to reflect on the limitations associated with implementation of guideline documents and the
process of evaluating golf development applications. It also contributes to a better understanding of the
public’s antagonism towards this type of development.

There are several general environmental and planning management principles that must be applied to
all fields. They are found a variety of documents, including the Common Law, the Constitution, ECA,
NEMA, the Development Facilitation Act 67 of 1995, Municipal Structure Plans and Frameworks, the
Land Use Planning Ordinance (LUPO), the Conservation of Agricultural Resources Act 43 of 1983 and
municipal town planning schemes (Barnard 1999).

The various environmental and planning management principles overlap. This interactive nature of all
the policies, plans and principles hampers their proper implementation. Different departments need to
give input to development applications at different stages of both the planning and environmental
application processes. The details of the different laws and policies not pertaining to a specific
department can easily be lost in the process, resulting in ill-considered decision-making. Owing to
understaffed departments, policy enforcement and time delays with regard to planning and
environmental processes further impact on the decision-making procedures. The sheer volume of
environmental and planning policies and laws, both existing and planned, results in duplication of the
same information in different documents causing confusion amongst Garden Route stakeholders, rather
than comprehensive understanding of the information (Barnard 1999).
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A further conflict arises between the planning of a development and environmental considerations.
The environmental status of a site may be such that a development is unlikely to have any significant
impacts on the environment. Planning-wise, however, the location of a proposed golf development
may be in complete contrast to what planning officials envisage for the area. The existing nine golf
development applications for the Garden Route are perfect examples of this conflict since they are all
proposed outside the urban edge of any towns and despite the possible outcome of their EIA processes,
the fact remains that their suggested location contradicts the forward planning for that area. The
implication for the Garden Route golfscape, should these golf developments be approved despite the
planning guidelines, is that similar applications will become more common and the conviction one has
about the guidelines will be debilitated. In the event that these golf developments are not approved on
strength of the planning guidelines, it will diminish the possibility of future golf developments outside
urban edges, restricting further golf development.

The lack of a strategic environmental assessment (SEA) for the Garden Route and similar state of the
environment reports for each municipality further detracts from policy implementation and informed
decision-making. The alternative to such research is the availability of the CAPE and STEP projects.
These projects are broad-based, and not always appropriate for the fine-scale planning which is
required for EIA processes on golf development applications. Avierinos & Holder (2005) confirm that
the STEP and CAPE data are at too large a scale to inform an application on a single property, since the
data shows broad habitat units and what is required for on-site planning, is community level detail.
Comparing a Garden Route golf development against CAPE and STEP data alone will incorrectly
inform a stakeholder’s opinion or a government authority’s decision.

In addition, the guideline documents that should govern golf developments are outdated and the newly
proposed development plans and frameworks that should replace them are in draft format, still yet to be
approved by the provincial Western Cape government. The implication is that when urban and
regional planners apply for a golf development in an area not designated for such a development type
according to a specific guideline document (e.g. golf development in agricultural area), the argument is
used by the planners that the guideline document is outdated and therefore not relevant to inform a the
decision (Dennis Moss Partnership Inc 2005). Whether this argument has any merit is still to be seen
from expected decisions on the current golf development applications.
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The implementation of ECA is made more difficult by the perceived opinion that because the
applicant is responsible for appointing and paying the environmental consultant facilitating the EIA
process, the EIA process is less reliable and objective. This should not, however, be regarded as a
reflection on the independence of the professional consultants. Again, the structuring of the EIA
process and the involvement of the public have the potential to counter this perceived conflict. The
decision-making government authorities that consider Garden Route golf development EIA’s should
ensure that the process is fair and transparent and must act against any environmental consultancy
suspected of not being independent when facilitating an EIA for a golf development. The alternative is
for government to amend ECA so as not to place the responsibility of appointing and paying an
environmental consultant on the applicant, thereby removing this limitation.

A further aspect hampering policy implementation is the confusion about ‘sustainable development’
and what it means. The sustainable use of the Garden Route landscape is paramount for the future of
golf developments. Lapka & Cudlinova (2003) explain that in order for people to live compatibly with
their environment, the landscape must be managed in a sustainable way. Critics find the general nature
and lack of precision of the various definitions about sustainable development frustrating. Grant (1991:
124-125) stated, “…ever since the Brundtland Commission’s adoption an advocacy of the concept of
sustainable development…the phrase has found its way into practically everything written or spoken
about our environmental future”. Its central notion is of balance, of moderation, of stewardship and of
good husbandry…but the obvious risk with sustainable development is that its ready acceptability
reflects a lack of real substance. At one level, it is a convenient political slogan, which offers no
serious challenges to the ‘business as usual’ scenario. It is so obviously ambiguous. What, for
examples, are the ‘needs’ as opposed to the ‘wants’ of the present generation?”. Neo (2001) observes
that sustainability is place-dependant with the actual sustainability and desirability of development in a
specific place differing from that of another destination. Completing SEA’s or state of the environment
reports for the Garden Route will assist with determining the environmental carrying capacity of the
region resulting in a better understanding of the requirements for sustainable golf development.

The trade-off between pure economic growth (which is a key motivation point for any developer) and
environmental quality can only be resolved by assigning the correct economic value to the
environmental considerations. According to Barnard (1999: 58) the only way of assigning such an
economic value is “…by identifying the natural capital that will be destroyed by a (golf) development,
assigning a value to it, structuring the development in a way that will allow the creation of new capital,
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preparing a scale for the new capital so that it will have value at least equal to the value of the
capital due for destruction and controlling the execution of the development so that the substitution of
the destroyed capital with the substituting capital is effective”. Not all capital can be converted to an
economic value however. Subjective matters, such a spiritual value of a site, cannot be calculated.
Golf developments, whether they be estate, public or short golf-courses, affect natural capital. Golf
estates in the Garden Route are mainly proposed on agricultural land. The EIA processes of approved
estates confirm that the agriculture potential of that land was low. As a result, the land is not managed
properly, rehabilitation does not take place and invasive alien vegetation spreads across the disturbed
areas, threatening the indigenous vegetation that remains.

Thus, through capital investment, the

potential exists with golf development to add value to the land (natural capital) by allowing
development to take place in areas that have already been disturbed. The economic value of natural
resources lost of gained through golf developments must become a focus in EIA processes, since it will
aid stakeholders and decision-making government authorities to better understand the ‘true’
environmental impact of a golf development once it is quantified in terms (R/c) that everybody
understands. A quantitative analysis of the golfscape will help to measure these aspects.

Despite the limitations placed on Garden Route golf developments either through having to comply
with the principles of guideline documents, or through the known problems associated with the
implementation of these guideline documents as discussed, the opportunity exists for golf
developments to take place in a balanced and sustainable manner.
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7: CONCLUSION – THE 18TH HOLE
For the first time all the existing and proposed golf developments in the study area are listed and
discussed in details previously not recorded in this thesis. Although this description of the Garden
Route golfscape betters the understanding of the Garden Route as a golfing destination, more research
is required to completely eliminate the challenges associated with it.
This chapter concludes the research and comments on the recommendations about resolving the
challenges addressed and suggestions for further research.
7.1

GIVEN THE CHALLENGES - DOES GOLF HAVE A FUTURE IN THE GARDEN

ROUTE?
The challenges associated with the Garden Route golfscape can be addressed through examining the
all-encompassing consequences of establishing golf developments in the Garden Route. Guideline
documents and tools exist to guide and ensure sustainable golf development for the Garden Route. The
implementation of and compliance with such guideline documents must be enforced on government
authorities and golf developers.

The Garden Route has the potential to build on its already established international image as a golfing
and tourist destination.

In the event that consideration is given to the following requirements,

opportunity exists for the golf to have a future in the Garden Route:
¾ The demand for golf-course developments must be property investigated and assessed and
that figure should be evaluated against the carrying capacity of the study area to support golf
developments.
¾ Guidelines must be developed for golf developments that must ensure that local communities
will benefit from golf developments.
¾ New applications for golf development must comply with the requirements as set out in the
policy document resulting from the investigation into golf- and polo-field developments.
¾ A detailed audit of all the existing golf developments must be done, whereby individual golf
developments are visited by the DEA&DP and evaluated in terms of their land use,
accessibility to the public, water consumption and conservation measures, environmental
conservation measures, employment opportunities, local economic investment, social
responsibilities and their compliance with the conditions of their approval.
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¾ Comparative land use assessment should be completed in order to compare the main land
uses of the study area (agriculture, forestry, conservation, residential).
¾ A guideline document should be developed by golf developments for golf developments in
which known challenges of operating a golf course development are highlighted and
recommendations given to address them.

Despite the results from these requirements, limitations will remain to hamper sustainable golf
development in the Garden Route. The following section expands on these limitations.
7.2

THE

NECESSITY

OF

UNDERTAKING

A

WIDE-RANGING

STRATEGIC

ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT OF THE GARDEN ROUTE
The above-mentioned aspects can only be achieved through an all-encompassing strategic
environmental assessment (SEA) for the Garden Route. The terms of reference for such a SEA should
be the following, as was highlighted through the research.
7.2.1

Revision of existing EIA processes and documents

This is needed in order to collate available research on existing and proposed golf developments. Such
a step will help identify gaps within processes and possibly shortcomings with decision-making. A
detailed overview of available EIA application records for the study area will generally assist in
understanding the mechanism of how such golf development applications are proposed, and on what
conditions are they approved. This will create the opportunity to measure golf developments against
their original conditions of approval and check whether they comply with the requirements. In the
event that they don’t, measures should be developed to confirm whether the conditions were
unrealistic, or whether the development simply ignored it. Those that met their conditions of approval
should be awarded in the way the USGA awards golf courses that achieve environmental excellence.
Such a review will also assist in determining whether the standard of golf developments are improving
through improved EIA processes and if so, what such improvements are.
7.2.2

Adequate planning

Planning considerations must be given to suitable land spaces where golf developments will be both
feasible and sustainable. Also the desirability of such locations should be determined to avoid urban
sprawl and coastal ribbon development.
determined.

The carrying capacity of such areas should also be
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7.2.3

Environmental considerations.

These must embrace whether or not golf developments have caused fragmentation of indigenous
vegetation, especially of the fynbos biome and coastal thicket and whether it caused a reduction in
biodiversity or the destruction of conservation-worthy habitats in the past. This could be done by using
public records and EIA’s, as well as comparing aerial photography of the areas before and after
development, with the help of GIS.

Applications for golf developments must comply with the

biodiversity and specialist guidelines as published by Western Cape government. The requirement also
exists for an assessment of water usage and conservation measures of golf developments.
7.2.4

A thorough analysis of services

The anticipated demand for bulk services created by a golf development should be evaluated against
the bulk service master planning of local municipalities. In the event that such an evaluation indicates
that there is water pressure, authorities must consider a market mechanism of supply and demand to
determine the price of water. In areas where water is scare and demand exceeds supply, water can
become more expensive. Alternatively, the use of alternative sources (e.g. purification and re-use of
sewage water) can be investigated as cheaper options.
7.2.5

Social impact investigations

Several issues should be borne in mind, namely the implications for disadvantaged communities, the
exclusivity of these estates and who uses them (locals, foreigners), the number of jobs created or lost,
the skills required (a skills audit would be necessary) and whether workers would be sourced locally or
imported from other regions. The cumulative impact of the influx of job seekers on municipal services
such as housing, schools, health systems and community infrastructures must be also investigated.

Fancourt Hotel & Country Club Estate has set a good example for other golf developments to follow,
through their assortment of social commitments to the George community. Similar strategies and new,
improved ones should form part of new golf developments.
7.2.6

Direct and indirect economic impacts associated with golf developments

In addition to making an assessment of jobs that become available during construction and operation
phases, economic benefits gained through the development should be compared with alternative
income generators, such as eco-tourism/agriculture/conservation. This will assist in understanding the
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whether the contribution of golf developments to the economy of the Garden Route is significant or
not.
7.2.7

Future investigations/assessments should be conducted on a comparative level

It is critical that where investigations and assessments are conducted in future research, these be
effected on a comparative level, where positive and negative factors pertaining to alternative land uses,
such as the status quo, conservation, agriculture and golf estates, are considered and evaluated. As an
example, a study of golf estates and their employment opportunities is of little value unless it
incorporates a critical examination of how else the land could be used. The financial feasibility and
desirability of each of those alternatives must also be assessed. For example, conservation may well be
the ultimate, ideal alternative, but very few private landowners have the financial backing needed for
such a goal to be realised.

Alternatively, landowners may lack the will to commit to such an

undertaking and the government does not have the funds to buy private land for nature reserves.
7.2.8

Public involvement post-decision making

The lack of public involvement post-approval of a golf development should be eliminated. Golf
developments must be required to ensure continued public involvement throughout the construction
and operation phases. Regular site visits and meeting during these phases will allow the public to see
for themselves whether the promised made by developers and the conditions of approval that result
from the EIA process are complied with. It also has the added benefit of acting as another tool, in
addition to the guideline documents, the EMP, ECO and ELC to ensure compliance with the measures
put in place to minimise detrimental impacts on the receiving environment.

The undertaking of an SEA is the logical next step following this research. It will provide a more
comprehensive description of the Garden Route of which this research forms the baseline. As indicated
in the research, various large-scale golf estates are currently under review in 2005 and will continue to
be under review in 2006. The investigation by Western Cape government into golf developments made
2005 a watershed year for golf development in the Western Cape and Garden Route.

7.3

2006 – A WATERSHED YEAR FOR GOLF IN THE GARDEN ROUTE

The investigations by Western Cape government suggest improvements to the way in which golf
developments are planned and evaluated. Although there was a public expectation of a moratorium on
this development type, it was not part of the final recommendations, implying that attention has been
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given to the concerns raised, but that the concerns and golf developments per se are not so
significant that a drastic measure, such as halting all golf developments, is considered necessary.

Two significant events that relate to the local golf industry have taken place in 2006 confirming that it
is to be a watershed year for the Garden Route golfscape. The first is the mobilisation of the local golf
industry by means of consulting with relevant stakeholders, gathering international input and advice
and planning for the future of the golf industry in a sustainable manner. As mentioned in section 4.4,
the South African Golf Summit was held at Fancourt Hotel & Country Club Estate in March 2006 and
at this summit the industry agreed to work towards eliminating problems causing public concern about
the industry.

The second is despite the stricter guidelines and public objection to golf estate developments, national
DEAT issued two approvals for lifestyle golf estate applications in the Knysna intra-regional golfscape
in March 2006. Local residents appealed both these decisions, which confirms the findings of the
public opinion survey; that the approval of new golf estate developments in the Garden Route, results
in added objection and aggravation towards golf developments.

It remains to be seen whether

provincial DEADP will follow the same route as national DEAT with the remaining golf estate
applications in the Garden Route and whether the public will further tolerate the proliferation of golf
developments in the Garden Route.

[41 042]
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GUIDE TO TERMS AND ACRONYMS USED IN THE THESIS
Biodiversity

Biodiversity is an abbreviation of biological diversity.

The

Convention on Biological Diversity defines it as “the variability
among living organisms from all sources including terrestrial,
marine, and other aquatic ecosystems and the ecological
complexes of which they are part; this includes diversity within,
between species and of ecosystems” (Dennis Moss Partnership
Inc 2000: 4).
Bioregional planning

“An organised process that enables people to work together, think
carefully about potential problems of their region, set goals and
objectives, define activities, implement projects, take actions
agreed upon by the communities, evaluate progress and refine
their approach” (Dennis Moss Partnership Inc 2003: 7).

CN

Cape Nature (previously Western Cape Nature Conservation
Board)

Conservation

It includes sustainable use, protection, maintenance, rehabilitation
and restoration of the natural environment (Dennis Moss
Partnership Inc 2000).

DEADP

Department of Environmental Affairs and Development Planning

DEA&T

Department of Environmental Affairs and Tourism

DWAF

Department of Water Affairs and Forestry

EAR

Environmental audit report

ECA

Environment Conservation Act 73 of 1989

ECO

Environment control officer

Ecosystem

“A dynamic system of plant, animal and micro-organism
communities and their non-living environment which interact as a
functional unit” (Dennis Moss Partnership Inc 2003: 8).

EDMA

Eden District Municipal Area

EIA

Environmental Impact Assessment (regulations made under
section 26 of the ECA [Government Notice (GN) 1183 in
Government Gazette 18261, dated 5 September 1997], as
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amended in GN 1355 of 17 October 1997, GN 448 of 27
March 1998, GN 164 of 11 December 1998, GN 670 of 10 May
2002 and GN R672 of 10 May 2002)
ELC

Environmental liaison committee

Environment

“The surroundings within which humans exist that are made up of
the land, water and atmosphere of the earth, micro-organisms,
plant and animal life, any part or combination of the above, and
their interrelationships and the physical, chemical, aesthetic and
cultural properties and conditions of the foregoing that influence
human health and well-being” (Republic of South Africa 1998:
8).

EMP

Environmental management plan

Fynbos

Fynbos is the main vegetation type of the south-western Cape and
of the Cape Floristic Region (De Moor & Lubke 1988)

Golfscape

Description of the spatial distribution, location, orientation,
amount and features of golf developments, as well as the
challenges associated with golf developments, how the public and
developer’s perceive it, the guidelines that govern it and the
expectations for the future of golf developments.

Listed activities

Activities identified by the Minister of DEA&T, under section 21
of ECA as likely to have a substantial detrimental effect on the
environment, listed in GN R1183 in Government Gazette 18261
of 5 September 1997, and as amended in GN 1355 of 17 October
1997, GN 448 of 27 March 1998, GN 164 of 11 December 1998,
GN 670 of 10 May 2002 and GN R672 on 10 May 2002.

I&AP

Interested and affected party

Leisure

“Time that is left over when work, sleep and other basic needs
have been met” (Keyser 2002: 13).

LUPO

Land Use Planning Ordinance 15 of 1985

NEMA

National Environmental Management Act 107 of 1998

Recreation

“What one does during leisure time” (Keyser 2002: 13).

SanParks

South African National Parks Board
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Sustainable development

“Development that meets the needs of the present without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own
needs” (Keyser 2002: 373).

Value driver

Term used by developers to describe aspects associated with
wealth (e.g. golf, aeroplanes, equestrian centres, yachts)

WESSA

Wildlife Society of South Africa

